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Office of the Secretary of State 
March Fong Eu 
1230 J Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 
Elections Division 
(916) 445-0820 
July 26, 1985 
TO ALL REGISTRARS OF VOTERS, OR COUNTY CLERKS, AND PROPONENT (8533) 
Pursuant to Section 3513 of the Elections Code, we transmit herewith a copy 
of the Title and Summary prepared by the Attorney General on a proposed 
Initiative Measure entitled: 
REAPPORTIONMENT OF ASSEMBLY, SENATE, 
AND CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS 
Initiative Statute 
Circulating and Filing Schedule 
1. Minimum number of signatures required ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 393,835 
Cal. Const., Art. II, Sec. 8(b). 
2. Official Summary Date ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Friday, 7/26/85 
Elec. C., Sec. 3513. 
3. Petition Sections: 
a. First day Proponent can circulate Sections for signatures. Friday, 7/26/85 
Elec. C., Sec. 3513. 
b. Last day Proponent can circulate and file with the county. 
All Sections are to be filed at the same time within each 
coun ty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ~nday, 12/23/85+ 
Elec. C., Secs. 3513, 3520(a). 
c. Last day for county to determine total number of 
signatures affixed to petition and to transmit total 
to the Secretary of State ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Tuesday, 12/31/85 
(If the Proponent files the petition with the county on a date prior to 
12/23/85, the oounty has five working days from the filing of the petition 
to determine the total number of signatures affixed to the petition and to 
transmit the total to the Seoretary of State.) Eleo. C., Sec. 3520(b). 
+ PLEASE NOTE: To the Proponent who may wish to qualify for the 1986 Primary 
Election. The law allows up to approximately 67 days for county election 
officials to check and report petition signatures and transmit results. 
The law also requires that this process be completed 131 days before the 
election in which the people will vote on the initiative. It is possible 
that the county may not need precisely 67 days. But if you want to be sure 
that this initiative qualifies for the 1986 Primary Election, you should 
file this petition with the county before November 15, 1985. 
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d. Secretary of State determines whether the total 
number of signatures filed with all county clerks 
meets the minimum number of required signatures, 
and notifies the counties •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Monday, 1/6/86** 
e. Last day for county to determine total number of 
qualified voters who signed the petition, and to 
transmit certificate with a blank copy of the 
petition to the Secretary of State ••••••••••••••••••••• _Tuesday, 1/21/86 
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to 
determine the number of qualified voters who 
signed the petition on a date other than 12/31/85, 
the last day is not later than the fifteenth day 
after the county's receipt of notification.) 
Elec. C., Sec. 3520(d), (e). 
f. If the signature count is more than 433,218 or 
less than 354,452, then the Secretary of State 
certifies the petition has qualified or failed, 
and notifies the counties. If the signature count 
is between 354,452 and 433,218 inclusive, then the 
Secretary of State notifies the counties using the 
random sampling technique to determine the 
validity of all signatures •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Monday, 1/27/86** 
g. Last day for county to determine actual number 
of all qualified voters who signed the petition, 
and to transmit certificate with a blank copy of 
the petition to the secretary of State ••••••••••••• Wednesday, 2/26/86 
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to 
determine the number of qualified voters who have 
signed the petition on a date other than 
1/21/86, the last day is not later than the 
thirtieth day after county's receipt of 
notifica tion. ) 
Elec. C., Sec. 3521(b), (c). 
h. Secretary of State certifies whether the petition has 
been signed by the number of qualified voters required 
to declare the petition sufficient •••••••••••••••••••• Saturday, 3/1/86 
**Date varies based on receipt of county certification. 
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4. Campaign Statements: 
Last day to file a campaign statement of receipts 
and expenditures for period ending 1/20/86 •••••••••••• Monday, 1/27/86 
(If the Secretary of State finds that the measure has 
either qualified or failed to qualifY on a date earlier 
than 12/23/85 the last date to file is the 35th calendar 
day after the deadline for filing petitions or the date 
of notification by the Secretary of State that the 
measure has either qualified or failed to qualifY, whichever 
is earlier. The closing date for the campaign statement 
is seven days prior to the filing deadline.) 
Gov. C., Secs. 84200(d) , 84202(j). 
5. The Proponent of the above named measure is: 
Honorable Don Sebastiani 
25 McDonell Street 
Sonoma, California 95476 
(707) 996-4131 
DEBORAH SEILER 
Assistant to the Secretary of State 
Elections and Political Reform 
NOTE TO PROPONENT: Your attention is directed to Elections Code 
Sections 41,44,3501,3507,3508,3516,3517, and 3519 for appropriate 
format and type considerations in printing, typing, and otherwise preparing 
your initiative petition for circulation and signatures. Your attention 
is further directed to the campaign disclosure requirements of the 
Political Reform Act of 1974, Government Code Section 81000 et seq. 
JOHN K. V AN DE KAMP 
Attorney General 
July 26, 1985 
Honorable March Fong Eu 
Secretary of State 
1230 J Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 
Dear Mrs. Eu: 
Re: Initiative Title and Summary. 
Our File No. SA85RF0007 
State of California 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
1515 K STREET. SUITE 511 
SACRAMENTO 95814 
(916) 445-9555 
FJ CE D 
In the office of the Secretary of Stc:ta 
of the State of California 
JUL 261985 
MARCH FONG EU. Secretary of State 
~~ot:~. 
puty . 
Pursuant to the provisions of section 3503 and 3513 of the 
Elections code, you are hereby notified that on this day we 
mailed to the proponent(s) of the above identified proposed 
initiative our title and s.um~ary. 
Enclosed is a copy of our transmittal letter to the 
proponent(s), a copy of our title and summary, a declaration 
of mailing thereof, and a copy of the proposed measure. 
According to information available in our records, the 
name(s) and address(es) of the proponent(s) is as stated on 
the declaration of mailing •. 
Very truly yours, 




Deputy Attorney General 
Enclosure 
(RF-10, 6/83) 
Date: July. 26, 1985 
File No: SA 85 RF 0007 
The Attorney General of California has prepared the following 
title and summary of the chief purpose and points of the 
proposed measure: 
REAPPORTIONMENT OF ASSEMBLY, SENATE, AND CONGRESSIONAL 
DISTRICTS. INITIATIVE STATUTE. Repeals existing statutes 
setting the boundaries of Assembly, Senate, and Congressional 
districts. Enacts ~eplacement statutes establishing new 
boundary lines for these districts. Contains statement of 
findings and declarations of purpose concerning 
reapportionment. Summary of estimate by Legislative Analyst 
and Director of Finance of fiscal impact on state and local 
governments: The state Supreme Court has ruled that the State 
Constitution does not permit reapportionment by statutory 
initiative. Thus, this statutory initiative, by itself, would 
have no fiscal effect. A companion initiative is being 
proposed to amend the State Constitution to permit 
reapportionment by initiative statute and to establish 
requirements for the composition of legislative districts. If 
the companion initiative is approved at the June 1986 Primary 
Election, that initiative (rather than this st~tutory 
initiative) would compel the state to reapportion the existing 
Senate and/or Assembly districts, or if this initiative statute 
is approved, compel the state to conform to the boundary lines 
established by this initiative statute. In either event, 
approval of this constitutional amendment would compel the 
state to conduct a secqnd primary Election, prior to the 
General Election in November 1986, to conform the requirement 
imposed by the Constitutional Amendment that each Senate 
District encompass two entire Assembly Districts. The second 
Primary Election would be necessary to select party nominees 
from the newly drawn districts prior to the November 1986 
election. The estimated cost of holding the second Primary 
Election would range from $30 to $35 million. In addition, 
state and local governments would incur significant costs to 
reapportion Senate and Assembly Districts. There could be some 
savings in ballot printing costs. Under these circumstances, 
the costs associated with this initiative statute are 
attributable t6 the Initiative Constitutional Amendment. 
TEXT OF SEBASTIAN I INITIATIVE 
This initiative measure amends Chapters 1, 2, 3 and 4 of Division 18 
of the Elections Code by amendinq, adding and repealing sections thereof. 
FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS OF PURPOSE 
The people find and declare as follows: 
(a) The continued viability of the State's democratic system 
requires fair elections with equal representation of all citizens: 
(b) In order to ensure fair elections and adequate representation of 
all citizens, the State shocld be reapportioned in an equitable manner: 
(c) Assembly, Senate and Congressional Districts should, insofar as 
possible, be geographically contiguous, and should, insofar as possible, 
preserve natural geographic regions, cities and coun~ies; 
(d) Population deviations between districts should be minimized: 
(e) Each district should preserve common social and economic 
interests within the boundaries of the district; 
(f) The districts should ensure adequate representation of racial, 
ethnic and language minorities; 
(g) Article XXI of the California Constitution mandates the 
Legislature to reapportion the State and develop new Assembly, Senate and 
COngressional Districts in the year following the year in which a national 
census is taken; 
(h) After the 1980 Census, the Legislature passed legislation 
providing for new Assembly, Senate and Congressional Districts (A.B. 301, 
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Chapter 535 of the Statutes of 1981, S.B. 99, Chapter 536 of the Statutes of 
1981, and '.B. 300, Chapter 537 of the Statutes of 1981): 
(i) The 1eqis1atlon was rejected by voter referendum in the November 
1982 general election, fol1owinq which the Legislature adopted new 
reapportionment plans for the Assembly, Senate and Conqressiona1 Districts 
(S.B. 3, Chapter 8 of the Pirst Extraordinary Session, 1983-1984 and A.B. 2, 
Chapter 6 of the Pirst Extraordinary Session, 1983-1984): 
(j) The reapiOrtionment plans adopted by the Legis lature followinq 
the 1982 referendum fail to provide for the adequate representation of all 
citizens, and otherwise fail to meet the principals set forth in subsections 
(a) throuqh (f) abo?e. 
(k) The people propose this amendment to Chapters 1, 2, 3 and 4 of 
Division 18 of the Elections Code to reapportion the State pursuant to the 
principles set forth in subSections (a) through' (f) above. 
pnoPOSED AMENIXENT OF CHAPl'ERS 1, 2, 3 AND 4 
OF DIVISION 18 OP THE EL!CTIONS CODE. 
Pirst - r.hepter 1 (commencing with Section 30000) of Division 18 of 
the Elections Code is repealed. 
Second - Chapter 1 (oommencinq with Section 30000) is added to 
Division 18 of the Elections Code, to read: 
CHAPTER 1. tiENERAL PROVISI(JqS 
30000. An~ maps describinq the boundaries of the districts, as 
contained in this division, which have been prepared by the 
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proponents of this initiative measure in connection with the proposal 
of this initiative measure may be deposited with the Secretary of 
State in order to illustrate the boundary lines set forth in this 
division. Maps deposited with the Secretary of State pursuant to 
this section may be used by the Secretary of State am the several 
county clerks for purposes of assisting in the interpretation of this 
division and to facilitate the Secretary of State and the county 
clerks in their administrative functions involved in the conduct of 
elections. 
Third - That Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 30010) of Division 18 
of the Elecl~ons Code is repealed. 
~urth - That Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 30010) is added to 
Division 18 of the Elections code, to read: 
CHAPTER 2. ASSEMBLY DISTRICTS 
30010. It is the intent of the people of the State of 
California in enacting this chapter to implement Article XXI o~ the 
California Constitution. 
30011. For purposes of this chapter, references to wCT w shall 
mean ·census tract,· as that demographic unit is established by the 
united States Bureau of the Census for the 1980 census as described 
by maps and publications of the bureau. References to··B1ock,~ 
·Blecks- CIa: ·Bleck Gro'4>s- refer to those demographic uni ts as 
establis~ __ d ~ the United States Census Bureau for the 1980 census as 
described by maps and publications of the bureau. 
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In addition, any reference to a "city," "city boundaries" or 
"City limits" shall refer to the boundaries or limits of the 
particular city as they existed on April 1, 1980. Reference to a 
city shall refer to the particular incorporated municipality provided 
for herein. 
Except as indicated, all census tracts ending with the suffix 
".99" shall be deemed part of the census tract designated by the 
whole number preceding the suffix, and shall be contained within the 
same district as the accompanying whole-number census tract. 
If any census tract, block or block group is omitted, listed more 
thC'.~. once, or is only partially provided for, it is the intent of this chapter 
that the districts shall be defined in such a manner as to not omit any area of 
California from a district and to comply with Article XXI of the California 
Constitution requiring that districts be reasonably equal. In order to carry 
out the intent of the people as expressed herein, the Secretary of State shall 
undertake such measures as are necessary to ensure compliance with this 
section. 
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ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 1: 
Assembly District 1 shall consist of the following whole counties: Del Norte, 
Humboldt, Lake, Mendocino, together with the part of Napa County contained 
within the following whole census tracts~ CT 2004 through 2007, CT 2012 through 
2020. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 2: 
Assembly District 2 shall consist of the following whole counties: Colusa, 
Glenn, Siskiyou, Shasta, Sutter, Tehama, Trinity. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 3: 
Assembly District 3 shall consist of the following whole counties: Butte, 
Lassen, Modoc, Nevada, Plumas, Sierra, Yuba. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 4: 
Assembly District 4 shall consist of the following whole counties: Amador, 
Alpine, Calaveras, El Dorado, Mono, Placer, Mariposa, Tuolumne. 
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ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 5: 
Assembly District 5 shall consist of the whole County of Yolo, together with the 
part of Sacramento County contained within the following whole census tracts: 
CT 7 through 14, CT 17 through 42.03, CT 44.01 through 49.01. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 6: 
Assembly District 6 shall consist of the part of Sacramento County contained 
within the following whole census tracts: CT 1, CT 2, CT 3, CT 4, CT 5, CT 6, 
CT 15, CT 16, CT 53, CT 54.02, CT 55.02, CT 55.03, CT 55.04, CT 56.01, CT 56.02, 
CT 60, CT 61, CT 62.01, CT 62.02, CT 63, CT 64, CT 65, CT 66, CT 67, CT 68, 
CT 69, CT 70.01, CT 70.02, CT 71, CT 72.01, CT 72.02, CT 72.03, CT 72.04, CT 73, 
CT 74.02, CT 74.03, CT 74.04, CT 74.06, CT 74.07, CT.74.08, CT 74.09, CT 75, 
CT 81.02, CT 81.03, CT 81.05, CT 81.06, .CT 81.07, CT 81.09, CT 81.10, CT 81.11, 
CT 81.12, CT 82.02, CT 82.03, CT 82.04. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 7: 
Assembly District 7 shall consist of the part of Sacramento County contained 
within the following whole census tracts: CT 50 through 52.03, CT 54.01, 
CT 57.01 through 59.02, CT 76 through 80.04, CT 81.08, CT 82.01, CT 82.05, CT 83 
"through 95, together with the part of San ~, ~quin County contained within the 
following whole and partial census tracts: Whole Census Tracts: CT 40, CT 46, 
CT 471 Partial Census Tractsl CT 41.01-that portion not contained within 
Assembly District 25. 
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ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 8: 
Assembly District 8 shall consist of the whole county of Sonoma. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 9: 
Assembly District 9 shall consist of the whole County of Solano, together with 
the part of Napa County not contained in Assembly District 1, together with the 
part of Sacramento County contained within the following whole census tracts: 
CT 43, CT 49.02, CT 96 through 98. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 10: 
Assembly District 10 shall consist of the whole County of Marin, together with 
the following whole census tracts contained in San Francisco County: CT 102, 
CT 108, CT 109, CT 126, CT 127, CT 128, CT 129, CT 130, CT 131, CT 132, CT 133, 
CT 135, CT 154, CT 401, CT 402, CT 428, CT 601, CT 602. 
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ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 11: 
Assembly District 11 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Contra Costa COunty: CT 3010, CT 3020, CT 3031, CT 3032, CT 3050, CT 3060, 
CT 3071, CT 3072.01, CT 3072.02, CT 3072.03, CT 3080, CT 3090, CT 3100, 
CT 3110, CT 3120, CT 3131.01, CT 3131.02, CT 3131.03, CT 3132.01, CT 3132.02, 
CT 3141, CT 3142, CT 3160, CT 3170, CT 3180, CT 3190, CT 3200.01, CT 3200.02, 
CT 3211.01, CT 3211.02, CT 3211.03, CT 3212, CT 3220, CT 3230, CT 3250, 
CT 3260, CT 3530.01, CT 3551.01, CT 3560.01, CT 3560.02, CT 3570, CT 3580, 
CT 3591.01, CT 3591.02, CT 3592.01, CT 3592.02, CT 3601, CT 3602, CT 3610, 
CT 3620, CT 3630, CT 3640.01, CT 3640.02, CT 3660, CT 3672, CT 3680, CT 3690, 
CT 3840, CT 3851, CT 3852, CT 3860, CT 3870, CT 3880, CT 3891, CT 3892, 
CT 3901, CT 3902, CT 3910, CT 3920: together with the following partial census 
tracts contained in Contra Costa County: CT 3150 - that-portion not contained 
within Assembly District 14; CT 3240 - that-portion not contained within 
Assembly District 14: CT 3270 - that portion contained within the City of 
Pleasant Bill: CT 3381 - that portion contained within the City of Pleasant 
Bill: CT 3470 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 14: 
CT 3540 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 14; CT 3552 -
that portion contained within the City of Pittsburg. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 12: 
Assembly District 12 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Ala_da county: CT 4033, CT 4037, CT 4038, CT 4045, CT 4046, CT 4047, 
CT 4048, CT 4049, CT 4050, CT 4051, CT 4052, CT 4053, CT 4054, CT 4055, 
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CT 4056, CT 4057, CT 4058, CT 4059, CT 4060, CT 4061, CT 4062, CT 4063, 
CT 4uti4, CT 4065, CT 4066, CT 4067, CT 4068, CT 4069, CT 4070, CT 4071, 
C'l' 4072, C'l' 4073, CT 4074, CT 4075, C'l' 4076, C'l' 4077, CT 4078, CT 4082, 
CT 4083, C'l' 4084, C'l' 4085, CT 4086, CT 4087, C'l' 4088, CT 4089, C'l' 4090, 
CT 4091, C'l' '''92, C'l' 4093, C'l' 4094, C'l' 4095, C'l' 4096, CT 4097, C'l' 4098, 
CT 4101, C'l' 4102, CT 4103, CT 4104, CT 4261, C'J' 4262, C'l' 4271, C'l' 4272, 
CT 4273, CT 4274, C'l' 4275, C'l' 4276, C'l' 4277, C'l' 4278, CT 4279, C'l' 4280, 
CT 4281, C'l' 4282, CT 4283, CT 4284, CT 4285, CT 4286. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 13: 
Assembly District 13 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Alameda County: C'l' 4001, CT 4002, CT 4003, CT 4004, C'l' 4005, CT 4006, 
C'l' 4007, CT 4008, CT 4009, C'l' 4010, C'l' 4011, CT 4012, CT 4013, C'l' 4014, 
C'l' 4015, C'l' 4016, C'l' 4017, C'l' 4018, C'l' 4019, C'l' 4020, CT 4021, CT 4022, 
CT 4023, CT 4024, C'l' 4025, C'l' .. 026, CT 4027, CT 4028, CT 4029, CT 4030, 
CT 4031, CT 4032, CT 4034, CT 4035, C'l' 4036, C'l' 4039, CT 4040, C'l' 4041, 
CT 4042, C'l' 4043, CT 4044, CT .. 201, CT 4202, CT 4203, CT 4204, CT 4205, 
C'l' 4206, C'l' .;11, C'l' 4212, CT 4213, CT 4214, C'l' 4215, C'l' 4216, CT 4217, 
CT 4218, CT 4219, CT 4220, C'I' .. 221, CT 4222, CT 4223, C'l' 4224, CT 4225, 
CT 4226, CT 4227, CT 4228, CT 4229, CT 4230, CT 4231, CT 4232, C'!' 4233, 
CT 4234, CT 4235, C'l' 4236, C'I' 4237, CT 4238, C'I' 4239, C'l' 4240, C'I' 42517 
together with the following whole census tracts contained in Contra Costa 
County: CT 3650.01, C'I' 3650.02, C'I' 3671, CT 3700, CT 3710, CT 3720, CT 3nO, 
CT 3740, CT 3750, CT 3760, CT 3770, CT 3780, C'l' 3790, CT 3800, C'l' 3810, 
CT 3820, CT 3830. 
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ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 14: 
Assembly District 14 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Contra Costa County: CT 3040, CT 3280, CT 3290, CT 3300, CT 3310, CT 3320, 
CT 3331, CT 3332, CT 3340.01, CT 3340.02, CT 3340.03, CT 3350, CT 3361, 
CT 3362, CT 3371, CT 3372, CT 3373, CT 3382.01, CT 3382.02, CT 3383.01, 
CT 3383.02, CT 3390, CT 3400.01, CT 3400.02, CT 3410, CT 3420, CT 3430.01, 
CT 3430.02, CT 3430.03, CT 3440, CT 3451.01, CT 3451.02, CT 3451.03, 
CT 3451.04, CT 3451.05, CT 3451.06, CT 3452.01, CT 3452.02, CT 3461.01, 
CT 3461.02, CT 3462.01, CT 3462.02, CT 3480, CT 3490, CT 3500, CT 3511, 
CT 3512, CT 3521.01, CT 3521.02, CT 3522.01, CT 3522.02, CT 3530.02, 
CT 3551.02, CT 3551.03, CT 3553.01, CT 3553.02, CT 3553.03, CT 3553.04, 
CT 3553.05; together with the following partial census tracts contained in 
Contra Costa County: CT 3150 - that portion contained within the City of 
Concord, CT 3240 - that portion contained within the City of Concord, CT 3270 
- that portion not contained within Assembly District llr CT 3381 - that 
portion not contained wi thin Assembly District llr CT 3470 - that portion 
contained within the City of Lafayette; CT 3540 - that portion contained 
within the City of Lafayette, CT 3552 - that portion not contained within 
Assembly Dietr ict 11. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 15: 
Assembly District 15 .hall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Alameda County: CT .v19, CT 4080, CT 4081, CT 4099, CT 4100, CT 4301, 
CT 4302, CT 4303, CT 4304, CT 4305, CT 4306, CT 4307, CT 4308, CT 4309, 
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C'1' 4310, C'1' 4311, CT 4312, CT 4321, CT 4322, CT 4323, CT 4324, C'1' 4325, 
C'l' 4326, C'l' 4327, CT 4328, C'l' 4329, C'l' 4330, CT 4331, C'l' 4332, C'l' 4333, 
C'1' 4334, C'1' 4335, CT 4336, C'1' 4337, CT 4338, CT 4339, CT 4340, C'1' 4352, 
C1' 4353, C'l' 4354, CT 4355, C1' 4356, CT 4357, CT 4358, CT 4359, C'I' 4360, 
C'1' 4361, CT 4362, CT 4363, CT 4364, CT 4365, CT 4366, CT 4367, CT 43(9, 
C'l' 4369, C'l' 4370, C'1' 4371, C'l' 4372, C'1' 4373, C'1' 4374, C'l' 4375, C'l' 4376, 
CT 4377 , CT 4378, CT 4379, CT 4381, CT 4382, CT 4383, CT 4384, together with 
the following partial census tracts contained in Alameda County: C'l' 4351 -
that portion not contained within Assembly District 16, C'l' 4380 - that portion 
not contained within Assembly District 16, C'1' 4503 - that portion not 
contained within Assembly Distr ict 16, CT 4504 - that portion not C(mtained 
within Assembly District 16, CT 4505 - that portion not contained within 
Assembly District 16, CT 4506.01 - that portion not contained within Assembly 
District 16. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRIC'l' 16: 
Assembly District 16 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Alameda COunty COunty: CT 4401, CT 4402, CT 4403.01, CT 4403.02, 
C'l' 4403.03, C'l' 4403.04, CT 4403.05, C'1' 4403.06, CT 4403.07, CT 4403.08, 
CT 4403.09, CT 4411, CT 4412, CT 4413, CT 4414, CT 4415, CT 4416, C'l' 4417, 
CT 4418, CT 4419.01, CT 4419.02, CT 4420, CT 4421, CT 4422, CT 4423, CT 4424, 
C'.l' 4425, CT 4";. ), C'.l' 4427, CT 4428, CT 4429, CT 4430, CT 443l, CT 4432, 
CT 4433, CT 4441, CT 4442, CT 4443, CT 4444, CT 4445, CT 4446, CT 4501, 
C'.l' 4502, CT 4506.02, CT 4506.03, CT 4506.04, CT 4506.05, CT 4506.06, 
CT 4506.07, CT 4507.01, C'1' 4507.02, CT 4507.03, CT 4507.04, C'I' 4511, CT 4512, 
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CT 4513, CT 4514, CT 4515, CT 4516, CT 4517; together with the fOllowing 
partial census tracts contained in Alameda County: ~~ 4351 - that portion 
contained within the City of Union City, CT 4380 - that portion contained 
within th .... City of Union City, err 4503 - that portion contained within the 
City of Pleasanton, CT 4504 - that portion contained within ~he City of 
Pleasanton, CT 4505 - that portion contained within the City of Pleasanton, 
CT 4506.01 - that portion contained within the City of Pleasanton. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 17: 
Assembly District 17 shall contain the following whole cens'_~.-:; tracts contained 
in San Francisco County: CT 134, CT 151, CT 152, CT 153, CT 155, CT 156, 
CT 157, err 158, CT 159, CT 161, CT 162, err 163, err 164, err 165, err 166, 
CT 167, CT 168, CT 169, CT 170, CT 171, CT 204, CT 261, CT 262, CT 301.01, 
CT 301.02, CT 302, err 303, err 304, CT 305, err 306, CT 307, CT 308, CT 309, 
CT 310, CT 311, CT 312, CT 313, CT 314, CT 326, CT 327; CT 328, CT 329, 
err 330, err 331, err 332, CT 351, CT 352, err 353, err 354, CT 426, CT 427, 
CT 451, CT 452, CT 476, CT 477, CT 478, CT 479, CT 603, CT 604. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 18: 
Assembly District 18 shall consist of the part of San Prancisco County not 
-COftU i ..... '3 within Assembly Districts 10 or 17. 
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ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 19: 
Assembly District 19 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
~n San Mateo County: CT 6001, CT 6002, CT 6003, CT 6004, CT 6005, CT 6006, 
CT 6007, CT 6008, C'l' 6009, C'l' 6010, C'l' 6011, C'l' 6 OJ 2, CT 6013, CT 6014, 
CT 6015, CT 6016.01, CT 6016.02, CT 6016.03, CT 6017, CT 6018, CT 6019, 
C'l' 6020, C'l' 6021, C'l' 6022, C'l' 6023, C'l' 6024, CT 6025, CT 6026, CT 6027, 
CT 6028, CT 6029, CT 6030, CT 6031, CT 6032, CT 6033, CT 6034, CT 6035, 
C'l' 6036, C'l' 6037, CT 6038, CT 6039, CT 6040, CT 6041.01, C'l' 6041.02, CT 6042, 
CT 6043, CT 6044, CT 6045, CT 6046, CT 6047, CT 6048, CT 6049, CT 6050, 
CT 6051, CT 6052, CT 6053, CT 6054, CT 6055, CT 60e:'3, CT 6059, CT 6060, 
CT 6061, CT 6062, CT 6063, CT 6064, CT 6077: together with the followinq 
partial census tracts contained in San Mateo County: CT 6135 - that portion 
contained within the City of Millbrae, CT 6136 - that portion not contained 
within the City of Half Moon Bay and the entrapped unincorporated territory. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 20: 
Assembly District 20 shall consist of the part of ;;;.:-' Mateo County not 
contained within Assembly Distr let 19. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRIC'l' 21: 
Assembly District 21 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
1n Santa Clara County: CT 5046.01, CT 5048.02, CT 5048.03, CT 5048.04, 
CT 5077.03, C'l' 5078.01, CT 5078.03, CT 5080.01, CT 5081.01, CT 5082.01, 
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CT 5083.01, CT 5083.03, CT 5083.04, CT 5084.01, CT 5084.02, CT 5085.03, 
CT S08S.04, CT 508S.05, CT 5086, CT ::~7.01, CT 5087.03, CT 5088, CT 5089, 
CT 5090, CT 5091.02, CT 5091.03, CT 5091.04, CT 5091.05, CT 5092.01, 
CT 5092.02, CT 5093.01, CT 5093.02, CT 5094.01, CT 5094.02, CT 5095, CT 5096, 
CT 5097, CT 5098.01, CT 5098.02, CT 5099.01, CT 5099.02, CT 5100.01, 
CT 5100.02, CT 5101, CT 5102, CT 5103, CT 5104, CT 5105, CT 5106, CT 5107, 
CT 5108.01, CT 5108.02, CT 5108.03, CT 5109, CT 5110, CT 5111, CT 5112, 
CT 5113, CT 5114, CT 5115, CT 5116.01, CT 5116.02, CT 5116.03, CT 5117.01, 
CT 5117.02, CT 5117.03, CT 5117.04; together with the fOllowing partial census 
tracts contained in Santa Clara County: CT 5047 - that portion contained 
within the City of Mountain View, CT 5046.02 - that portion contained within 
the City of Sunnyvale, CT 5053.01 - that portion contained within the City of 
Sunnyvale, CT 5082.02 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 
23, CT 5087.02 - that portiOn not "contained within Assembly District 23, 
CT 5085.06 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 23, 
CT 5081.02 - that portion contained within the City o~ cupertino, CT 5052.01 -
that portion contained within the City of Sunnyvale. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 22: 
Assembly District 22 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Santa Clara COunty: CT 5025, CT 5028, CT 5029.01, CT 5029.02, CT 5029.03, 
CT 5029.05, CT 5029.06, CT 5029.07, CT 5029.08, CT 5030.01, CT 5030.02, 
CT 5030.03, CT 5031.04, CT 5062.02, CT 5062.04, CT 5068.01, CT 5068.02, 
CT 5068.03, CT 5068.04, CT 5069, CT 5070, CT 5u71, CT 5072.02, CT 5072.03, 
CT 5073.01, CT 5073.02, CT 5074.01, CT 5074.02, CT 5075, CT 5076, CT 5077.01, 
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CT 5077.02, CT 5078.04, CT 5079.01, CT 5079.03, CT 5079.04, CT 5080.02, 
CT 5118, CT 5119.01, CT 511g.~3, CT 5119.04, CT 5119.05, CT 5119.06, 
CT 5119.07, CT 5119.08, CT 5120.05, CT 5120.06, CT 5120.08, CT 5120.09, 
CT 5120.14, CT 5120.15, CT 5120.16; together with the following partial census 
tracts contained in Santa Clara County: CT 5027.02 - that portion contained 
within the City of Los Gatos, CT 5065.02 - that portion contained within the 
City of Los Gatos, CT 5067.03 - that portio contained within the City of Los 
Gatos, CT 5072.04 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 23. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 23: 
Assembly District 23 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Santa Clara County: CT 5005, CT 5026.01, CT 5026.02, CT 5027.01, CT 5042, 
CT 5043.03, CT 5043.04, CT 5043.05, CT 5043.06, CT 5043.07, CT 5043.08, 
CT 5044.02, CT 5044~06, CT 5044.07, CT 5044.08, CT 5044.09, CT 5044.10, 
CT 5044.11, CT 5045.01, CT 5045.03, CT 5049.01, CT 5049.02, CT 5050.01, 
CT 5050.02, CT 5052.02, CT 5052.03, CT 5053.02, CT 5053.03, CT 5053.04, 
CT 5053.05, CT 5054.01, CT 5054.02, CT 5054.03, CT 5055, CT 5056, CT 5057, 
C'l' 5058, C'l' 5059, C'l' 5060, C'l' 5061.0:. CT 5061.02, CT 5061.03, C'l' 5062.03, 
C'l' 5063.01, CT 5063.02, CT 5063.04, CT 5063.05, CT 5064.01, CT 5064.02, 
C'l' 5065.01, CT 5065.03, CT 5066.01, CT 5066.03, C'l' 5066.04, CT 5066.05, 
CT 5066.06, CT 5067.01, CT 5067.02; together with the following partial census 
·tracts contained in Santa Clara County: C'l' 5082.02 - that portion contained 
within the City of Santa Clara, CT 5085.06 - that portion contained within the 
City of Santa Clara, CT 5072.04 - that portion contained within the City of 
C_pbell and the entrapped unincorporated territory, CT 5021.01 - that portion 
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contained within the City of Campbell, CT 5081.02 - that portion not contained 
within Assembly Dis~_~ct 21, CT 5065.02 - that portion not contained within 
Assembly District 22, CT 5067.03 - that portion not contained within Assembly 
District 22, CT 5052.01 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 
21, CT 5027.02 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 22, CT 
5087.02 - that portion contained within the City of Santa Clara, CT 5046.02 -
that portion not contained within Assembly District 21, CT 5053.01 - that 
portion not contained within Assembly District 21, CT 5047 - that portion not 
contained within Assembly District 21. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 24: 
Assembly District 24 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Santa Clara County: CT 5001, CT 5002, CT 5003, CT 5004, CT 5006, CT 5007, 
CT 5008, CT 5009, CT 5010, CT 5011, CT 5012, CT 5013, CT 5014, CT 5015, 
CT 5016, CT 5017, CT 5018, CT 5019, CT 5020, CT 5021.02, CT 5022, CT 5023, 
CT 5024, CT 5031.01, CT 5031.02, CT 5031.03, CT 5032.03, CT 5032.04, 
CT 5032.05, CT 5032.06, CT 5032.07, CT 5032.08, CT 5033.04, CT 5033.05, 
CT 5033.06, CT 5033.07, CT :~?1.08, CT 5034, CT 5035.02, CT 5035.03, 
CT 5035.04, CT 5035.05, CT 5036.01, CT 5036.02, CT 5037.02, CT 5037.03, 
CT 5037.04, CT 5037.05, CT 5038.01, CT 5038.02, CT 5039, CT 5040, CT 5041, 
CT 5051, CT 5120.02, CT 5120.07, together with the 6)110wing partial census 
tracts contained in Santa Clara County: CT 5021.01 - that portion not 
contained within Assembly District 23, CT 5127 - that portion not contained 
within Assembly District 27. 
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ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 25: 
Assembly District 25 ahall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in San Joaquin County: CT 1, CT 2, CT 3, CT 4, CT 5, CT 6, CT 7, C'I' 8, CT 9, 
CT 10, cr 11.01, C'1' 11.02, C'1' 12, C'1' 13, cr 14, C'1' 15, cr 16, C'1' 17, C'1' 18, 
C'I' 19, C'I' 20, C'I' 21, C'I' 22, C'I' 23, C'I' 24, C'I' 25, CT 26, C'I' 27.01, C'1' 27.02, 
CT 28, cr 29, CT 31.03, C'1' 31.04, cr 31.05, CT 31.06, CT 31.07, CT 32.03, 
CT 32.04, CT 32.05, CT 32.06, C'I' 33.03, C'I' 33.04, CT 33.05, C'I' 33.06, 
CT 33.07, C'1' 34.01, CT 34.02, CT 35, CT 36.01, CT 36.02, CT 37, CT 38, CT 39, 
CT 41.02, CT 42.01, CT 42.02, CT 43.02, CT 43.03, CT 43.04, CT 44, CT 45, 
CT 48, CT 49.01, CT 4°.02, CT 50.01, cr 50.02, CT 51.01, CT 51.03, C'1' 51.07, 
C'I' 51.08, C'I' 51.09, C'I' 51.10; together with the 5)11owing partial census 
tracts contained in San Joaquin County: CT 41.01 - that portion contained 
within the City of Lcdi, CT 51.05 - that portion not contained within Assembly 
District 26. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 26: 
Assembly District 26 ,::,,~',11 consist of the whole County of Stanislaus, together 
with the following whole census tracts contained in San Joaquin County: 
C'I' 51.06, C'I' 52.01, CT 52.02, CT 53.02, CT 53.03, cr 53.04, C'I' 54, CT 55, 
together with the ~11owinq partial census tracts contained in San Joaquin 
County: CT 51.05 - that portion of unincorporated territory contiguous with 
cor 51.06 and outside the City of Manteca. 
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ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 27: 
Assembly District 27 shall consist of the following whole counties: Merced, 
San Benito, together with the fOllowing whole census tracts contained in 
Mooterey County: CT 107, CT 108, C'1' 109, C'1' Ill, C'1' 112, CT 113: toget.her 
with the following whole census tracts contained in Santa Clara County: 
C'1' 5033.09, C'1' 5033.10, CT 5120.10, CT 5120.11, C'1' 5120.12, C'1' 5120.13, 
CT 5121, CT 5122, CT 5123.01, CT 5123.02, CT 5124, CT 5125.01, CT 5125.02, 
CT 5126: together with the following partial census tracts contained in Santa 
Clara COunty: CT 5127 - that portion contained within the City of Morgan Hill. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 28: 
Assembly District. 28 shall Consist of the Whole County of Sant.a Cruz, toget.her 
with the following whole c~sus tracts contained in Monterey County: CT 1, 
cr 2, cr 3 , cr -', C'1' 5, CT 6, CT 7, CT 8, C'l' 9, CT 10 , • CT 11 , C'l' 12, C'1' 13, 
CT 14, CT IS, CT 16, CT 17, CT 18, CT 101, CT 102.01, CT 102.02, CT 103.01, 
cr 105.01, cr 106.02: together with the following partial census tracts 
contained in ~onterey County: CT 105.02 - that portion cont.ained wit.hin t.he 
City of Salinas, CT 106.01 - that portion contained within the City of Marina. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 29: 
As..-bly District 29 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in San Luis Obiopo County: CT 100, CT 101, CT 102, CT 103, CT 104, CT 105, 
C'1' 106, CT 107, CT 108, C'l' 109, C'l' 110, C'l' 111, C'l' 112, Cl' 113, C'l' 114, 
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CT lIS, CT 116, CT 117, CT 118, CT 119, CT 120, CT 121, CT 122, CT 123, 
CT 124, C'l' 12S, C'l' 126, C'l' 127, C'l' 128, together with the part of Monterey 
COunty not contained within Assembly Districts 27 and 28. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 30: 
Assembly District 30 shall consist of the following whole counties: Kings, 
Madera, together with the following whole census tracts contained in Fresno 
County: CT 14.04, CT 16, CT 17, CT 39, CT 40, CT 41, CT 59.02, CT 60, CT 61, 
C'l' 62, C'l' 63, C'l' 65, C'l' 66, CT 67, CT 68, CT 69, CT 70, C'l' 71, CT 72, CT 73, 
C'l' 74. C'l' 75, CT 76, CT 77, C'l' 78, C'l' 79, C'l' 80, C'l' 81, CT 82, CT 83, 
CT 84.01, CT 84.02, together with the fOllowing partial census tracts 
contained in Fresno County: CT 15 - that portion not contained within 
Assembly District 31, CT 14.03 - that portion not contained within Assembly 
District 31, CT 18 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 31, 
CT 59.01 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 31. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 31: 
Assembly District 31 ahall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Presno COunty: CT 1, CT 2, CT 3, CT 4, CT 5, CT 6, C'l' 7, C'l' 8, C'l' 9, 
C'l' 10, CT 11, CT 12, CT 13, CT 14.01, CT 19, CT 20, C'1' 21, CT 22, CT 23, 
cr 24, C'l' 25, CT 26, CT 27, C'l' 28, CT 29.01, C'l' 29.02, CT 30, C1' 3:', C'l' 33, 
C'l' 34, CT 35, CT 36, CT 37, CT 38, CT 42.01, CT 42.02, C'l' 42.03, C'1' 43, 
C'l' 44.01, C'l' 44.02, CT 45.03, CT 4S.04, C'l' 4S.0S, CT 45.06, CT 46, CT 47.01, 
CT 47.02, CT 48, CT 49, CT SO, C'l' 51, CT 52.01, CT 52.02, CT 53.01, CT 53.02, 
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CT 53.03, CT 54.03, CT 54.04, CT 54.05, CT 54.06, CT 54.07, CT 54.08, 
CT 55.01: together with the following partial census tracts contained in 
Fresno County: CT 14.03 - that portion contained within the City of Fresno, 
CT 15 - that portion contained within the City of Fresno, CT 31.01 - that 
portion contained within the City of Fresno, CT 56.01 - that portion contained 
within the City of Fresno, CT 58 - that portion contained within the City of 
Presno, CT 18 - that portion contained within the City of Presno, CT 59.01 -
that portion contained within the City of Fresno. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRIC'l' 32: 
Assembly District 32 shall consist of the whole County of Inyo, together with 
the following whole census tracts contained in Presno County: CT 31.02, 
CT 55.02, CT 56.02, CT 57, CT 64.01, CT 64.02, C"l' 64 •. 03: together with the 
following partial census tracts containe~ in Presno County: C'l' 31.01 - that 
portion not contained within Assembly District 31, CT -66.01 - that portion not 
contained within Assembly District 31, CT 58 - that portion not contained 
within Assembly District 31: together with the following whole census tracts 
contained in Tulare County: CT 1, CT 2, CT 3, CT 4, CT 5, CT 6, CT 7, CT 8, 
C"l' 9, Cl' 10.01, Cl' 10.02, CT 11, C'l' 12, Cl' 13, CT 14, Cl' 15, CT 16, C'1' 17.01, 
CT 17.02, CT 18, CT 19, CT 20.01, CT 20.02, CT 20.03, C'l' 20.04, CT 20.05, 
CT 21, CT 22, C'l' 23, C'1' 24, CT 25, C'l' 26, CT 27, CT 28, C'l' 29, C'l' 30, C'l' 31, 
CT 33, CT 34, CT 35, CT 36, CT 37, CT 38, C'l' 39, C'l' 4.· C'l' 41. 
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ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 33: 
Assembly District 33 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Kern County: CT 4, CT 5, CT 6, CT 7, CT 8, CT 9.01, CT 9.02, CT 9.03, 
C'1' 9. 0 4 , CT 9. 0 5, C'1' 9 • 06, C'l' 9. 0 7, C'l' 11. 0 3, CT 12, C'l' 13, C'l' 14, C'l' 15, 
C'1' 16, CT 17, CT 18, CT 19.01, CT 19.02, C'l' 20, CT 21, CT 22, CT 23.01, 
C'1' 23.02, C'l' 24, CT 25, C'l' 26, C'l' 27, C'l' 28.01, C'l' 28.02, C'l' 28.03, C'l' 28.04, 
CT 29, C'1' 30, CT 31.01, CT 31.02, CT 31.03, CT 32.01, CT 32.02, CT 33.01, 
CT 33.02, CT 34, CT 35, C'l' 36, CT 37, C'1' 38, C'l' 39, CT 40, CT 41, C'l' 42, 
CT 43, CT 44, CT 45, CT 46, CT 47, CT 48, CT 49, CT SO, together with the 
following partial census tracts contained In Kern County: CT 10 - that 
portion contained within the City of Bakersfield, CT 51.01 - that portion 
contained within the City of Bakersfield, CT 51.02 - that portion contained 
within the City of Bakersfield, CT 62 - that portion contained within the City 
of Bakersfield; together with the fo1l~ing whole census tracts contained in 
'l'u1are County: CT 32, CT 42, CT 43, CT 44, CT 45. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 34: 
Assembly District 34 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
1n Los Angeles County: CT 9001, CT 9002, CT 9003, CT 9004, CT 9005, 
C'1' 9006.01, CT 9006.02, C'l' 9006.03, C'l' 9007.01, C'l' 9007.02, C'l' 9008.01, 
·CT 9008.02, CT 9009, CT 9010, CT 9011, CT 901, J!, C'1' 9012.02, C'1' 9100, 
CT 9101, CT 9102, CT 9103, C'l' 9104, CT 9105, CT 9106, C'l' 9107, C'l' 9108.01, 
CT 9108.02, CT 9109, CT 9110, CT 9200.01, CT 9200.03, CT 9200.21, CT 9200.22, 
C'l' 9200.23, cr 9200-.24, C'l' 9200.25, CT 9201, cr 9202, CT 9203.11, CT 9203.21, 
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CT 9302: together with that portion of Kern County not contained within 
Assembly District 33; together with the following partial census tracts 
contained in Los Angeles County: C'l' 9300 - that portion not contained within 
Assembly Districts 43 and 61. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 35: 
Assembly District 35 shall consist of the whole County of Santa Barbara. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 36: 
• 
Assembly District 36 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Ventura County: C'l' 1, C'l' 2, C'l' 3, C'l' 4, C'l' S, C'1' 6, C'1' 7, C'l' 8, C'l' 9, 
C'l' 10, cr 11, cr 12.01, cr 12.02, cr 12.03, cr 12.04,. C'1' 12.05, cr 13, C'1' 14, 
C'l' 15.01, CT 15.02, CT 16.01, C'1' 16.02, _C'l' 17, CT 18, C'l' 19, CT 20, CT 21.01, 
cr 21.02, cr 22, cr 23, CT 24, CT 25, CT 26, cr 27, CT 28.01, cr 28.02, CT 29, 
CT 30, CT 31, C'1' 32, CT 33, CT 34, C'l' 35, C'l' 36.03, CT 36.04, C'1' 36.05, 
CT 36.06, CT 37, CT 38, C'l' 39, CT 40, C'l' 41, cr 42, cr 43.01, cr 43.02, C'1' 44, 
C'1' 45, C'l' 46, CT 47.01, CT 47.02, CT 47.03, CT 48, C'l' 49, C'l' 50, CT 51. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 37: 
Assembly District 37 shall contain the ""_.11ow1ng whole census tracts contained 
in Los Angeles County: CT 1343.02, C'l' 1343.03, CT 1344.01, CT 1344.02, 
CT 1345, CT 1351.01, CT 1351.02, CT 1352.02, CT 1352.03, cr 1372.01, 
CT 1372.02, CT 1373.01, C'l' 1373.02, CT 1373.03, C'l' 1374.01, C'l' 1374.02, 
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CT 2625, CT 2626, CT 2627.01, CT 2627.02, CT 2628, CT 8001, CT 8002, 
CT 8003.01, CT 8003.21, CT 8003.22, CT 8004, CT 8005~ together with the 
following whole census tracts contained in Ventura County: CT 52.01, 
CT 52.02, CT 53.01, CT 53.02, CT ~ •• Ol, CT 54.02, CT 55.01, CT 55.02, CT 56, 
CT 57, CT 58, CT 59.01, CT 59.02, CT 59.03, CT 60, CT 61, CT 62, CT 63, CT 64, 
CT 65, CT 66, CT 67, CT 68, CT 69, CT 70, CT 71, CT 72.01, CT 72.02, CT 73~ 
together with the following partial census tracts contained in Ventura 
County: CT 74.01 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 38, 
CT 74.02 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 38, CT 75.01 
- that portion not contained within Assembly District 38. 
ASSEMBLY DIS'l'RICT 38: 
Assembly District 38 Shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Los Angeles County: CT 1061.01, CT ~061.02, CT 1062, CT 1063, CT 1064, 
CT 1065, CT 1066.01, CT 1066.02, CT 1066.03, CT 1066.04, CT 1067, CT 1068, 
CT 1081, CT 1082, CT 1112.01, CT 1112.02, CT 1112.03, CT 1112.04, CT 1131, 
CT 1132.01, CT 1132.02, CT 1132.03, CT 1133.02, CT 1133.0), CT 1134.02, 
CT 1341.01, CT 1341.02, CT 1342.01, CT 1342.02, CT 1343.01, CT 1346, CT 1347, 
CT 1348.01, CT 1348.02, CT 3201, CT 3202, CT 3203, CT 9203.03, CT 9203.12, 
CT 9203.13, CT 9203.22, CT 9203.23: together with the following whole census 
tracts contained in Ventura County: CT 75.02, CT 75.03, CT 76, CT 77, CT 78, 
.CT 79, or 80.01, CT 80.02, or ~~.03, CT 81, CT 82, CT 83.01, CT 83.02, 
CT 84.01, CT 84.02, CT 85~ together with the following partial census tracts 
contained in Ventura County: CT ~4.0l - that portion contained within the 
City of Simi Valley and the entrapped unincorporated territory, CT 74.02 -
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that portion contained within the City of Simi Valley and the entrapped 
unincorporated territory, CT 75.01 - that portion contained within th~ ~ity of 
Simi Valley and the entrapped unincorporated territory. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 39: 
Assembly District 39 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Los Angeles County: CT 1091, CT 1092, CT 1093, CT 1094, CT 1096.01, 
CT 1096.02, CT 1097, CT 1098.01, CT 1098.02, C'l' 1111.01, CT 1111.02, 
CT 1113.01, CT 1113.02, CT 1114.01, CT 1114.02, CT 1133.01, CT 1134.01, 
CT 1151.01, C'l' 1151.02, CT 1152.01, CT 1152.02, CT 1153.01, CT 1153.02, 
CT 1154.01, CT 1154.02, CT 1171, CT 1172.01, CT 1172.02, CT 1173.01, 
CT 1173.02, CT 1173.03, CT 1174.01, CT 1174.02, CT 1174.03, CT 1274, CT 1275, 
CT 1276.01, CT 1276.02, CT 1283.02, CT 1311, CT 1312, CT 1313, CT 1314, 
CT 1315, CT 1316, CT 1317, CT 1318, CT 1319, CT 1321, CT 1322, CT 1323, 
CT 1324, CT 1325, CT 1326, CT 1327, CT 1328, CT 1329, CT 1331.01, CT 1331.02, 
CT 1349.01, CT 1349.02, C'l' 1371.01, C'l' 1371.02, C'l' 1375.01, CT 1375.02, 
CT 1375.03, CT 1375.04, ~ 1376, CT 1391, CT 1392, CT 1393, CT 1394, CT 1395, 
CT 1396, CT 1397.01, CT 1397.02, CT 1397.03, CT 1398.01, CT 1398.02, CT 1414. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 40: 
.Assemb1y District 40 ah~~~ contain the following whole oensus tracts contained 
In Los Angeles County: CT 1041.01, CT 1041.02, CT 1042.01, CT 1042.02, 
CT 1043, CT 1044, CT 1045, CT 1046, CT 1047, CT 1048, CT 1095, C'l' 1175, 
CT 1176, CT 1191, CT 1192, CT 1193, CT 1194, CT 1195, CT 1196, CT 1197, 
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CT 1198, CT 1199, CT 1201.01, CT 1201.02, CT 1202, CT 1203, CT 1204, CT 1211, 
CT 1212, CT 1213, CT 1214, CT 1215, CT 1216, CT 1217, CT 1218, ~ 1219, 
CT 1221, CT 1223, CT 1224, CT 1231.01, CT 1231.02, CT 1232, CT 1233.01, 
CT 1233.02, CT 1234, CT 1235, cr 1236.01, CT 1236.02, cr 1237, CT 1238, 
CT 1239, CT 1241.01, CT 1241.02, CT 1242.01, CT 1242.02, CT 1243, CT 1~71.01, 
cr 1271.02, C'l' 1272, CT 1273, cr 1277, cr 1278.01, C'l' 1278.02, cr 1279, 
CT 1281, CT 1282, CT 1283.01, CT 1284, CT 1285, CT 1286. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 41: 
Assembly District 41 shall contain the following whole census tracts c~'tained 
in Los Angeles County: CT 1011, CT 1012, cr 1013, cr 1014, CT 1021.01, 
C'l' 1021.02, CT 1031.01, CT 1031.02, cr 1032.01, CT 1032.02, cr 1033.01, 
CT 1033.02, CT 1034, CT 122~, CT 1811, C'l' 1812, CT 1813, CT 3003, CT 3004, 
cr 3006, CT 3007.01, CT 3007.02, CT 300~, C'l' 3009, C'l' 3010, CT 3011, 
CT 3012.01, CT 3012.02, CT 3013, CT 3014, CT 3015, CT 3016, CT 3017, CT 3018, 
cr 3019, CT 3020, CT 3021.01, C'l' 3021.02, CT 3022, CT 3023, CT 3024, 
CT 3025.01, CT 3025.02, CT 3101, CT 3102, CT 3103, CT 3104, CT 3105, CT 3106, 
CT 3107, CT 3108, C'l' 3109, CT 3110, CT 3111, CT 3112, CT 3113, CT 311', 
CT 3115, CT 3116, C'l' 3117, C'l' 3118: together with the ~11owing partial census 
tract contained in Los Angeles County: CT 3005 - that portion not contained 
within Assembly Diatr ict 42. 
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ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 42: 
Assembly District 42 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Los Angeles County:CT 3001, CT 3002, CT 4600, CT 4601, CT 4602, CT 4603, 
CT 4604, CT 4605.01, CT 4605.02, CT 4606, CT 4607, CT 4608, CT 4609, CT 4610, 
CT 4611, CT 4612, CT 4613, CT 4614, CT 4615, CT 4616, CT 4617, CT 4619, 
CT 4620, CT 4621, CT 4622, CT 4623, CT 4624, CT 4625, CT 4626, CT 4627, 
CT 4628, CT 4629, CT 4630, CT 4632, CT 4633, CT 4634, CT 4635, CT 4636, 
CT 4637, CT 4638, CT 4639, CT 4640, CT 4641, CT 4642, CT 4803, CT 4804, 
CT 480S, CT 4806, CT 4807.01, CT 4807.02, CT 4808.01, CT 4808.02, CT 4809, 
CT 4810, CT 4815, CT 4816.01, CT 4816.02, CT 4818, CT 4819.01, CT 4819.02, 
CT 9301: together with the following partial census tracts contained in Los 
Angeles County: CT 3005 - that portion not contained within the City of La 
canada-Flintridge, CT 4631.02 - that portion not contained within the City of 
Pasadena. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 43: 
Assembly District 43 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Los Angeles County: CT 4004.01, CT 4004.02, CT 4005, CT 4006, CT 4008, 
CT 4009, CT 4010.01, CT 4010.02, CT 4011.01, CT 4011.02, CT 4012.01, 
CT 4012.03, CT 4037.21, CT 4037.22, CT 4039.01, CT 4039.02, CT 4040, CT 4041, 
.CT 4042, CT 4043, CT 4044, CT 4045, CT 4046, CT 40!~, CT 4058, CT 4059, 
CT 4060, CT 4061.01, CT 4061.02, CT 4300.01, CT 4300.02, ~ 4301.01, 
CT 4301.02, CT 4302, CT 4303, CT 4304, CT 4305.01, CT 4305.02, CT 4306, 
CT 4307.01, CT 4307.21, CT 4307.22, CT 4308.01, CT 4308.·02, CT 4308.03, 
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CT 4309, CT 4310, CT 4311, CT 4312, CT 4313, CT 4314, CT 4316, CT 4317, 
CT 4318, CT 4319, CT 4320, CT 4631.01, CT 4800.01, CT 4801.01, CT 4812.01: 
together with the following partial census tracts contained in Los Angeles 
County: CT 9300 - that portion contained within the City of Glendora, CT 4315 
- that portion contained within the cities of Arcadia and Temple City, 
CT 4012.02 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 61, CT 4038 -
that portion not contained within Assembly District 61, CT 4054 - that 
portion not contained within Assembly District 61, CT 4321.01 - that portion 
not contained within Assembly District 60, CT 4321.02 - that portion not 
contained wi thin Assembly District 60, CT 4323 - that portion contained 
within the City of Temple City, CT 4325 - that portion contained within the 
City of Arcadia, CT 4631.02 - that portion not contained within Assembly 
Distr ict 42. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 4': 
Assembly District 44 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Los Angeles County: CT 2621, CT 2622, CT 2623.01, CT 2623.02, CT 2623.03, 
CT 2624, CT 2641.01, CT 2641.02, CT 2642, CT 2643.01, CT 2643.02, CT 2651, 
CT 2652, CT 2653.01, CT 2653.02, CT 2654.01, CT 2654.02, CT 2655, CT 2656, 
CT 2657, CT 2671, CT 2672, CT 2673, CT 2674.01, CT 2674.02, CT 2675.01, 
CT 2675.02, CT 2676, CT 2677, CT 2678, CT 2711.01, CT 2711.02, CT 2712, 
-CT 2713, CT 2714, CT 2715, CT 2716, CT 2717. ~i, cr 2717.02, CT 2718, CT 2719, 
CT 2721, CT 2722, CT 2723.01, CT 2723.02, CT 2731, CT 2732, CT 2733, CT 2734, 
CT 2735, CT 2736, CT 2737, CT 2738, CT 2739, CT 2741, CT 2742, CT 7011, 
CT 7012.01, CT 7012.02, CT 7013.01, CT 7013.02, CT 7014", CT 7015.01, 
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CT 7015.02, CT 7016.01, CT 7016.02, CT 7017.01, CT 7017.02, CT 701S.01, 
CT 7018.02, CT 7019, CT 7020, CT 7021, CT 7022.01, CT 7022.02, CT 7023. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 45: 
Assembly District 45 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Los Angeles County: CT 1244, CT 1245, CT 1246, CT 1247, CT 1248, 
CT 1249.01, C'l' 1249.02, C'l' 1251, C'l' 1252, C'l' 1253, C'l' 1254, C'l' 1255, C'l' 1256, 
CT 1287.01, CT 1287.02, CT 1288, CT 1289, CT 1411, CT 1412, CT 1413.01, 
C'l' 1413.02, C'l' 1416, C'l' 1417, C'l' 1431, C'l' 1432, CT 1433, C'l' 1434.01, 
CT 1434.02, CT 1435, CT 1436.01, CT 1436.02, CT 1437, CT 1438.01, CT 1438.02, 
CT 1439.01, CT 1439.02, C'l' 1898, CT 1899, C'l' 1901, C'l' 1907, C'l' 1919.01, 
CT 1919.02, CT 1921, CT 1922, CT 1941, CT 1942, CT 1943, CT 1944, CT 1945, 
CT 2142, CT 2143, C'l' 2144, C'l' 2145, CT 2146, C'l' 2147~ C'l' 2148, CT 2149, 
CT 2151, CT 2163, CT 2611.01, CT 2611.0~, CT 2612, CT 3200, CT 7001, CT 7002, 
CT 7003, C'l' 7004, C'l' 7005, C'l' 7006, C'l' 7007, C'l' 7008, C'l' 7009.01, C'l' 7009.02, 
CT 7010. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRIC'l' 46: 
Assembly District 46 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Los Angeles County: CT 1881, CT 1882.01, CT 1882.02, CT 1883, CT 1891, 
C'l' 1892, CT 1893, CT 1894, CT 1895, "".1896, CT 1897.01, C'1' 1897.02, C'1' 1902, 
CT 1903.01, CT 1903.02, CT 1904, CT 1905, CT 1906, C'l' 1908, CT 1909, C'l' 1911, 
CT 1912.01, C'l' 1912.02, CT 1913, C'l' 1914, C'l' 1915, CT 1916.01, C'l' 1916.02, 
CT 1917, CT 1918, CT 1923, CT 1924, CT 1925, CT 1926, CT 1927, C'l' 1951, 
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CT 1952, CT 1953, CT 1959, CT 2111, CT 2112, CT 2113, CT 2114, CT 2115, 
CT 2116, CT 2117, CT 2118, CT 2119, CT 2121, CT 2122, CT 2123, CT 2124, 
CT 2125, CT 2126, CT 2127, CT 2131, CT 2132, CT 2133, CT 2134, CT 2141, 
CT 2152, CT 2153. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 47: 
Assembly District 47 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Los Ange1es County: CT 2281, CT 2282, CT 2283, CT 2284, CT 2285, CT 2286, 
CT 2287, CT 2288, CT 2289, C'T 2291, C'T 2292, C'T 2293, C'T 2294, C'T 2318, 
CT 2319, CT 2327, CT 2328, CT 2391, CT 2392, CT 2393, CT 2394, CT 2395, 
CT 2396, CT 5324, CT 5325, CT 5326.01, CT 5326.02, CT 5327, CT 5328, CT 5329, 
CT 5330, CT 5331.01, CT 5331.02, CT 5332, CT 5333, CT 5334, CT 5335, CT 5336, 
CT 5337, CT 5338.01, CT 5338.02, CT 5343, CT 5344.01, CT 5344.02, CT 5345, 
CT 5347, CT 5348, CT 5350, CT 5355, CT 5356.01, CT 5356.02, CT 5357, 
CT 5358.01, CT 5358.02, CT 5359, CT 5360, CT 5361, CT 53627 together with the 
following partial census tracts contained in Los Angeles County: CT 5323.01 -
that portion contained within the Cities of Bell and Vernon. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 48: 
Assembly District 48 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
.in Loa Angeles County: CT ~,a~, CT 2398, CT 2399, CT 2401, CT 2402, CT 2405, 
CT 2406, CT 2407, CT 2408, CT 2409, CT 2411, CT 2416, CT 2421, CT 2422, 
CT 2423, CT 2424, CT 2425, CT 24~o, CT 2427, CT 2428, CT 2429, CT 2431, 
CT 5349, CT 5351.01, CT 5351.02, cr 5352, CT 5353, CT 5354, CT 5400, 
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CT 5401.01, CT 5401.02, CT 5402, CT 5403, CT 5404, CT 5405, CT 5406, CT 5407, 
CT 5412, CT 5413, CT 5414, CT 5415, CT 5416.01, CT 5416.02, CT 5417, CT 5418, 
CT 5420, CT 5421.01, CT 5421.02, CT 5422, CT 5424.01, CT 5424.02, CT 5425, 
CT 5426, CT 5427, CT 5428, CT 5429, CT 5430, CT 5535, CT 5536, CT 5537, 
CT 5538, CT 5539: together with the following partial census tracts containe~ 
in Los Angeles County: CT 5411- that portion contained within the City of 
Compton, CT 5431 - that portion contained within the City of Compton, 
CT 5433.01 - that portion contained within the City of Compton, CT 5433.21 -
that portion contained within the City of Compton, CT 5432 - that portion not 
contained within Assembly District 53. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 49: 
Assembly District 49 shall contain the following who"le census tracts contained 
in Los Angeles County: CT 2128, CT 2129, CT 2161, CT 2162, CT 2164, CT 2165, 
CT 2166, CT 2167, CT 2168, CT 2169, CT 2171, CT 2172, CT 2181, CT 2182, 
CT 2183, CT 2184, CT 2185, CT 2186, CT 2187, CT 2188, CT 2189, CT 2191, 
CT 2192, CT 2193, CT 2194, CT 2195, CT 2196, CT 2197, CT 2198, CT 2199, 
CT 2201, CT 2202, CT 2212, CT 2213, CT 2214.01, CT 2214.02, CT 2215.01, 
CT 2215.02, CT 2216.01, CT 2216.02, CT 2217.01, CT 2217.02, CT 2341, CT 2342, 
CT 2343, CT 2344, CT 2345, CT 2361, CT 2362.01, CT 2362.02, CT 2363, CT 2364, 
CT 2679, CT 2691, CT 2692, CT 2693, CT 2694, CT 2695, CT 2696, CT 2697, 
-CT 2698, CT 2699.01, ~~ 2699.02, CT 2701, CT 2702, CT 2703, CT 7024, CT 7025, 
CT 7026, CT 7027, CT 7028.01, CT 7028.02, CT 7028.03, CT 7030.01, CT 7031, 
CT 7032: together with the following partial census tract contained in Los 




ASSEMBLY DISTRICT SO: 
Assembly District 50 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Los Angeles County: CT 2218, CT 2219, CT 2221, CT 2222, CT 2223, CT 2224, 
CT 2225, CT 2226, CT 2312, CT 2313, CT 2314, CT 2315, CT 2316, CT 2)i7, 
CT 2321, CT 2322, CT 2323, CT 2324, CT 2325, CT 2326, CT 2346, CT 2347, 
CT 2348, CT 2349, CT 2351, CT 2352.01, CT 2352.02, CT 2371, CT 2372, CT 2373, 
CT 2374, CT 2375, CT 2376, CT 2377, CT 2378, CT 2379, CT 2381, CT 2382, 
C'l' 2383, CT 2384, CT 2385, CT 2386, CT 2761, CT 6005.01, CT 6005.02, CT 6006, 
CT 6007.01, CT 6007.02, CT 6008.01, CT 6008.02, CT 6009.01, C'l' 6009.02, 
CT 6010, CT 6011, CT 6012.01, CT 6012.02, CT 6013.01, CT 6013.02, COt 6013.03, 
CT 6014.01, CT 6014.02, CT 6015, CT 6018, CT 6019, together with the f.ollowing 
partial census tracts contained in Los Angeles County: CT 7030.02 - that 
portion contained within the City of Inglewood, CT 6016 - that portion not 
contained within Assembly District 51, er 6017- that portion not contained 
within Assembly District 51, CT 6020.01 - that portion not contained within 
Assembly District 51. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 51: 
Assembly District 51 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Los Angeles County: CT 2751.01, CT 2751.02, CT 2752, CT 2753.01, 
ocr 2753.02, r- 2754, CT 2755, CT 2756, CT 2762, CT 2763, CT 2764, CT 2765, 
CT 2766.01, CT 2766.02, CT 2766.03, CT 2767, CT 2768, CT 2769, CT 2771, 
C'l' 2772, CT 2773, CT 2774, CT 2781, CT 6020.02, CT 6021.01, CT 6021.02, 
CT 6022, CT 6023.01, CT 6023.02, CT 6024.01, CT 6024.02; CT 6025.01, 
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CT 6025.02, CT 6025.03, CT 6027, CT 6037.01, CT 6038, CT 6039, CT 6040, 
CT 6041, or 6200, or 6201, or 6202, or 6203.01, or ':~3.02, or 6203.03, 
CT 6204, CT 620S.01, CT 620S.02, CT 6206.01, CT 6202.02, CT 6207.01, 
CT 6207.0£, CT 6208, or 6209.01, CT 6209.02, CT 6210.01, CT 6210.02, CT 6211, 
CT 6212, CT 6213.01, CT 6213.02, CT 6214, CT 7029, together vith the following 
partial census tracts contained in Los Angeles County: CT 6020.01 - that 
portion contained within the City of Hawthorne, CT 6016 - that portion 
contained within the City of Hawthorne, CT 6017 - that portion contained 
within the City of Hawthorne, CT 6037.02 - that portion contained within the 
City of Hawthorne. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 52: 
Assembly District 52 shall Contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Los Angeles County: CT 2961, CT 2962., CT 2963, CT 2964, CT 296S, CT 2966, 
CT 2967, CT 2968, CT 2969, CT 2971, CT 2972, CT 2973, cr 2974, CT 297S, 
CT 2976, CT 5990, CT 5991, CT 6099, CT 6500.01, CT 6500.02, CT 6501.01, 
CT 6501.02, CT 6502, CT 6503, CT 6504, CT 6505.01, CT 6505.02, CT 6506.01, 
CT 6506.02, CT 6506.03, CT 6507.01, CT 6507.02, CT 6508, CT ;!'9.01, 
CT 6509.02, CT 6510.01, CT 6510.02, CT 6511.01, CT 6511.02, CT 6512.01, 
CT 6512.21, CT 6512.22, CT 6513.01, CT 6513.02, CT 6514, CT 6700.01, 
CT 6700.02, CT 6700.03, CT 6701, CT 6702.01, CT 6702.02, CT 6703.01, 
~ 6.~-.~2, CT 6704.01, CT 6704.02, CT 6705, CT 6706, CT 6707.01, CT 6707.02: 
together with the following partial census tract contained in Los Angeles 
County: CT 6037.02 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 51. 
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ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 53: 
Assembly District 53 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
In Loa Angeles County: CT 2403, CT 2404, CT 2412, CT 2413, CT 2414, C'1' 2415, 
CT 2911, CT 2912, CT 2913, CT 2921, CT 2931, CT 2932.01, CT 2932.02, CT 2933, 
CT 2942, CT 2943, CT 2944, CT 2945, CT 2951, CT 5408, CT 5409.01, CT 5409.02, 
CT 5410.01, C'1' 5410.02, C'1' 5433.03, C'1' 5433.22, C'1' 5434, C'1' 5435.01, 
CT 5435.02, CT 5435.03, CT 5436.01, CT 5436.02, CT 5436.03, C'1' 5436.04, 
C'1' 5437.01, C'1' 5437.02 5437.03, CT 5438.01, CT 5438.02, CT 5439.01, 
CT 5439.02, CT 6001, CT 6002.01, CT 6002.02, CT 6003.01, CT 6003.02, C'1' 6004, 
CT 6026, CT 6028, CT 6029, CT 6030.01, C'1' 6030.02, ~ 6031, CT 6032, CT 6033, 
CT 6034, CT 6035, CT 6036~ together with the following partial census tracts 
contained in Los Angeles County: CT 5411 - that portion not contained within 
Assembly District 48, CT 5431 - that portion not contained within Assembly 
District 48, CT 5433.01 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 
48, CT 5433.21 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 48, 
CT 5440 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 54, CT 5432 -
that portion contained within 'the City of Carson. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 54: 
Assembly District 54 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Los Angeles County: CT 2941, CT 2946, CT 2947, CT 2948, CT 2949, CT 5550, 
C'1' 5551.01, CT 5551.02, C'1' 5552.01, CT 5700.01, CT 5700.02, CT 5700.03, 
CT 5701, CT 5702.01, CT 5102.02, CT 5703.01, C'1' 5103.02, CT 5704, C'1' 5105, 
CT 5106, CT 5707.01, CT 5707.02, CT 5708, C'1' 5709.01, CT 5109.02, CT 5110, 
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CT 5711.01, CT 5711.02, CT 5712, CT 5713, CT 5714, CT 5715.01, CT 5715.02, 
CT 5716, Cl' 5717, Cl' 5718, Cl' 5719, (,."1" 5720.01, Cl' 5720.02, Cl' 5721, 
CT 5722.01, CT 5722.02, CT 5723, CT 5724, CT 5725, CT 5726, CT 5727, CT 5728, 
CT 5729, Cl' 5730, CT 5731, CT 5732.01, CT 5732.02, Cl' 5734, Cl' 5735, CT 5736, 
CT 5737, CT 5738, CT 5754, CT 5755, CT 5756, ~ 5757, CT 5758, together with 
the following partial census tracts contained in Los Angeles County: 
CT 5545.22 - that portion contained within the City of Lakewood, CT 5440 -
that portion contained within the City of Long Beach. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 55: 
Assembly District 55 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Los Angeles County: CT 1814, CT 1815, CT 1816, CT 1831.01, CT 1831.02, 
C'l' 183 2, C'1' 183 3, C'1' 1834, CT 1835, C'l' 183 6, C'1' 1837; C'1' 1838, C'1' 1851, 
CT 1852.01, CT 1852.02, C'l' 1853, CT 1861, CT 1862, CT 1863, CT 1864, CT 1871, 
C'l' 1872, CT 1873, CT 1954, CT 1955, C'l' 1956, C'1' 1957, CT 1958, C'l' 1971, 
CT 1972, CT 1973, CT 1974, CT 1975, CT 1976, CT 1977, C'l' 1991, CT 1992, 
C'l' 1993, C'1' 1994, C'l' 1995, CT 1996, C'l' 1997, C'l' 1998, C'l' 1999, CT 2011, 
CT 2012, CT 2013, CT 2014.01, CT 2014.02, CT ~u~5.01, CT 2015.02, CT 2016, 
CT 2017, CT 2031, CT 2033, CT 2034, C'l' 2035, CT 2061, CT 2071, Cl' 2081, 
CT 2082, C'1' 2083, CT 2084, CT 2085, CT 2086. 
-ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 56: 
Assembly District 56 ahal1 contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Los Angeles County: CT 2032, C'l' 2036, C'l' 2037, C'l' 2038, C'l' 2039, CT 2041, 
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C'1' 2042, C'1' 2043, C'1' 2044, C'1' 2045.01, C'1' 2045.02, C'1' 2046, C'1' 2047, CT 2048, 
C'1' 2049, Cl' 2051, Cl' 2062, ,...,. 2063, Cl' 2064, Cl' 2065, Cl' 2072, Cl' 2073, 
C'1' 2074, C'1' 2075, C'1' 2076, C'1' 2077, C'1' 2078, CT 2079, C'1' 2087, C'l' 2088, 
C'1' 2089, CT 2091, CT 2092, CT 2093, CT 2094, CT 2095, CT 2096, CT 2097, 
C'l' 2098, C'l' 2211, C'1' 2227, C'l' 2241, C'1' 2~42, C'l' 2243, C'l' 2244, CT 2245, 
C'l' 2246, CT 2247, C'1' 2261, C'l' 2262, C'l' 2263, C'l' 2264, C'l' 2265, C'l' 2266, 
C'1' 2267, C'l' 2311, C'l' 5303, C'l' 5305, C'1' 5306, C'l' 5307, C'l' 5308, CT 5309, 
C'l' 5310, C'l' 5311, CT 5312, CT 5313, C'l' 5314, CT 5315, C'l' 5316.01, C'l' 5316.02: 
together with the following partial census tract contained in Los Angeles 
County: C'l' 5304 - that porUm not contained within Assembly District 59. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 57: 
Assembly District 57 shall -contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Los Angeles County: C'l' 5030, C'l' 504~.02, C'l' 5500, C'l' 5501, C'l' 5502, 
C'l' 5503, C'l' 5504, C'l' 5505, C'l' 5506, ~ 5507, C'l' 5508, C'1' 5509, C'1' 5510, 
CT 5511, C'l' 5512, CT 5513, C'l' 5514, CT 5515, CT 5516, C'l' 5517, C'l' 5518, 
CT 5519, C'l' 5520, C'l' 5521, C'l' 5522, C'l' 5523, C'l' 5524, C'l' 5526, C'l' 5527, 
CT 5528, CT 5529, C'l' 5530, CT 5531, C'J' 5532, CT 5533, C'l' 5534, CT 5540, 
CT 5541, C'l' 5542, C'l' 5543, C'1' 5544.01, C'l' 5544.02, C'l' 5545.11, C'1' 5545.12, 
CT 5545.13, CT 5545.14, CT 5545.15, CT 5545.16, CT 5545.17, CT 5545.18, 
C'l' 5545.19, C'l' 5545.21, C'l' 5546, C'l' 5547, C'l' 5548.01, C'1' 5548.02, C'1' 5549: 
-together with the following partial census tract contained in Los Angeles 
County: CT 5545.22 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 54. 
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ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 58: 
Assembly District 58 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Los Angeles COunty: PT 4033.11, CT 4033.14, CT 4033.15, CT 4084.01, 
CT 4085.01, CT 4085.02, CT 4085.03, CT 4086.01, CT 4086.21, CT 4086.22, 
CT 4086.23, CT 4086.24, CT 4086.25, CT 4087.01, CT 4087.02, CT 5001, 
CT 5002.01, CT 5002.02, CT 5010, CT 5013, CT 5014, CT 5015.01, CT 5015.02, 
CT 5016, CT 5017, CT 5018, CT 5019, CT 5020.01, CT 5020.02, CT 5021, CT 5027, 
CT 5028, CT 5029.01, CT 5029.02, CT 5031.01, CT 5031.02, cr 5032.01, 
CT 5032.02, CT 5033.01, CT 5033.02, CT 5034.01, CT 5034.02, CT 5035.01, 
CT 5035.02, CT 5036.01, CT 50~6.02, CT 5037.01, CT 5037.02, cr 5037.03, 
CT 5038.01, CT 5038.02, CT 5039.01, CT 5039.02, CT 5040.01, CT 5040.02, 
CT 5041.017 together with the following partial census tracts contained in Los 
Angeles COunty: CT 4033.02-- that portion not contained within Assembly 
District 60, CT 4033.11 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 
61, CT 4033.12 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 60, 
CT 4033.13 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 61, 
CT 4084.02 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 60, CT 5003 -
that portion not contained wi"h~n Assembly Districts 59 and 60, CT 5012 - that 
portion not contained within Assembly District 59. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 59: 
Asaellb1y District 59 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Loa Angeles COunty: CT 4336.01, CT 4336.02, CT 4337, CT 4817.01, 
CT 4817.02, CT 4820.01, CT 4820.02, CT 4821.01, CT 4821.02, CT 4822, 
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CT 4823.02, CT 4824.01, CT 4824.02, CT 4825.01, CT 4825.02, CT 4826, CT 4827, 
CT 4828, CT 5~n4.01, CT 5004.02, CT 5005, CT 5006, CT 5007, CT 5008, CT 5009, 
CT 5022, CT 5023, CT 5024, CT 5025, CT 5026.01, CT 5026.02, CT 5300.01, 
CT 5300.02, CT 5301.01, PT 5301.02, CT 5302.01, CT 5302.02, CT 5317.01, 
CT 5317.02, CT 5318, CT 5319, CT 5320, CT 5321, CT 5322, CT 5323.02, CT 5339, 
CT 5340, CT 5341, CT 5342, together with the following partial census tracts 
contained in Los Angeles County: CT 4331 - that portion contained within the 
City of South El Monte, CT 4334 - that portion contained within the City of 
South E1 Mente, CT 4335 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 
60, CT 4338 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 60, CT 4339 
- that portion containeu within the City of South E1 Monte, CT 4340 - that 
portion contained within the City of South El Monte, CT 5003 - that portion 
contained within the City of pico Rivera, CT 5304 - that portion contained 
within the City of Monterey" Park, CT 5323.01 - that portion not contained 
vithin Assembly District 47, CT 5012 - that portion contained within the City 
of Pico Rivera. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 60: 
Assembly District 60 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
1n Los Angeles County: CT 4047, CT 4049, CT 4050, CT 4051, CT 4052, CT 4070, 
CT 4071.01, CT 4071.02, CT 4072, CT 4073, CT 4075, CT 4076, CT 4017, CT 4078, 
"CT 4081.32, CT 4082.01, CT 4082.02, CT 4083.01, CT 4083.02, CT 4083.03, 
CT 4322, CT 4324, CT 4326, CT 4327, CT 4328, CT 4329, CT"4332, CT 4333, 
CT 4800.02, CT 4801.02, ~~ 4802, CT 4811, CT 4812.02, CT 4813, CT 4814, 
CT 4823.01, together vith the following partial census tracts contained in Los 
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Angeles County: CT 4033.02 - that portion contained within the City of 
Indu~~~y, CT 4033.12 - that portion contained within the City of Industry, 
CT 4069 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 61, CT 4081.02 -
that portion not contained within Assembly District 61, CT 4315 - that portion 
not contained within Assembly District 43, CT 4321.01 - that portion contained 
within the City of El Monte, CT 4321.02 - that portion contained within the 
City of El Monte, CT 4323 - that portion not contained with~n Assembly 
District 43, CT 4325 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 43, 
CT 4084.02 - that portion contained within the City of Industry, CT 4331 -
that portion not contained within Assembly District 59, CT 4334 - that portion 
not contained within Assembly District 59, CT 4335 - that portion contained 
within the City of E1 Monte, CT 4338 - that portion contained within the City 
of El Monte, CT 4339 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 59, 
CT 4340 - that portion not -contained within Assembly. District 59, CT 5003-
that portion contained within the City pf Industry together with that portion 
of unincorporaLed territory surrounded by the borders.of the City of pico 
Rivea, the City of Industry, and the census tract boundary, CT 4048 - that 
portion not contained within Assembly District 61. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 61: 
Assembly District 61 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
-in Los Angeles County: CT 4002.01, CT 4002.02, CT 4003, CT 4013.02, 
CT 4013.11, CT 4013.12, CT 4015, CT 4016, CT 4017.01, CT 4017.02, CT 4018, 
CT 4019.01, Ct 4019.02, CT 4020, CT 4021.01, CT 4021.02, CT 4022, CT 4023.01, 
CT 4023.02, CT 4024.01, CT 4024.02, CT 4024.03, CT 4024.04, CT 4025.01, 
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CT 4025.02, CT 4026, CT 4027.01, CT 4027.02, CT 4028, CT 4029.01, CT 4029.02, 
~ 4030, CT 4032, CT 4034, CT 4035, CT 4036, CT 4037.01, CT 4053, CT 4055, 
CT 4056, CT 4062, CT 4063, CT 4064.01, CT 4064.02, CT 4065, CT 4066.01, 
CT 4066.02, CT 4067, or 4068, or 4074, CT 4079, CT 4080.01, or 4080.02, 
CT 408].01, CT 4081.31, CT 4088: together with the following partial census 
tracts contained in Los Angeles CountYI CT 4012.02 - that portion contained 
within the City of San Dimas, CT 4033.11 - that portion contained within the 
City of Pomona, CT 4033.13 - that portion contained within the City of Pomona, 
CT 4038 - that portion contained within the City of San Dimas, CT 4054 - that 
portion contained within the City of West Covina, CT 4069 - that portion 
contain-d within the City of West Covina, CT 4081.02 - that portion contained 
within the City of West Covina, CT 9300 - that portion contained within the 
City of La Verne, CT 4048 - that portion contained within the City of West 
Covina. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 62: 
Assembly District 62 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in San ~~rnardino County: CT 1, CT 2, CT 3, CT 4, CT 5, CT 6.01, CT 6.02, 
CT 7, CT 8.01, CT 8.02, CT 8.03, CT 9, CT 10, CT 11, CT 12, CT 13, CT 14, 
CT 15, CT 16, or 17, or 18, CT 19, CT 21, CT 92: together with the following 
partial census tracts contained in San Bernardino County: CT 20 - that 
portion not contained within Assembly District 63, CT 22 - th6_ portion not 
contained within Assembly District 63, CT 24 - that portion not conta:f.ned 
within Assembly Distr ict 63. 
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ASSEMBLY DISTRIC'l' 63: 
Assembly District 63 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in San Be rnard ino County: C'l' 23, C'l' 25, C'l' 26, C'l' 27, C'l' 28, C'1' 29, C'1' 30, 
CT 31, CT 32, C'1' 33, CT 34, C'l' 35, C'l' 36, CT 37, CT 38, CT 39, CT 40, CT 41, 
C'l' 42, CT 43, C'l' 44, CT 45, CT 46, CT 47, CT 48, CT 49, CT 50, C'1' 51, C'l' 52, 
CT 53, CT 54, CT 55, CT 56, C'l' 57, C'1' 58, C'l' 59, C'l' 60, C'l' 61, CT 62, CT 63, 
C'1' 64, CT 65, C'1' 66, C'1' 67, C'1' 68, C'1' 69, C'1' 70, CT 71, CT 74.01, CT 75, 
CT 77; together with the following partial census tracts contained in San 
Bernardino County: CT 20 - that portion contained within the City of Fontana, 
C'l' 22 - that portion contained wi thin the City of Pontana, C'l' 24 - that 
portion contained within the City of Pontana, CT 72 - that portion not 
contained within Assembly District 64, CT 73 - that portion contained within 
the Cities of San Bernardino and Colton, CT 76 - that portion contained within 
the City of San Bernardino, C'l' 78 - that portion contained within the City of 
San Bernardino, CT 79 - that portion contained within the City of San 
Bernardino, CT 101 - that portion contained within the City of San Bernardino, 
C'l' 102.02 - that portion contained within the City of San Bernardino, CT 74.02 
- that portion not contained within Assembly District 64. 
1.sSEMBLY DISTRICT 64: 
-Assembly District 64 shall contain the following whole cenSl"" tracts contained 
in San Bernardino County: C'1' 80, CT 81, C'1' 82, CT 83, CT 84, C'.l' 85, C'1' 86, 
C'l' 87, C'l' 88, CT 89.01, CT 89.02, CT 90.01, CT 90.02, CT 91.01. CT 91.02, 
C'1' 93, C'l' 94, CT 95, C'l' 96.01, C'l' 96.02, C'1' 96.03, C'1' 97.01, CT 97.03, 
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CT 97.04, CT 98, CT 99, CT 100.01, CT 100.02, CT 102.01, CT 103, CT 104.01, 
CT 104.02, CT 104.03, CT 104.04, CT 105, CT 106, CT 107: together with the 
!allowing partial census tracts contained in San Bernardino County: CT 72 -
that portion contained within the Cities of Lama Linda and Redlands, together 
with that portion contained in the unincorporated territory east of Richardson 
Avenue south of San Bernardino Avenue, CT 74.02 - that portion contained 
within the unincorporated areas of Block Groups 1 and 2; CT 73 - that portion 
not contained wi thin Assembly District 63, CT 78 - that portion not contained 
within Assembly District 63, CT 102.02 - that portion not contained within 
Assembly District 63, CT 76 - that portion not contained within Assembly 
District 63, CT 79 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 63, 
C'l' 101 - that portion not contained wi thin Assembly District 63. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 65: 
Assembly District 65 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Riverside County: CT 301, CT 302, CT 303, CT 304, CT 305, CT 306, CT 307, 
CT 308, CT 309, CT 310, CT 311, CT 312, CT 313, CT 314.01, CT 314.02, 
CT 315.01, CT 315.02, CT 316, CT 317, CT 401, CT 402, CT 403, CT 404, CT 405, 
CT 406.01, CT 406.02, CT 407, C'l' 408.02, C'l' 408.03, C'l' 408.04, CT 408.05, 
CT 409, CT 410, CT 411, CT 412, CT 413, CT 414.01, CT 414.02, CT 415, CT 416, 
CT 417.01, CT 417.02, CT 418.01, CT 418.02, CT 419.01, CT 419.02, CT 422.01: 
-together with the following partial census trC~tS contained in Riverside 
County: CT 422.02 - that portion contained within the City of Riverside, 
CT 422.03 - that portion contained within the city of Riverside, CT 422.04 -
that portion contained within the City of Riverside, CT· 423 - that portion 
contained within the city of Riverside. 
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ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 66: 
Assembly District 66 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Riverside County: CT 420.01, CT 420.02, CT 421, CT 424, CT 425.01, 
C'l' 425.02, C'l' 425.03, C'l' 426, C'l' 427.02, C'l' 427.03, C'l' 427.04, C'l' 428, C'l' 429, 
C'l' 430, CT 431, CT 432, CT 433.01, CT 433.02, C'l' 433.03, CT 434.01, CT 434.02, 
C'l' 435.01, C'l' 435.02, C'l' 436, C'l' 437, C'l' 438.02, C'l' 438.03, C'l' 438.04, C'l' 439, 
C'l' 440, CT 441, C'l' 442, C'l' 443, CT 444, C'l' 446, CT 447, CT 448.02, C'l' 448.03, 
C'l' 449.01, CT 449.02, C'l' 449.03, C'l' 450, C'l' 451.02, C'l' 451.03, CT 451.04, 
together with the following partial census tracts contained in Riverside 
County: C'l' 422.02 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 65, 
CT 422.03 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 65, C'l' 422.04 
- that portim not contained within Assembly District 65, Cr 423 - that 
portion not contained within Assembly District 65, CT 445.01 - that portion 
contained within the City of Palm Springs. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 67: 
Assembly District 67 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Los Angeles County: C'l' 5552.02, C'l' 5733, C'l' 5739.01, C'l' 5739.02, C'l' 5740, 
C'l' 5741, CT 5742.01, CT 5742.02, CT 5743, CT 5744, CT 5745, CT 5746.01, 
CT 5746.02, CT 5747, CT 5748, CT 5749.01, CT 5749.02, CT 5750.01, CT 5750.02, 
oCT 5751, CT 5752, CT 5753, CT 5759, CT ~760, CT 5761, CT 5762, CT 5763, 
C'l' 5764, C'l' 5765, CT 5766, CT 5767, CT 5768, CT 5769, CT 5770, CT 5771, 
C'l' 5772, CT 5773, CT 5774, CT 5775.01, CT 5775.02, CT 5776.01, CT 5776.02, 
CT 5776.03, together with the following whole census tracts contained in 
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Orange County: CT 995.03, CT 995.04, CT 995.05, CT 995.06, CT 1100.06, 
CT 1100.07, CT 1100.08, CT 1100.11, CT 1100.12, CT 1100.13, CT 1101.01, 
CT 1101.02, CT 1101.04, CT 1101.06, CT 1101.08, CT 1101.09, CT 1101.10, 
CT 1101.11, CT 1101.12, CT 1101.14; together with the following partial census 
tracts contained in Orange County: CT 1101.13 - that portion not contained 
within Assembly District 70, CT 1103.01 - that portion contained within the 
City of La Palma, CT 1103.04 - that portion contained within the City of La 
Palma, CT 1100.01 - that portion contained within the City of Cypress, 
CT 1100.10 - that portion contained within the City of Cypress, CT 1102.02 -
that portion contained within the City of Cypress, CT 995.07 - that portion 
contained within the City of Seal Beach, CT 995.02 - that portion not 
contained within Assembly District 70. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 68: 
Assembly District 68 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Orange County: CT 11.01, CT 11.02, CT 11.03, CT 12, CT 13.01, CT 13.02, 
CT 14.01, CT 14.02, CT 14.03, CT 14.04, CT 15.01, C'1' 15.02, CT 15.03, 
CT 15.04, CT 15.05, CT 16.01, CT 16.02, CT 17.01, CT 17.02, CT 18.01, 
CT 18.02, C'1' 19.01, CT 19.02, CT 19.03, CT 110, C'1' 111.01, CT 111.02, C'1' 112, 
CT 113, CT 114.01, CT 114.02, CT 115.01, CT 115.02, CT 116.01, C'1' 116.02, 
CT 117.07, CT 117.08, CT 117.09, C'1' 117.10, C'1' 117.11, C'1' 117.12, CT 117.13, 
OCT 117.15, CT 117.16, CT 117.1-, CT 117.18, CT 218.02, CT 218.05, CT 218.06, 
CT 218.08, CT 218.09, C'1' 218.10, CT 218.11, CT 1103.02, C'1' 1103.03, 
CT 1104.01, CT 1105, CT 1106.01, CT 1106.03, CT 1106.04, CT 1106.05, together 
with the following partial census tracts contained in Orange County: 
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CT 1103.01 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 67, 
CT 1103.04 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 67, CT 218.12 
- that portion contained within the City of Yorba Linda, CT 218.13 - that 
portion contained within" the City of Placentia, CT 867.01 - that portion 
contained within the City of FUllerton, CT 865.01 - that portion contained 
within the City of Fullerton, CT 866.01 - that portion contained within the 
City of Fullerton, CT 868.01 - that portion contained within the City of 
Fullerton, CT 218.07 - that portion contained within the City of Yorba Linda, 
CT 117.14 - that portion contained within the City of Placentia. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 69: 
Assembly District 69 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Orange County: CT 219.03, CT 219.04, CT 219.05, CT 219.06, CT 219.08, 
C'l' 219.09, C'l' 758.02, C'l' 758.03, C'l' 758:04, C'l' 758.05, CT 758.06, CT 758.07, 
CT 758.08, CT 758.09, CT 758.10, CT 759.01, CT 759.02,' C'l' 760, C'l' 761.01, 
C'l' 761.02, C'l' 762.01, C'1' 7 62 • 0 2, CT 762.04, CT 762.05, C'l' 7 ~2 • 0 6 , CT 762.07, 
CT 762.08, CT 863.01, CT 863.03, C'l' 863.04, CT 863.05, C'l' 863.06, C'l' 864.02, 
C'1' 864.04, C'1' 864.05, C'1' 864.06, C'1' 864.07, CT 865.02, C'1' 866.02, CT 867.02, 
CT 868.02, CT 868.03, C'l' 871.01, CT 871.02, C'l' 871.03, C'l' 871.04, CT 872, 
C'1' 873, C'1' 874.01, CT 874.02, CT 874.03, CT 875.01, CT 875.04, CT 876.01, 
CT 877.01, C'l' 877.04, CT 1104.02; together with the ~llowing partial census 
'tracts contained in Orar.:le Co·mty: CT 218.12 - that portion not contained 
with"in Assembly District 68, C'.l' 218.13 - that portion not contained within 
Assembly District 68, C'1' 867.01 - that portion not contained within Assembly 
District 68, CT 875.03 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 
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70, CT 876.02 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 70, 
CT 761.03 - that portion contained within the City of Orange, Ci' 756.01 - that 
portion contained within the City of Orange and the entrapped unincorporated 
territory, CT 757.01 - that portion contained within the City of Orange, 
CT 218.07 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 68, CT 365.01 
- that portion not contained within Assembly District 68, C'l' 866.01 - that 
portion not contained within Assembly District 68, CT 868.01 - that portion 
not contained within Assembly District 68, C'l' 117.14 - that portion not 
contained within Assembly District 68. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRIC'l' 70: 
Assembly District 70 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Orange County: CT 869.01, CT 869.02, CT 869.03, CT 870.01, CT 870.02, 
CT 877.03, CT 878.01, CT 878.02, CT 878.-03, C'l' 878.05, CT 878.06, CT 879.01, 
CT 879.02, CT 880.01, CT 880.02, CT 881.01, CT 881.02, CT 881.03, CT 882.01, 
CT 882.02, C'l' 882.03, C'l' 8 83 • 01 , CT 883.02, CT 884.01, CT 884.02, CT 884.03, 
CT 885.01, CT 885.02, CT 886.01, CT 886.02, CT 887.01, CT 887.02, CT 888, 
CT 889.01, C'l' 889.02, CT 889.03, C'l' 889.04, C'l' 889.05, C'l' 890.01, CT e!l~.02, 
CT 891.01, CT 891.02, CT 992.11, CT 992.22, C'l' 996.01, CT 996.02, CT 997.01, 
C'l' 998.01, CT 998.02, C'l' 998.03, C'l' 999.01, C'l' 999.02, CT 999.03, CT 999.04, 
CT 1100.03, CT 1100.04, CT 1100.05, CT 1102.01, CT 1102.03, together with the 
"following parti _~ census tracts contained in Orange County: CT 1101.13 - that 
portion contained within the City of Stanton, CT 875.03 - that portion 
contained within the City of Garden Grove, CT 876.02 - that portion contained 
within the City of Garden Grove, CT 997.02 - that portion not contained within 
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Assembly District 12, CT 761.03 - that portion not contained within Assembly 
District 69, CT 992.03 - that portion not contained wi~lIin Assembly District 
72, CT 922.04 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 72, 
CT 922.23 - that portion. not contained within Assembly District 72, CT 
1100.01 - that portion not contained within Assembly District ~7, CT 1100.10 -
that portion not contained within Assembly District 67, CT 1102.02 - that 
portion not contained within Assembly District 67, CT 997.03 - that portion 
not contained wi thin Assembly District 72, CT 996.03 - that portion contained 
within the City of Westminster, CT 995.02 - that portion contained within the 
City of Westminster. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 71: 
Assembly District 71 shall contain the following whGle census tracts contained 
in Orange County: CT 524.05, CT 524.0~, CT 525.01, CT 525.02, CT 525.03, 
CT 525.04, CT 525.05, CT 525.06, CT 525.07, cT 525.08, CT 525.09, CT 525.10, 
CT 626.11, CT 626.12, CT 626.13, CT 626.14, CT 626.15, CT 626.16, CT 740.03, 
CT 740.04, CT 740.05, CT 741.01, CT 741.02, CT 741.03, CT 741.04, CT 741.05, 
CT 142, CT 743, CT 744.01, CT 744.03, CT 744.04, CT 145.01, CA ~45.02, 
CT 746.01, CT 746.02, CT 747.01, CT 747.02, CT 748.01, CT 748.02, CT 748.03, 
CT 748.04, CT 749.01, CT 749.02, CT 750.01, CT 750.02, CT 751, CT 752.01, 
CT 752.02, CT 753.01, CT 753.02, CT 753.03, CT 754.01, CT 754.03, CT 754.04, 
. CT 754 JJ, CT 755.04, CT 755.05, CT 755.06, CT 755.07, CT 755.08, CT 755.09, 
cor 757.02, cor 891.03, cor 992.01, together with the following partial census 
tracts contained in Orange County: cor 626.10 - that portion not contained 
within Assembly Districts 72 or 73, CT 757.01 - that portion not contained 
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within Assembly District 69, CT 524.04 - that portion contained within the 
City of Irvine, C'l' 524.08 - that portion contai •• _i wi thin the City of Irvine, 
CT 524.10 - that portion contained within the City of Irvine, CT 626.04 - that 
portiun contained within. the City of Irvine, C'l' 626.18 - that portion 
contained within the City of Irvine, CT 626.21 - that portion contained within 
the City of Irvine, CT 992.02 - that portion not contained within Assembly 
District 72, CT 756.03 - that portion contained within the City of Tustin, 
CT 524.07 - that portion contained within the City of Irvine. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 72: 
Assembly District 72 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Orange County: CT 632.01, CT 632.02, CT 637, CT 638.02, CT 638.03, 
CT 638.05, CT 638.06, CT 638.07, CT 638.08, CT 639.02, CT 639.03, CT 639.04, 
CT 639.05, CT 639.06, CT 639.07, CT 639.08, CT 740.06, CT 992.12, CT 992.14, 
CT 992.15, CT 992.16, CT 992.17, CT 992.19, Cl' 992.20, CT 992.24, CT 992.25, 
CT 992.26, CT 992.27, C'l' 992.28, C'l' 992.29, C'l' 992.30, C'l' 992.31, C'l' 992.32, 
CT 992.33, CT 992.34, CT 992.35, CT 992.36, Cl' 992.37, CT 992.38, CT 992.39, 
CT 993.02, CT 993.03, CT 993.04, CT 993.05, CT 994.02, ~ 994.04, CT 994.05, 
CT 994.06, CT 994.07, CT 994.08, CT 994.10, CT 994.11, CT 994.12, CT 994.13, 
CT 994.14, CT 994.15, CT 995.08, CT 996.04, CT 996.05, together with the 
following partial census tracts contained in Orange County: CT 633 - that 
-;-. ~ion not contained within Assembly District 73, C'l' 636.02 - that portion 
not contained wi thin Assembly District 73, C'l' 995.07 - that portion not 
conta1ned within Assembly District 67, CT 626.10 - that portion contained 
within tOe City of Costa Mesa, CT 631.01 - that portion-contained within the 
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City of Costa Mesa, CT 636.03 - that portion contained within the City of 
Costa Mesa, CT 992.40 - that portion contained within the City of Costa Mesa, 
CT 997.02 - that portion contained within the City of Huntington Beach, 
CT 992.03 - that portion contained within the City of Fountain Valley, 
CT 992.04 - that portion contained within the C~ty of Fountain Valley, 
CT 992.23 - that portion contained within the City of Fountain Valley, 
CT 992.02 - that portion contained within the City of FOuntain Valley, 
CT 631.03 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 73, CT 636.01 
- that portion not contained within ASsembly District 73, CT 631.02 - that 
portion contained within the City of Costa Mesa, CT 997.03 - that portion 
contained within the City of Huntington Beach, _~ 996.03 - that portion not 
contained wi thin Assembly District 70. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 73: 
Assembly District 73 shall contain the follOWing whole·census tracts contained 
in Orange County: CT 219.07, CT 320.02, CT 320.03, CT 320.06, CT 320.07, 
CT 320.08, CT 320.09, CT 320.11, CT 320.12, CT 320.13, CT 320.14, CT 320.15, 
CT 423.03, CT 423.05, CT 423.06, CT 423.07, CT •• 3.0e, CT 423.09, CT 423.12, 
CT 423.13, CT 423.14, CT 524.09, CT 524.11, CT 626.05, CT 626.07, CT 626.08, 
CT 626.17, C'I' 626.19, CT 626.20, CT 626.22, CT 6~6.23, CT 627, CT 628, CT 629, 
CT 630.01, CT 630.04, CT 630.05, CT 630.06, CT 630.07, CT 630.0e, CT 634, 
~ 635, CT 756.02, CT 757.03, together with the ~11owing partial census 
tracts contained in Orange County: CT 633 - that portion contained within the 
City of Newport Beach, CT 636.02 - that portion contained within the City of 
Newport Beach, C'l' 421.01 - that portion contained wi thin the City of San Juan 
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Capistrano and the entrapped unincorporated territory, CT 320.10 - that 
portion not contained within Aa __ ~bly District 75, CT 631.01 - that portion 
not contained within Assembly District 72, CT 636.03 - that portion not 
contained within Assembly District 72, CT 992.40 - that portion not contained 
within Assembly District 72, CT 524.04 - that portion not contained within 
Assembly District 71, CT 524.08 - that portion not contained within Assembly 
District 71, CT 524.10 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 
71, CT 626.04 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 71, 
CT 626.18 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 71, CT 626.21 
- that portion not contained within Assembly District 71, CT 626.10 - that 
portion contained within the City of New,ort Beach, CT 631.03 - that portion 
contained within the City of Newport Beach, CT 636.01 - that portion contained 
within the City of Newport Beach, CT 756.03 - that portion not contained 
within Assembly District 71, CT 756.01 - that portion not contained within 
Assembly District 69, CT 631.02 - that portion not contained within Assembly 
District 72, CT 524.07 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 
71, CT 422.01 - that portion contained within the City of San Juan Capistrano, 
CT 422.02 - that portion contained within the City of San Juan Capistrano, 
CT 423.10 - that portion not contained -~~_~hin Assembly District 75, CT 423.11 
- that portim not contained within Assembly District 75. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 74: 
Assembly District 74 aball consist of the whole County of Imperial, together 
with the part of Riverside County not contained within Assembly Districts 65 
and 66, together with the following whole census tracts-contained in San Diego 
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County: CT 135.01, CT 135.02, CT 139.01, CT 139.02, CT 155, CT 168.02, 
CT 168.04, CT 169, CT 1bb, CT 189.01, CT 189.02, CT 190, CT 191.01, CT 191.02, 
CT 208, CT 209.01, CT 209.02, CT 210, CT 211, CT 212.01, CT 212.02, CT 2131 
together with the following partial census tracts contained in San Diego 
County: CT 168.05 - that portion not contained with Assembly District 77. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 75: 
Assembly District 75 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in Orange County: CT 421.02, CT 421.03, CT 421.041 together with the 
following whole census tracts cc;.~ained in San Diego County: CT 178.01, 
CT 178.03, CT 178.04, CT 179, CT 180, CT 181, CT 182, CT 183, CT 184, 
CT 185.01, CT 185.02, CT 185.04, CT 185.05, CT 185.06, CT 186.01, CT 186.03, 
CT 186.04, CT 186.05, CT 187, CT 192.01, CT 192.02, CT 193, CT 194, CT 195, 
CT 196, CT 197, CT 198, CT 199, CT 200.~2, CT 200.03, CT 200.04, CT 200.05, 
CT 202.01, CT 202.02, CT 203.01, CT 203.02, CT 203.03; CT 204, CT 205, 
CT 206.01, CT 206.02: together with the following partial census tracts 
contained in Orange County: CT 421.01 - that portion not contained within 
Assembly District 73, CT 320.10 - ~hat portion contained within the City of 
San Clemente, CT 423.11 that portion contained within the unincorporated 
terribory south of San Juan Capistrano and contiguous with Census Tract 
423.10, CT 423.10 - that portion contained within the unincorporated area, 
oCT 422.02 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 73, CT 422.01 
- that portion not contained within Assembly District 73, together with the 
following partial census tract contained in San Diego County: CT 171.01 -
that portion contained within the Cities of Carlsbad and San Marcos, and the 
entrapped unincorporated terribory. 
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ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 76: 
Assembly District 76 sha 11 con ta in the following whole census tracts contained 
1n San Diego County: cr81.01, CT 82, CT 83.03, CT 83.05, cr 83.06, C'l' 83.07, 
C'l' 83.12, CT 83.13, C'l' 83.14 , C'l' 83.15, C'l' 83.16, C'l' 83.17, C'l' 83.18, 
C'1' 83.19, C'1' 83.20, CT 83.21, C'l' 83.22, C'l' 83.23, CT 83.24, C'l' 85.01, 
C'l' 85.02, C'l' 85.05, C'l' 85.06, C'l' 94, C'l' 170.05, C'l' 170.06, C'l' 170.07, 
CT 170.08, C'l' 170.09, CT 170.10, CT 170.11, C'l' 170.12, C'l' 170.13, CT 170.14, 
CT 170.15, CT 170.16, CT 170.17, CT 170.18, CT 171.02, CT 172, CT 173.01, 
CT 173.02, CT 174.01, CT 174.02, C'l' 175, or 176, CT 177, or 201.01, CT 201.02, 
CT 202.03, CT 202.04, C'l' 202.05, CT 207.01, C'l' 207.03, C'l' 207.04, together 
with the following partial census tract contained in San Diego County: 
C'l' 171.01 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 75. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 77: 
Assembly District 77 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in San Diego County: cr 95.01, CT 95.02, CT 95.03, CT 95.04, cr 96.02, 
CT 9t.03, CT 96.04, CT 97.03, CT 97.04, C'l' 97.05, CT 97.06, C'l' 98.01, 
CT 98.02, C'1' 98.04, cr 98.05, cr 136.01, CT 136.02, CT 137, CT 145, CT 147, 
C'l' 148.01, CT 148.03, CT 148.04, CT 149, CT 150, CT 151, CT 152, C'l' 153.01, 
C'l' 153.02, C'l' 154.02, C'l' 154.03, cr 154.04, or 156.01, CT 156.02, CT 157.01, 
CT 157.02, CT 158, CT 159, CT 160, CT 161, CT 162.01, CT IF~.02, C'l' 163, 
C'1' 164.01, C'l' 164.02, C'1' 165.01, C'1' 165.02, CT 166.02, CT 166.03, C'1' 166.05, 
CT 1';6.06, CT 166.07, CT 166.08, CT 166.09, C'l' 166.10, CT 166.11, CT 167.01, 
CT 167.02, CT 168.03: together with the following partial census tracts 
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contained in San Diego County: CT 138 - that portion contained within the 
City of La Mesa, CT 146 - that portion not contained within Assembly District 
19, CT 168.05 - that portion contained within the City of E1 Cajon and the 
entrapped unincorporated territory. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 78: 
Assembly District 78 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in San Diego County: CT 1, CT 2, CT 3, CT 4, CT 5, C'l' 6, C'l' 7, CT 8, C'l' 9, 
CT 10, CT 11, CT 12, CT 13, CT 14, CT 17, CT 18, CT 19, CT 20.01, CT 20.02, 
CT 21, CT 22, CT 23, CT 65, CT 66, CT 68, CT 69, CT 70.01, CT 70.02, CT 71, 
CT 72, CT 73.01, CT 73.02, CT 74, CT 75, CT 76, CT 77, CT 78, CT 79.01, 
CT 79.02, CT 80.01, CT 80.02, CT 81.02, CT 83.01, CT 83.10, CT 83.11, 
CT 85.03, CT 85.04, CT 85.07, CT 85.09, CT 85.10, CT 85.11, CT 85.12, 
CT 85.13, CT 86, CT 87.01, CT 87.02, CT. 88, CT 89, CT 90, CT 91.01, CT 91.02, 
CT 91.03, CT 91.04, CT 91.05, CT 92.01, CT 92.02, CT 93.01, CT 93.03, 
CT 93.04, CT 99.01. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 79: 
AS8elllb1y District 79 shall contain the following whole census tracts contained 
in San Diego county: CT 15, CT 16, CT 24, CT 25.01, CT 25.02, CT 26, 
. CT 27.01, CT 27.02, CT 27.03, C'1' 27.04, C'1' 27.05, .27.06, CT 28.01, 
CT 28.02, CT 29.01, C'1' 29.02, CT 29.03, C'1' 30.01, C'l' 30.02, C'1' 31.01, 
CT 31.02, CT 31.03, C'1' 31.04, CT 31.05, CT 31.07, CT 31.08, C'1' 33, CT 34.01, 
CT 34.02, CT 35, CT 36, CT 38, CT 39, CT 40, CT 41, CT.42, CT 43, CT 44, 
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CT 45, CT 46, CT 47, CT 48, CT 49, CT SO, CT 51, CT 52, CT 53, CT 54, CT 55, 
CT 56, CT 57, CT 58, CT 59, CT 60, CT 61, CT 62, CT 63, CT 64, CT 99.02, 
CT 99.99, CT 140.01, CT 140.02, CT 141, CT 142, CT 143, CT 144~ together with 
the following partial census tracts contained in San Diego County: CT 138 -
that portion not oontained within Assembly District 77, CT 146 - that portion 
oontained within the City of Lemon Grove. 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICT 80: 
Assembly District 80 shall oontain the following whole census tracts oontained 
in San Diego County: CT 32.01, CT 32.02, CT 32.03, CT 32.04, CT 32.06, 
CT 32.07, CT 100.01, CT 100.02, CT 100.03, CT 100.04, CT 100.05, CT 100.06, 
CT 100.07, CT 101.03, CT 101.04, CT 101.05, CT 101.06, CT 101.07, CT 102, 
CT 103, CT 104, CT 105, CT 106.01, CT 106.02, CT 106~03, CT 107, CT 108, 
CT 109, CT 110, CT 111, CT 112, CT 114,·CT 115, CT 116, CT 117, CT 118, 
CT 119, CT 120, CT 121, CT 122, CT 123.01, CT 123.02, CT 124.01, CT 124.02, 
CT 125, CT 126, CT 127, CT 128, CT 129, CT 130, CT 131.01, CT 131.02, 
CT 132.01, CT 132.02, CT 133.01, CT 133.02, CT 133.03, CT 133.04, CT 133.05, 
CT 134.01, CT 134.03, CT 134.04, CT 139.03. 
Fifth - That Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30020) of Division 18 
of the Elections Code is repealed. 
Sixth - That Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30020) is added to 
Division 18 of the Elections Code, to read: 
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CHAPTER 3. SENATE DISTRICTS 
30020. It is the intent of the people of the State of California 
in enacting this chapter to implement Article XXI of the California 
Constitution. 
30021. For purposes of this chapter, references to "AD" shall 
mean "Assembly District," as those units are established by this 
initiative statute in Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 30010) of 
Division 18 of the Elections Code. 
30022. Senate districts shall be formed by joining the Assembly 
................. 
districts defined herein according to the following list: Senate District 1 
shall consist of the following whole Assembly Districts: AD 2, 
AD 3; Senate District 2 shal~ consist of the following whole 
Assembly Districts: AD 1, AD 9; Senate District 3 shall consist of 
the following whole Assembly Districts: AD 4, AD 7; Senate District 
4 shall consist of the following whole Assembly Districts: AD 5, 
AD 6; Senate District 5 shall consist of the following whole 
Assembly Districts: AD 8, AD 10; Senate District 6 shall consist 
of the following whole Assembly Districts: AD 17 I AD 18; Senate 
District 7 shall consist of the following whole Assembly Districts: 
AD 11, AD 14; Sena~~ District 8 shall consist of the following 
whole Assembly Districts: AD 19, AD 20; Senate District 9 shall 
consist of the following whole Assembly Districts: AD 12, AD 13; 
Senate District 10 shall consist of the following whole Assembly 
Districts: AD 15, AD 16; Senate District 11 shall consist of the 
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of the following whole Assembly Districts: AD 21, AD 22; 
Senate District 12 shall consist of the following whole Assembly .. -.~­
Districts: AD 23, AD 24; Senate District 13 shall consist of the 
following whole Assembly Districts: AD 28, AD 29; Spnate District 
14 shall consist of the following whole Assembly Districts: AD 25, 
AD 26; Senate Di~trict 15 shall consist of the following whole 
Assembly Districts: AD 27, AD 30; Senate District 16 shall consist 
of the following whole Assembly Districts: AD 33, AD 34; Senate 
District 17 shall consist of the following whole Assembly Districts: 
31, AD 32; Senate District 18 shall consist of the following whole 
Assembly Districts: AD 35, AD 36; Senate District 19 shall consist 
of the following whole Assembly Districts: AD 37, AD 38; Senate 
District 20 shall consist of the following whole Assembly Districts: 
AD 39, AD 40; Senate District 21 shall consist of the following 
whole Assembly Districts: AD 41, AD 42; Senate District 22 shall 
consist of the following whole Assembly Districts: AD 45, AD 46; 
Senate District 23 shall consist of the following whole Assembly 
Districts: AD 44, AD 49; Senate District 24 shall consist of the 
following whole Assembly Districts: AD 55, AD 56; Senate District 
25 shall consist of the following whole Assembly Districts: AD 43, 
AD 61; Senate District 26 shall consist of the following whole 
Assembly Districts: AD 59, AD 60; Senate District 27 shall consist 
of the following whole Assembly Districts: AD 51, AD 52; Senate 
District 28 shall consist of the following whole Assembly Districts: 
AD 47, AD 5n~ Senate District 29 shall consist of the following 
whole Assembly D~stricts: AD 57, AD 58; Senate District 30 sLall 
consist of the fullowing whole Assembly Districts: AD 48, An 53; 
Senate District ~~ shall consist of the following whole Assembly 
Districts: AD 54, AD 67; Senate District 32 shall consist of the 
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following whole Assembly Districts: AD 70, AD 71; Senate 
District 33 shall consist of the following whole Assembly 
Districts: AD 68, AD 69; Senate District 34 shall consist of 
the following whole Assembly Districts: AD 62, AD 63; Senate 
District 35 shall consist of the following whole Assembly 
Districts: AD 64,· AD 74; Senate District 36 shall consist of 
the following whole Assembly Districts: AD 65, AD 66; Senate 
District 37 shall consist of the following whole Assembly 
Districts: AD 72, AD 73; Senate District 38 shall consist of 
the following whole Assembly Districts: AD 75, AD 76; Senate 
District 39 shall consist of the following whole Assembly 
Districts: AD 77, AD 78; Senate District 40 shall consist· of 
the following whole Assembly Districts: AD 79, AD 80. 
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SO 1 = AD 2 & 3, SO 2 = AD 1 & 9, SO 3 = AD 4 & 7, SO 4 = 
AD 5 & 6 SO 5 = AD 8 & 10, SO 6 = AD 17 & 18, SO 7 = AD 11 & 14, 
SO 8 = AD 19 & 20, SO 9 = AD 12 & 13, SO 10 = AD 15 & 16, SO 11 
= AD 21 & 22, SO 12 = AD 23 & 24, SO 13 = AD 28 & 29, SO 14 = 
AD 25 & 26, SO 15 = AD 27 & 30, SO 16 = AD 33 & 34, SO 17 = 
AO 31 & 32, SO 18 = AD 35 & 36, SO 19 = AD 37 & 38, SD 20 = 
AD 39 & 40, SO 21 AD 41 & 42, SO 22 = AD 45 & 46, SO 23 = 
AD 44 & 49, SO 24 = AD 55 & 56, SO 25 = AD 43 & 61, SO 26 = 
AD 59 & 60, SO 27 = AD 51 & 52, SO 28 = AD 47 & 50, SD 29 = 
AO 57 & 58, SO 30 = AD 48 & 53, SO 31 = AD 54 & 67, SD 32 -
AD 70 & 71, SO 33 = AD 68 & 69, SO 34 = AD 62 & 63, SD 35 = 
AD 64 & 74, SO 36 = AD 65 & 66, SO 37 = AD 72 & 73, SD 38 = 
AD 75 & 76, SO 39 - AD 77 & 78, SO 40 - AD 79 & 80. 
Seventh - That Chapter 4 (commencing with Setion 30030) of Division 
18 of the Elections Code is repealed. 
Eighth - That Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 30030) is added to 
Oivision 18 of the Elections Code, to read: 
30030. It is the intent of the people of the State of 
California in enacting this chapter to implement Section 2 of Article 
I of the United States Constitution and Article XXI of the California 
Constitution. 
30031. For purposes of this chapter, references to nCT" shall 
mean "census tract," as that demographic unit is established by the 
United States Bureau of the Census for the 1980 census "as described 
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by maps and publications of the bureau. References to -Block,-
-Blocks· or -Block Groups,· refer to those dem~~3phic units as 
established by the United States Census Bureau for the 1980 census as 
described by maps and publications of the bureau. 
In addition, any reference to a ·city,· ·city boun~ary,- or 
·city limits· shall refer to the boundaries or limits of the 
particular city as they existed on April 1, 1980. Reference to a 
city shall refer to the particular incorporated municipality provided 
for herein. 
Except as indicated, all census tracts ending with the suffix 
-.99· shall be deemed part of the census tract designte~ by the whole 
number preceding the suffix, and shall be contained within the same 
district as the accompanying whole-number census tract. 
If any census tract, block or block group is omitted, listed more 
than once, or is only partially provided for, it is the intent of this chapter 
that the districts be defined in such a manner as to not omit any area of 
California from a district and to comply with Article XXI of the California 
Constitution requiring that districts be reasonably equal. ~.'l order to carry 
out the intent of the people as expressed herein, the Secretary of State shall 
undertake such lIeasures as are necessary to ensure compliance wi th this 
_cUm. 
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30032. CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 1: 
Congressional District 1 shall oonsist of the following whole counties: 
Colusa, Del Norte, Humboldt, Mendocino, Lake, Napa, Trinity, together with the 
part of Sonoma County contained within the following whole and partial census 
tracts: whole census tracts: CT 1534.01, CT 1534.02, CT 1535, CT 1536, 
CT 1537.01, CT 1537.02, CT 1538, CT 1539, CT 1540, CT 1541, CT 1542, CT 15431 
partial census tracts: CT 1532 - that portion outside the City of Rohnert 
Park, CT 1527 - that portion outside the City of Santa Rosa, CT 1529.01 - that 
portion not contained within Congressional District 6, CT 1530.04 - that 
portion not oontained within Conressional District 6, CT 1533 - that portion 
not contained within Conressional District 6, CT 1531 - that portion 
contained within Blocks 222, 207, 206, 205, 204, 210, 211, 216, 217, 220, 221, 
208 and 219, together with the part of Yolo County ocntained within the 
following whole and partial census tracts: whole census tracts: CT 105.01, 
CT 105.03, CT 105.04, CT 105.05, CT 106.02, CT 106.03, CT 107.01, CT 107.02, 
CT 108, CT 109, CT 110, CT 111, CT 112.01, CT 112.02, CT 113, CT 114, CT 115; 
partial census tracts: CT 106.04 - that portion contained within Block 206. 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 2: 
Congressional District 2 shall consist of the following whole oounties: 
Butte, Glenn, Lassen, Modoc, Plumas, Shasta, Sierra, Siskiyou, Sutter, Tehama, 
Yuba, together with the part of Nevada County contained within the following 
whole and partial census ~racts: whole census traC+~· CT 2, CT 4, CT 9, 
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CT 10, CT 11, partial census tracts: CT 1 - that portion contained within 
Enumeration Districts 592, 593, and 6~0. 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 3: 
Congressional District 3 shall consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of Sacramento County: whole census tracts: CT 1, C'1' 2, C'1' 3, 
CT 4, CT 5, CT 11, CT 12, CT 14, CT 15, CT 16, CT 52.01, CT 52.02, CT 53, 
CT 54.01, CT 54.02, CT 55.02, C'1' 55.03, CT 55.04, CT 56.01, CT 56.02, 
CT 57.01, CT 57.02, CT 58.01, C'1' 58.02, CT 59.01, C'1' 59.02, CT 60, CT 61, 
CT 62.01, CT 62.02, CT 63, CT 64, CT 65, CT 06, CT 67, CT 68, CT 69, CT 70.01, 
CT 70.02, CT 71, CT 72.01, CT 72.02, CT 72.03, CT 72.04, CT 73, CT 74.02, 
CT 74.03, CT 74.04, CT 74.06, CT 74.07, CT 74.08, CT 74.09, CT 75, CT 76, 
CT 77, CT 78, CT 79.01, CT 79.02, CT 80.01, CT 80.03; CT 80.04, CT 81.02, 
CT 81.03, CT 81.05, CT 81.06, CT Bl.07,"CT 81.08, C'1' 81.09, CT 81.10, 
CT 81.11, CT 81.12, CT 82.01, CT 82.02, CT 82.03, CT 82.04, CT 82.05, CT 83, 
CT 84, CT 85, CT 86, CT 87, CT 88, C'1' 89.03, CT 89.04, CT 89.05, CT 89.06, 
CT 90, CT 91.01, CT 91.02, CT 91.03, CT 91.04, partial census tracts: CT 7 -
that portion contained within Blocks 104, 4ui, and 406, together with the part 
of Placer County contained within the following partial census tracts: 
C'1' 206.03 - that portion contained within Blocks 904, 903, 203, 204, 902, 901, 
117, 118, 119, 120, 121, and 918, CT 207 - that portion contained within 
"Blocks 520 and the unincorporated portion of Block 501. 
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CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 4: 
congressional District 4 shall consist of the whole County of Solano, together 
with the part of Sacramento COunty not contained within Congressional District 
3, together with the part of Yolo County not contained within Congressional 
District 1. 
catGRESSIaiAL DISTRICT 5: 
Congressional District 5 shall consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of San Francisco County~ whole census tracts: CT 105, CT 106, 
CT 107, CT 111, CT 113, CT 114, CT 115, CT 116, CT 117, CT 119, CT 119, 
CT 120, CT 121, CT 122, CT 123, CT 124, CT 125, CT 134, CT 151, CT 152, 
CT 153, CT 154, CT 155, CT ~56, CT 157, CT 158, CT 159, CT 160, CT 161, 
CT 162, CT 163, CT 164, CT 165, CT 166,.CT 167, CT 168, CT 169, CT 170, 
CT 171, CT 176.01, CT 176.02, CT 177, CT 17S, CT 179.01, CT 179.02, CT ISO, 
CT 201, CT 202, CT 203, CT 204, CT 205, CT 206, CT 207, CT 20S, CT 209, 
CT 210, CT 211, CT 212, CT 213, CT 214, CT 215, CT 216, CT 217, CT 218, 
CT 226, CT 227, CT 229, CT 229, CT ~~O, CT 231, CT 232, CT 233, CT 234, 
CT 251, CT 252, CT 253, CT 254, CT 255, CT 256, CT 257, CT 258, CT 259, 
CT 260, CT 261, CT 262, CT 263, CT 264, CT 301.01, CT 301.02, CT 302, CT 303, 
CT 307, C'l' 310, C'l' 311, C'l' 312, CT 314, CT 326, CT 327, CT 328, CT 329, 
CT 351, CT 352, CT 401, CT 402, CT 426, CT 427, CT 451, cT 452, CT 476, 
CT 477, CT 603, CT 60S, CT 606, C'1' 607, CT 608, C'l' 609·, C'l' 610, partial census 
tracts. CT 104 - that portion not contained within Congressional District 6, 
CT 313 .- that portion contained within Blocks 101, 102,. 107, 108,109, 201, 
202, 203, 207, 208, 205, 206, 301, 302, .nd 303. 
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CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 6: 
Congressional District 6 shall consist of the whole county of Marin, together 
with the part of San Prancisco County contained within the following whole and 
partial census tracts: whole r!ensus tracts: CT 101, C'1' 102, C'1' 103, C'1' 108, 
CT 109, CT 110, CT 112, CT 126, CT 127, CT 128, CT 129, CT 130, C'1' 131, 
CT 132, C'1' 133, C'1' 135, C'1' 428, C'1' 478, C'1' 479, C'1' 601, C'1' 602, partial census 
tracts: CT 104 - that portion contained within Block 205: together with the 
part of Sonoma County contained within the following whole and partial census 
tracts: whole census tracts: CT 1501, CT 1502, CT 1503.01, CT 1503.02, 
C'1' 1504, C'1' 1505, CT 1506.01, :T 1506.02, C'1' 1506.03, C'1' 1506.04, CT 1507, 
CT 1508, CT 1509, CT 1510, CT 1511, CT 1512.01, CT 1512.02, CT 1513.01, 
CT 1513.02, CT 1513.03, C'1' 1513.04, CT 1514, CT 1515.01, CT 1515.02, CT 1516, 
C'1' 1517, C'1' 1518, C'1' 1519, CT 1520, CT 1521, CT 1522,' CT 1523, CT 1524, 
CT 1525.01, CT 1525.02, CT 1526, CT 152&, CT 1529.02, CT 1530.01, CT 1530.02, 
CT 1530.03, partial census tracts: CT 1532 - that portion not contained 
within Congressional District 1, CT 1527 - that portion not contained within 
Congressional District 1, CT 1529.01 - that portion contained within the City 
of Santa Rosa, together with ~: • ..;t portion contained within the unincorporated 
portion of Block 101, CT 1530.04 - that portion contained within the City of 
Santa Rosa, together with that ~rtion contained within the unincorporated 
portion of Block 101, CT 1533 - that portion contained within the City of 




CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 7: 
Congressional District 7 shall consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of Contra c;osta County: whole census tracts: C'l' 3010, CT 3020, 
CT 3031, CT 3032, CT 3040, C'l' 3050, C'l' 3060, C'l' 3071, CT 3072.01, C'l' 3072.02, 
CT 3072.03, CT 3080, CT 3090, CT 3100, C'l' 3110, C'l' 3120, C'l' 3131.01, 
CT 3131.02, CT 3131.03, CT 3132.01, CT 3132.02, CT 3141, CT 3142, CT 3150, 
CT 3160, CT 3170, CT 3180, CT 3190, CT 3200.01, CT 3200.02, CT 3211.01, 
C'l' 3211.02, CT 3211.03, CT 3212, CT 3220, CT 3230, CT 3240, CT 3250, CT 3260, 
CT 3270, C'l' 3280, CT 3290, C'l' 3300, C'l' 3310, C'l' 3320, C'l' 3331, CT 3332, 
CT 3340.01, CT 3340. n2, CT 3340.03, C'l' 3350, C'l' 3361, CT 3362, CT 3371, 
C'l' 3372, CT 3373, CT 3381, C'l' 3382.01, CT 3382.02, CT 3383.01, CT 3383.02, 
CT 3390, CT 3400.01, C'l' 3400.02, C'l' 3410, CT 3420, CT 3430.01, CT 3430.02, 
CT 3430.03, C'l' 3440, CT 3451.01, C'l' 3451.02, CT 3451.03, CT 3451.04, 
CT 3451.05, CT 3451.06, CT 3452.01, CT 3452.02, CT 3461.01, CT 3461.02, 
C'l' 3462.01, C'l' 3462.0~, C'l' 3470, CT 3480, C'l' 3490, C'l' 3500, CT 3511, CT 3512, 
CT 3521.01, C'l' 3521.02, CT 3522.01, CT 3522.02, CT 3530.01, CT 3530.02, 
CT 3540, CT 3551.01, C'l' 3551.02, CT 3551.03, C'l' 3552, C'l' 3553.01, C'l' 3553.02, 
CT 3553.03, C'l' 3553.~A, CT 3553.05, C'l' 3560.01, C'l' 3560.02, CT 3570, CT 3580, 
C'l' 3591.01, C'l' 3591.02, C'l' 3592.01, CT 3592.02, C'l' 3601, CT 3602, CT 3640.01, 
CT 3640.02; partial ernsus tracts: CT 3630 - that portion contained within 
the City of pinole, together with that portion contained within Blocks 101, 
102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, Ill, 201, 202, 203, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 
401, 408, 409, 410, 411, and 412. 
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CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 8: 
Congressional District 8 shall consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of Alameda County: whole census tracts: CT 4001, C'1' 4002, 
C'1' 4003, CT 4004, CT 4005, CT 4006, CT 4007, C'1' 4008, CT 4009, CT 4010, 
CT 4011, CT 4012, CT 4013, CT 4014, CT 4015, CT 4016, CT 4017, CT 4018, 
C'1' 4019, C'1' 4020, C'1' 4021, C'1' 4022, C'1' 4023, CT 4024, CT 4025, CT 4026, 
C'1' 4027, CT 4028, CT 4029, CT 4030, CT 4031, CT 4032, CT 4033, CT 4034, 
CT 4035, CT 4036, CT 4037, CT 4038, CT 4039, CT 4040, CT 4041, CT 4042, 
CT 4043, CT 4044, CT'4045, CT 4046, CT 4047, CT 4048, C'1' 4049, CT 4050, 
CT 4051, CT 40~2, C'1' 4053, CT 4054, C'1' 4055, C'1' 4056, CT 4057, CT 4058, 
CT 4059, CT 4060, CT 4061, CT 4062, CT 4063, CT 4064, CT 4065, CT 4066, 
C'1' 4067, C'1' 4068, CT 4069, CT 4070, CT 4071, CT 4072, CT 4073, CT 4074, 
CT 4075, CT 4076, CT 4077, CT 4078, CT 4079, CT 4080,. CT 4081, C'1' 4082, 
CT 4201, CT 4202, CT 4203, CT 4204, CT ~205, CT 4206, CT 4211, CT 4212, 
CT 4213, CT 4214, CT 4215, CT 4216, CT 4217, CT 4218, CT 4219, CT 4220, 
CT 4221, CT 4222, CT 4223, CT 4224, CT 4225, CT 4226, CT 4227, CT 4228, 
CT 4229, CT 4230, CT 4231, CT 4232, CT 4233, CT 4234, C'1' 4235, CT 4236, 
CT 4237, CT 4~~Q, CT 4239, CT 4240, CT 4251, CT 4261, C'1' 4262, partial census 
tracts: CT 4087 - that portion contained within Blocks 101, 102, 103, 104, 
105, 106, 107 and 113: together with the part of Contra Costa County contained 
within the following whole and partial census tracts: whole census tracts: 
c.r 3610, C'1' 3620, C'1' 3650.01, CT 3650.02, CT 3660, CT 3671, c.r 3672, ,~ 3680, 
CT 3690, CT 3700, CT 3710, C'1' 3720, CT 3730, C'1' 3740, CT 3750, CT 3760, 
CT 3770, C'1' 3780, C'1' 3790, CT 3800, C'1' 3810, CT 3820, C'1' 3830, CT 3840, 
CT 3851, CT 3852, CT 3860, CT 3870, CT 3880, CT 3891, CT 3892, CT 3901, 
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CT 3902, CT 3910, CT 3920; partial census tracts: CT 3630 - that portion not 
contained within Congressional District 7. (Congressional District 8 can also 
be described as -the part of Contra Costa County not contained within 
Congressional District 7, together with the part of Alameda County contained 
within the following whole and partial census tracts: W) 
CC*GRESSI~AL DISTRICT 9: 
Congressional District 9 shall consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of Alameda County: whole census tracts: CT 4083, CT 4084, 
CT 4085. CT 4086, CT 4088, CT 4089, CT 4090, CT 4091, CT 4092, CT 4093, 
CT 4094, CT 4095, CT 4096, CT 4097, CT 4098, CT 4099, CT 4100, CT 4101, 
CT 4102, CT 4103, CT 4104, CT 4271, CT 4272, CT 4273, CT 4274, CT 4275, 
CT 4276, CT 4277, CT 4278, CT 4279, CT 4280, CT 4281,- CT 4282, CT 4283, 
CT 4284, CT 4285, CT 4286, CT 4301, CT 4~02, CT 4303, CT 4304, CT 4305, 
CT 4306, CT 4307, CT 4308, CT 4309, CT 4310, CT 4311, ~ 4312, CT 4321, 
CT 4322, CT 4323, CT 4324, CT 4325, CT 4326, CT 4327, CT 4328, CT 4329, 
CT 4330, CT 4331, CT 4332, CT 4333, CT 4334, CT 4335, CT 4336, CT 4337, 
CT 43~Q~ CT 4339, CT 4340, CT 4351, CT 4352, CT 4353, CT 4354, CT 4355, 
CT 4356, CT 4357, CT 4358, CT 4359, CT 4360, CT 4361, CT 4362, CT 4363, 
CT 4364, CT 4365, CT 4366, CT 4367, CT 4368, CT 4369, CT 4370, CT 4371, 
CT 4372, CT 4373, CT 4374, CT 4375, CT 4376, CT 4377, CT 4378, CT 4379, 
CT 4381, CT 4382, CT 4383, CT 4384, CT 4420, CT 4422, CT 4431. ~~ 4~01, 
CT 4502, CT 4503, CT 4504, CT 4505, CT 4506.01, CT 4506.02, CT 4506.01, 
CT 4506.u4, CT 4506.05, CT 4506.06, CT 4506.07, CT 4507.01, CT 4507.02, 
CT 4507.03, CT 4507.04, CT 4511, CT 4512, CT 4513, CT 4514, CT 4515, CT 4516, 
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CT 4517, partial census tracts: CT 4411 - that portion contained within 
Blocks 903, 101, 103, 104, 117, 119, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 
114, 115, 118, 904, 90S, and 907, CT 4380 - that portion ·not contained within 
Congressional District 10, CT 4087 - that portion not contained within 
Congressional District 8. 
CCNGRESSICK\L DISTRICT 10: 
Congressional District 10 shall consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of Alameda County: whole census tracts: CT 4401, CT 4402, 
CT 4403.01, CT 4403.02, CT 4403.03, CT 4403.04, CT 4403.05, CT 4403.06, 
CT 4403.07, CT 4403.08, CT 4403.09, CT 4412, CT 4413, CT 4414, CT 4415, 
CT 4416, CT 4417, CT 4418, CT 4419.01, CT 4419.02, CT 4421, CT 4423, CT 4424, 
CT 4425, CT 4426, CT 4427, CT 4428, CT 4429, CT 4430, CT 4432, CT 4433, 
CT 4441, CT 4442, CT 4443, CT 4444, CT 4445, CT 4446: partial census tracts: 
CT 4380 - that portion contained within the City of Union City, CT 4411 - that 
portion not contained within Congressional District 9: together with the part 
of Santa Clara County contained within the following whole and partial census 
tracts = whole census tracts: CT 5001, CT 5002, CT 5003, CT 5004, CT 5005, 
CT 5006, CT 5007, CT 5008, CT 5009, CT 5010, CT 5011, CT 5012, CT 5013, 
CT 5014, CT 5015, CT 5016, CT 5017, CT 5018, CT 5019, CT 5020, CT 5031.01, 
CT 5031.02, CT 5031.03, CT 5032.03, CT 5032.05, CT 5033.04, CT 5033.05, 
CT 5033.06, CT 5033.07, CT 5033.08, CT 5034, CT 5035 J~' CT 5035.03, 
CT 5035.04, CT 5035.05, CT 5036.01, CT 5036.02, CT 5037.02, CT 5037.03, 
CT 5037.04, CT 5037.05, CT 5038.01, CT 5038.02, CT 5039, CT 5040, CT 5041, 
CT 5042, CT 5043.03, CT 5043.04, CT 5043.05, CT 5043.06, CT 5043.07, 
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CT 5043.08, CT 5044.02, CT 5044.06, CT 5044.07, CT 5044.08, CT 5044.09, 
CT 5044.10, CT 5044.11, CT 5045.01, CT 5045.03, CT 5049.02, CT 5050.02, 
CT 5051, partial census tracts: CT 5046.02 - that portion not contained 
within Congressional Dis~rict 12, CT 5047 - that portion not contained within 
Congressional District 12, CT 5058 - that portion not contained within 
Congressional District 12. 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 11: 
Congressional District 11 shall consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of San Francisco County: whole census tracts: CT 304, CT 305, 
CT 306, CT 308, CT 309, CT 330, CT 331, CT 332, CT 353, CT 354, CT 604, 
partial census tracts: CT 313 - that portion not contained within 
congressional District 5; tOgether with the part of San Mateo County contained 
within the following whole and partial census tracts: whole census tracts: 
CT 6001, CT 6002, C'l' 6003, cor 6004, cor 6005, cor 6006, cor 6007, C'1' 6008, 
CT 6009, CT 6010, C'l' 6011, CT 6012, cor 6013, C'l' 6014, cor 6015, C'1' 6016.01, 
cor 6016.02, CT 6016.03, C'1' 6017, C'1' 6018, C'l' 6019, CT 6020, CT 6021, C'l' 6022, 
C'l' 6023, CT 6024, CT 6025, CT 6026, CT 6027, CT 6028, CT 6029, cor 6030, 
cor 6031, CT 6032, CT 6033, CT 6034, cor 6035, CT 6036, CT 6037, C'l' 6038, 
CT 6039, CT 6040, CT 6041.01, CT 6041.02, CT 6042, CT 6043, CT 6044, CT 6045, 
C'1' 6046, CT 6047, CT 6048, CT.6049, CT 6050, C'1' 6051, C'1' 6052, CT 6053, 
C'1' 60S4, CT 60SS, CT 60S6, CT 60S7, CT 6058, co· bOS9, CT 6060, C'l' 6061, 
C'l' 6062, CT 6063, C'1' 6064, CT 6065, CT 6066, C'l' 6067, C'l' 6068, C'1' 6069, 
C'l' 6070, CT 6071, C'l' 6072, C'l' 6073, CT 6074, C'l' 607S, C'1' 6076, CT 6077, 
C'l' 6078, CT 6079, C'1' 6080.01, C'l' 6080.02, CT 6080.03, CT 6080.04, CT 6081, 
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CT 6082, CT 6083, CT 6084, CT 6085, CT 6086, CT 6087, CT 6088, CT 6089, 
CT 6090, CT 6091, CT 6092, CT 6093, CT 6094, CT 6095, CT 6096.01, CT 6096.02, 
CT 6096.03, CT 6097, CT 6101, CT 6103, CT 6131, CT 6132, CT 6133, CT 6134, 
CT 6135, CT 6136, CT 6137, CT 6138, partial census tracts: CT 6102 - that 
portion contained within Blocks 702, 335, 336, 347, 334, 333, 801, 802, and 
703. (Congressional District 11 can also be described as -that portion of San 
Francisco COunty not contained within Congressional Districts 5 and 6, 
together with that part of San Mateo COunty contained within the following 
whole and partial census tracts:-) 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 12: 
Congressional District 12 shall consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of San Mateo COunty: whole census tracts: CT 6098, CT 6099, 
CT 6100, CT 6104, CT 6105, CT 6106, CT 6107, CT 6108, CT 6109, CT 6110, 
CT 6111, CT 6112, CT 6113, CT 6114, CT 6115, CT 6116, CT 6117, CT 6118, 
CT 6119, CT 6120, CT 6121, CT 6122, CT 6123, CT 6124, CT 6125, CT 6126, 
CT 6127, CT 6128, CT 6129, CT 6130: partial census tracts: CT 6102 - that 
portion not contained within Congressional District 11, together with the part 
of Santa Clara COunty contained within the following whole and partial census 
tracts: whole census tracts: CT 5046.01,-CT 5048.02, CT 5048.03, CT 5048.04, 
CT 5049.01, CT 5050.01, CT 5052.01, CT 5052.02, CT 5052.03, CT 5053.01, 
CT 5053.02, CT 5053.03, CT 5053.04, ~ ~053~05, CT 5054.01, CT 5054.02, 
CT 5054.03, CT 5055, CT 5056, CT 50S7, CT 50S9, CT 5060, CT 5061.01, 
CT 5061.02, CT 5061.03, CT 5077.01, CT 5077.03, CT 5078.01, CT 5078.03, 
CT 5078.04, CT 5080.01, CT 5081.01, CT 5081.02, CT 5082~01, CT 5082.02, 
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CT 5083.01, CT 5083.03, CT 5083.04, CT 5084.01, CT 5084.02, CT 5085.03, 
CT 5085.04, CT 5085.05, CT 5085.06, CT 5086, CT 5087.01, CT 5087.02, 
CT 5087.03, CT 5088, CT 5089, CT 5090, CT 5091.02, CT 5091.03, CT 5091.04, 
CT 5091.05, CT 5092.01, CT 5092.02, CT 5093.01, CT 5093.02, CT 5094.01, 
CT 5094.02, CT 5095, CT 5096, CT 5097, CT 5098.01, CT 5098.02, CT 5099.01, 
CT 5099.02, CT 5100.01, CT 5100.02, CT 5101, CT 5102, CT 5103, CT 5104, 
CT 5105, CT 5106, CT 5107, CT 5108.01, CT 5108.02, CT 5108.03, CT 5109, 
CT 5110, CT 5111, CT 5112, CT 5113, CT 5114, CT 5115, CT 5116.01, CT 5116.02, 
CT 5116.03, CT 5117.01, CT 5117.02, CT 5117.03, CT 5117.04; partial census 
tracts: CT 5046.02 - that portion contained within the City of Sunnyvale, 
CT 5047 - that portion contained within the City of Mountain View, CT 5058 -
that portion contained within the City of Santa Clara, CT 5077.02 - that 
portion not contained within Congressional District 13, CT 5076 - that portion . 
contained within the City of Cupertino, CT 5080.02 - -that portion contained 
within the City of Cupertino, CT 5062.0~ - that portion contained within 
Blocks 104, 103, 102, 122, 123, and 124. (CongressionAl District 12 can also 
be described as -that portion of San Mateo County not contained within 
Congressional District 11, together with that part of Santa Clara County 
contained within the following whole and partial census tracts:-) 
calGRESSIaiAL DISTRICT 13: 
Congressional District 13 aha1: oongist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of Santa Clara COunty: whole census tracts: CT 5021.01, 
CT 5021.02, CT 5022, CT 5023, CT 5024, CT 5025, CT 5026.01, CT 5026.02, 
CT 5027.01, CT 5027.02, CT 5028, CT 5029.01, CT 5029.02; CT 5029.03, 
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CT 5029.05, CT 5029.06, CT 5029.07, CT 5029.08, CT 5030.01, CT 5030.02, 
CT 5030.03, CT 5031.04, CT 5032.04. CT 5032.06, CT 5032.07, CT 5032.0~, 
CT 5033.09, CT 5033.10, CT 5062.02, CT 5062.04, CT 5063.01, CT 5063.02, 
CT 5063.04, CT 5063.05, CT 5064.01, CT 5064.02, CT 5065.01, CT 5065.02, 
CT 5065.03, CT 5066.01, CT 5066.03, CT 5066.04, CT 5066.05, CT 5066.06, 
CT 5067.01, CT 5067.02, CT 5067.03, CT 5068.01, CT 5068.02, CT 5068.03, 
CT 5068.04, CT 5069, CT 5070, CT 5071, CT 5072.02, CT 5072.03, CT 5072.04, 
CT 5073.01, CT 5073.02, CT 5074.01, CT 5074.02, CT 5075, CT 5079.01, 
CT 5079.03, CT 5079.04, CT 5118, CT 5119.01, CT 5119.03, CT 5119.04, 
CT 5119.05, CT 5119.06, CT 5119.07, CT 5119.08, CT 5120.02, CT 5120.05, 
CT 5120.06, CT 5120.07, CT 5120.08, CT 5120.09, CT 5120.10, CT 5120.11, 
CT 5120.12, CT 5120.13, CT 5120.14, CT 5120.15, CT 5120.16, CT 5121, CT 5122, 
CT 5123.01, CT 5123.02, CT 5124, CT 5127, partial census tracts: CT 5062.03 -
that portial not contained within Congressional Distr.ict 12, CT 5077.02 - that 
portion contained within the City of Saratoga, CT 5076 - that portion not 
contained within Congressional District 12, CT 5080.02 - that portion not 
contained within Congressional District 12, CT 5125.01 - that portion 
contained within Blocks 139 and 140, CT 5125.02 - that portion contained 
within Blocks 914 and 522. 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 14: 
Congressional District : ... shall consist of the following whole counties: 
Alpine, Amador, Calavera., 81 Dorado, Mariposa, Mono, TUolomne, together with 
the part of Revada County contained within the following whole and partial 
census tracts: whole census tracts: CT 3, CT 5, CT 6, CT 7, CT 8, CT 12~ 
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partial census tracts: CT 1 - that portion not contained within Congressional 
District 2, together with the part of Placer County contained within the 
following whole and partial census tracts: whole census tracts: CT 201.01, 
cor 201.02, CT 201.03, CT- 201.04, CT 201.05, CT 201.06, CT 201.07, CT 202, 
CT 203, CT 204, CT 205, CT 206.01, CT 206.02, CT 208, CT 209, CT 210, ~~ 211, 
CT 212, CT 213, CT 214, CT 215, CT 216, CT 217, CT 218, CT 219, CT 220: 
partial census tracts: CT 206.03 - that portion not contained within 
Congressional District 3, CT 207 - that portion not contained within 
Congressional District 3, together with the part of San Joaquin County 
contained within the following whole and partial census tracts: whole census 
tracts: CT 10, CT 11.01, cor 11.02, CT 12, cor 13, cor 14, cor 15, cor 16, cor 17, 
CT 26, cor 31.03, CT 31.04, CT 31.05, CT 31.06, CT 31.07, CT 32.03, CT 3'-.04, 
CT 32.05, cor 32.06, cor 33.03, cor 33.04, CT 33.05, cor 33.06, cor 33.07, 
CT 34.01, CT 34.02, CT 35, CT 36.01, CT 36.02, CT 39~ CT 40, CT 41.01, 
CT 41.02, cor 42.01, cor 42.02, CT 43.02,-CT 43.03, CT 43.04, CT 44, CT 45, 
CT 46, CT 47, CT 48; partial census tracts: CT 18 - that portion not 
contained within the City of Stockton. (Congressional District 14 can also be 
described as ·consisting of the following whole counties - Alpine, Amador, 
Calaveras, Bl Dorado, Mariposa, Mono, TUolumne, together with that portlon of 
Nevada County not contained with~n COngressional District 2, together with 
that portion of Placer County not contained within Congressional District 3, 
together with that portion of San Joaquin County contained within the 
following whol. and QOrtion census tracts:-.) 
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CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 15: 
Congressional District 15 shall consist of the whole county of Stanislaus, 
together with the part of Merced County contained within the following whole 
and partial census tracts: whole census tracts: .CT 1, C'1' 2, C'1' 3, C'l' 4, 
CT 5, CT 6, CT 7, CT 8, CT 9, C'l' 10, cor 13, cor 15, C'l' 20, CT 21, CT 22, CT 23, 
CT 247 partial census tracts: CT 14 - that portion contained within Block 
Group 2 and Block Group 3, except for Blocks 303, 311, 312, 322, 323, 324, and 
325, together with the part of San Joaquin COunty contained within the 
following whole and partial census tracts: whole census tracts: CT 1, CT 2, 
CT 3, C1' 4, C1' 5, C1' 6, C1' 7, C1' 8, C1' 9, C1' 19, CT 20, C'l' 21, ~ 22, C'l' 23, 
CT 24, CT 2S, CT 27.01, cor 27.02, cor 28, cor 29, cor 37, cor 38, C'l' 49.01, 
cor 49.02, CT 50.01, CT 50.02, CT 51.01, CT 51.03, CT 51.05, CT 51.06, 
CT 51.07, CT 51.08, CT 51.09, CT 51.10, CT 52.01, CT. 52.02, CT 53.02, 
C1' 53.03, CT 53.04, C1' 54, CT 55; partial census tracts: CT 18 - that portion 
not contained within Congressional District 14. 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 16: 
Congressional District 16 aha1l consist of the following whole counties: 
Monterey, San Benito, Santa Cruz, together with the part of Santa Clara county 
aontained within the following whole and partial census tracts: whole census 
tracts: ~~ 5126; partial census tracts: CT 5125.01 - that portion not 
contained within Congressional District 13, CT 5125.02 - that portion not 
contained within Congressional District 13. 
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CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 17: 
Congressional District 17 shall consist of the following whole counties: 
Kings and Madera, together with the part of Fresno COunty contained within the 
following whole and partial census tracts: whole cenc"s tracts: C'l' 1, CT 2, 
CT 3, CT 4, CT 5, CT 6, CT 7, CT 8, CT 9, CT 10, CT 11, CT 12, CT 13, 
CT 14.01, CT 18, CT 19, CT 20, CT 21, CT 22, CT 23, CT 24, CT 25, CT 26, 
CT 27, CT 28, CT 29.01, CT 29.02, CT 30, CT 32, CT 33, CT 34, CT 35, CT 36, 
CT 37, CT 38, CT 39, CT 40, CT 41, CT 42.01, CT 42.02, CT 42.03, CT 43, 
CT 44.01, CT 44.02, CT 45.03, CT 45.04, CT 45.05, CT 45.06, CT 46, CT 47.01, 
CT 47.02, CT 49, CT 50, CT 51, CT 52.01, CT 52.02, CT J3.0l, CT 53.02, 
CT 53.03, CT 54.03, CT 54.04, CT 54.05, CT 54.06, CT 54.07, CT 54.08, CT 75, 
CT 76, CT 77, CT 78, CT 79, CT 80, CT 81, CT 82, CT 83, CT 84.01, CT 84.021 
partial census tracts: CT 58 - that portion contained within the City of 
Fresno and the entrapped unincorporated ~erritority, together with all of the 
unincorporated portion of Block Group 1 except Block 115, and the 
unincorporated portions of Blocks 401, 405, 909, 910, 912, 913, 915, 906, 907, 
914, and 917, CT 14.03 - that portion contained within the City of Fresno, 
together with that portion contained within Blocks 30~, 311, and 321, CT 14.04 
- that portion contained within Blocks 211, 305, and 308, CT 15 - that portion 
contained within the City of Fresno and the entrapped uhincorporated 
territory, CT 31.01 - that portion contained within the City of Fresno and the 
~trapped unincorporated territory, CT 55.01 - that portion contained within 
the City of Preano and the entrapped unincorporated territory, CT 56.01 - that 
portion contained within the City of PresDO and the entrapped unincorporated 
territory, CT 59.01 - that portion contained within the City of Preano and the 
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entrapped unincorporated territory, together with the part of Merced County 
contained within the following whole au ... partial census tracts: whole census 
tracts: CT 11, CT 12, CT 16, CT 17, CT 18, CT 19: partial census tracts: 
CT 14 - that portion not. contained within Congressional District 15. 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 18: 
Congressional District 18 shall consist of the following whole counties: Inyo 
and TUlare, together with the part of Fresno County contained within the 
following whole and partial census tracts: whole census tracts: CT 16, 
CT 17, CT 31.02, CT 55.02, CT 56.02, CT 57, CT ~9.02, CT 60, CT 61, CT 62, 
CT 63, CT 64.01, CT 64.02, CT 64.03, CT 65, CT 66, CT 67, CT 68, CT 69, CT 70, 
CT 71, CT 72, CT 73, CT 741 partial census tracts: CT 58 - that portion not 
contained within CongressiOnal District 17, CT 14.03·- that portion not 
contained within Congressional Distric~17, CT 14.04 - that portion not 
contained within Congressional District 17, CT 15 - that portion not contained 
within Congressional District 17, CT 31.01 - that portion not contained within 
Congressional District 17, CT 55.01 - that portion not .contained within 
Congressional District 17, CT 56.01 - that por~~:n not contained within 
Congressional District 17, CT 59.01 that portion not conuined within 
Congressional District 17, together with the part of Kern County contained 
within the following whole and partial census tracts: whole census tracts: 
CT 1.01, CT 1.02, CT 2, CT 3, CT 32.01, CT 32.02, CT 33.01, CT 33.02, CT 34, 
CT 35, CT 36, CT 38, CT 39, CT 40, CT 41, CT 42, CT 43, CT 44, CT 45, CT 46, 
CT 47, CT 48, CT 49, CT 50, partial census tracts: CT 37 - that portion 
outside the City of Bakersfield, CT 4 - that portion contained within Block 
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Group 3 and Blocks 102, 103, 104, and 212. (Congressional District 18 can 
also be described as -that port~~ within the following whole counties: Inyo 
and TUlare, together with that portion of Fresno County not contained within 
Congressional District 17, together with that portion of Kern County contained 
within the following whole and partial census tracts:-.) 
COHGRESSIOHAL DISTRICT 19: 
Congressional District 19 shall consist of the following whole counties: San 
Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara, together with the part of Ventura County 
contained wi thin the following whole and partial census tracts: whole census 
tracts: CT 1, CT 3, CT 4, CT 6, CT 7, CT 8, CT 9, CT 10, CT 11, CT 12.04: 
partial census tracts: CT 12.05 - that portion outside the City of San 
Buenaventura, CT 76 - all eXcept that portion contained within the City of 
Simi Valley, and Blocks 106, 109, 111, 112, 113, 502, 513, and 545, CT 5 -
that portion contained within the City of Simi Valley •. 
COHGRESSIOHAL DISTRICT 20: 
Congressional District 20 shall consist of the follOWing whole and partial 
census tracts of Kern County: CT 5, CT 6 , CT 7, CT 8, CT 9.01, CT 9.02, 
CT 9.03, CT 9.04, CT 9.05, CT 9.06, CT 9.07, CT 10, CT 11.01, CT 11.02, 
CT 11.03, CT 12, CT 13, CT 14, CT 15, CT 16, CT 17, CT 18, CT 19.01, CT 19.02, 
CT 20, CT 21, CT 22, CT 23.01, CT 23.02, CT 24, CT 25, CT 26, CT 27, CT 28.01, 
CT 28.02, CT 28.03, CT 28.04, CT 29, CT 30, CT 31.01, CT 31.02, CT 31.03, 
CT 51.01, CT 51.02, CT 52, CT 53, CT 54, CT 55.01, CT 55.02, CT 56, CT 57, 
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CT 58, CT 59, CT 60, CT 61, CT 62, CT 63, CT 647 partial census tracts: CT 4 
- that portion not con~Qined within Congressional District 18, together with 
the part of LOS Angeles County contained within the following whole and 
partial census tracts: whole census tracts: CT 9001, CT 9002, CT 9003, 
CT 9004, CT 9005, CT 9006.01, CT 9006.02, CT 9006.03, CT 9007.01, CT 9007.02, 
CT 9008.01, CT 9008.02, CT 9009, CT 9010, CT 9011, CT 9012.01, CT 9012.02, 
CT 9100, CT 9101, CT 9102, CT 9103, CT 9104, CT 9105, CT 9106, CT 9107, 
CT 9108.01, CT 9108.02, CT 9109, CT 9110, CT 9201, CT 9202, CT 9302: partial 
census tracts: CT 9200.25 - that portion not contained within CongreSSional 
District 22, together with the part of San Bernardino County contained within 
the following whole census tra~~: CT 89.01, CT 89.02, CT 90.01, CT 90.02, 
CT 91.01, CT 91.02, CT 93, CT 94, CT 95, CT 96.01, CT 96.02, CT 96.03, 
CT 97.01, CT 97.03, CT 97.04, CT 98, CT 99, CT 100.01, CT 103. (Congressional 
District 20 can also be described as -that portion of Kern County not 
contained within Congressional District-IS, together with ••••• ) 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 21: 
Congressional District 21 shal: :~nsist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of Loa Angeles County: whole census tracts: CT 1374.02, 
CT 1375.02, CT 1375.03, CT 1376, CT 8001, CT 8002, CT B003.0l, CT 8003.21, 
CT 8003.22, CT 8004, CT 8005; partial census tracts: CT 1374.01 - that 
portion not contained within Congressional District 22, together with the part 
of Ventura County contained within the following whole and partial census 
tracts: whole census tracts: CT 2, CT 12.01, CT 12.02, CT 12.03, CT 13, 
CT 14, CT 15.01, CT 15.02, CT 16.01, CT 16.02, CT 17, CT 18, CT 19, CT 20, 
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CT 21.01, CT 21.02, CT 22, CT 23, CT 24, CT 25, CT 26, CT 27, CT 28.01, 
CT 28.02, CT 29, ~T 30, CT 31, CT 32, CT 33, CT 34, CT 35, CT 36.03, CT 36.04, 
CT 36.05, CT 36.06, CT 37, CT 38, CT 39, CT 40, CT 41, CT 42, CT 43.01, 
CT 43.02, CT 44, CT 45, CT 46, CT 47.01, CT 47.02, CT 47.03, CT 48, CT 49, 
CT 50, CT 51, CT 52.01, ~ 52.02, CT 53.01, CT 53.02, CT 54.01, CT 54.02, 
CT 55.01, CT 55.02, CT 56, CT 57, CT 58, CT 59.01, CT 59.02, CT 59.03, CT 60, 
CT 61, CT 62, CT 63, CT 64, CT 65, CT 66, CT 67, CT 68, CT 69, CT 70, CT 71, 
CT 72.01, CT 72.02, CT 73, CT 74.01, CT 74.02, CT 75.01, CT 7S.02, CT 75.03, 
CT 77, CT 78, CT 79, CT 80.01, CT 80.02, CT 80.03, CT 81, CT 82, CT 83.01, 
CT 83.02, CT 84.01, CT 84.02, CT 85; partial census tracts: CT 12.05 - that 
portion not contained wi~~in Congressional District 19, CT 76 - that portion 
not contained wihin Congressional District 19, CT 5 - that portion not 
contained within Congressional District 19. (Congressional District 19 can 
also be described as -that portion of Ventura County not contained within 
Congressional District 19, together witH that portion of Los Angeles COunty 
contained within the following whole and partial census tracts:-.) 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 22: 
Congressional District 22 shall ~nsist of the following whole census tracts 
ot Los Angeles County: CT 1061.01, CT 1061.02, CT 1062, CT 1063, CT 1064, 
CT 1065, CT 1066.01, CT 1066.02, CT 1066.03, CT 1066.04, CT 1067, CT 1068, 
CT 1081, CT 1082, CT 1091, CT 1092, CT 1093, CT 1094, CT 109S, CT 1096.01, 
CT 1096.02, CT 1097, CT 1098.01, CT 1098.02, CT 1111.01, CT 1111.02, 
CT 1112.01, CT 1112.02, CT 1112.03, CT 1112.04, CT 1113.01, CT 1113.02, 
CT 1114.01, CT 1114.02, CT 1131, CT 1132.01, CT 1132.02~ CT 1132.03, 
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CT 1133.01, CT 1133.02, CT 1133.03, CT 1134.01, CT 1134.02, CT 1151.01, 
CT 1151.n~. CT 1152.01, CT 1152.02, CT 1153.01, CT 1153.02, CT 1154.01, 
CT 1154.02, CT 1171, CT 1172.01, CT 1172.02, CT 1173.01, CT 1173.02, 
CT 1173.03, CT 1174.01, ~ 1174.02, CT 1174.03, CT 1175, CT 1201.02, CT 1311, 
CT 1312, CT 1313, CT 1314, CT 1315, CT 1316, CT 1317, CT 1318, CT 1319, 
CT 1322, CT 1323, CT 1324, CT 1325, CT 1326, CT 1327, CT 1328, CT 1329, 
CT 1331.01, CT 1331.02, CT 1341.01, CT 1341.02, CT 1342.01, CT 1342.02, 
CT 1343.01, CT 1343.02, CT 1343.03, CT 1344.01, CT 1344.02, CT 1345, CT 1346, 
CT 1347, CT 1348.01, CT 1348.02, CT 1349.01, CT 1349.02, CT 1351.01, 
CT 1351.02, CT 1352.01, CT 1352.02, CT 1352.03, CT 1371.01, CT 1371.02, 
CT 1372.01, CT 13'72.02, CT 1373.01, CT 1373.02, CT 1373.03, CT 1392, CT 1393, 
CT 9200.01, CT 9200.03, CT 9200.21, CT 9200.22, CT 9200.23, CT 9200.24, 
CT 9203.03, CT 9203.11, CT 9203.12, CT 9203.13, CT 9203.21, CT 9203.22, 
C'l' 9203.23, partial census tracts: CT 9200.25 - that portion contained within 
Blocks 914, 918, and 919, CT 1374.01 - that portion contained within Blocks 
103, 104, 105,106, 107, 108, 109, 117, 118, 316, 317, 110, 111, and 315, 
CT 1192 - that portion contained within Block Groups 1 and 3. 
CcmGRESSlcmAL DII!!I'f'Il\IC'l' 23: 
Congressional Distr.ict 23 shall consist of the following whole and partial 
cansus tracts of Loa Angeles COunty: CT 1246, CT 1375.01, CT 1375.04, 
C'1' 1391, CT 1394, CT 1395, CT 1396, CT 1397.01, CT 1397.02, C'1' 1397.03, 
CT 1398.01, CT 1398.02, C'l' 1411, CT 1412, CT 1413.01, CT 1413.02, CT 1414, 
C'l' 1415, CT 1416, C'l' 1417,C'l' 1433, CT 1434.01, CT 1434.02, C'l' 1435, 
C'l' 1436.01, CT 1436.02, CT1437, CT 1438.01, CT 1438.02, CT 1439.01, 
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CT 1439.02, CT 1873, CT 1881, CT 1882.01, CT 1882.02, CT 1883, CT 1891, 
~~ 1892, CT 1893, CT 1894, CT 1895, CT 1896, CT 1897.01, CT 1897.02, CT 1898, 
CT 1912.01, CT 1912.02, CT 1919.01, CT 1919.02, CT 1921, CT 1922, CT 1941, 
CT 1942, CT 1943, CT 1944, CT 1945, CT 1951, CT 1952, CT 1953, C'l' 2141, 
C'l' 2142, CT 2143, CT 2144, CT 2145, CT 2146, CT 2147, CT 2148, CT 2149, 
CT 2151, CT 2163, C'l' 2164, CT 2165, CT 2166, CT 2611.01, CT 2611.02, CT 2612, 
CT 2621, CT 2622, CT 2623.01, CT 2623.02, CT 2623.03, CT 2624, CT 2625, 
CT 2626, CT 2627.01, CT 2627.02, CT 2628, CT 2641.01, CT 2641.02, CT 2642, 
CT 2643.01, CT 2643.02, CT 2651, CT 2652, CT 2653.01, CT 2653.02, CT 2654.01, 
CT 2654.02, CT 2655, CT 2656, CT 2657, CT 2671, CT 2672, CT 2673, CT 2674.01, 
CT 2674.~2, CT 2675.01, CT 2675.02, CT 2676, CT 2677, CT 2678, CT 2679, 
CT 2691, CT 2692, CT 2695, CT 2711.01, CT 2711.02, CT 2712, CT 2713, CT 2714, 
CT 2715, CT 2716, CT 3200, CT 7001, CT 7002, CT 7003, CT 7004, CT 7005, 
CT 7006, CT 7007, CT 7008, CT 7009.01, CT 7009.02, CT 7010, CT 7011, partial 
census tracts: CT 1432 - that portion not contined within Congressional 
District 24, CT 1954 - that portion contained within Bleck Group 1, CT 1899 -
that portion contained within Blocks S02, 401, 305, and 306. 
CQfGRES~=:"1AL DISTRICT 24: 
Congressional District 24 aha11 consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of Los Angeles County: CT 1011, CT 1012, CT 1013, CT 1014, 
CT 1021.01, CT 1021.02, CT 1031.01, CT 1031.02, CT 1032.01, CT :~32.01~ 
CT 1033.01, CT 1033.02, CT 1034, CT 1041.01, CT 1041.02, CT 1042.01, 
CT 1042.02, CT 1043, CT 1044, CT 1045, CT 1046, CT 1047, CT 1048, CT 1176, 
CT 1191, CT 1193, CT 1194, CT 1195, CT 1196, CT 1197, CT 1198, CT 1199, 
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CT 1201.01, CT 1202, CT 1203, CT 1204, CT 1211, CT 1212, CT 1213, CT 1214, 
CT 1215, CT 1216, CT 1217, CT 1218, CT 1219, CT 1221, CT 1222, CT 1223, 
CT 1224, CT 1231.01, CT 1231.02, CT 1232, CT 1233.01, CT 1233.02, CT 1234, 
CT 1235, CT 1236.01, CT 1236.02, CT 1237, CT 1238, CT 1239, CT 1241.01, 
CT 1241.02, CT 1242.01, CT 1242.02, CT 1243, CT 1244, CT 1245, CT 1247, 
CT 1248, CT 1249.01, CT 1249.02, CT 1251, CT 1252, CT 1253, CT 1254, CT 1255, 
CT 1256, CT 1271.01, CT 1271.02, CT 1272, CT 1273, CT 1274, CT 1275, 
CT 1276.01, CT 1276.02, CT 1277, CT 1278.01, CT 1278.02, CT 1279, CT 1281, 
CT 1282, CT 1283.01, CT 1283.02, CT 1284, CT 1285, CT 1286, CT 1287.01, 
CT 1287.02, CT 1288, CT 1289, CT 1321, CT 1431, CT 3003, CT 3101, CT 3102, 
CT 3103, CT 3104, CT 3105, CT 3106, CT 3107, CT 3108, CT 3109, CT 3110, 
CT 3111, CT 3112, CT 3113, CT 3114, CT 3115, CT 3116, CT 3117, CT 3118, 
CT 3201, CT 3202, CT 3203; partial census tracts: CT 1192 - that portion not 
contained within CongressiOnal District 22, CT 1432 - that portion contained 
within Blocks 101, 103, 104, 105, 106, ~10, Ill, 112, 121, and 210, CT 3004 -
tt~t portion not contained within Congressional District 27. 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 25: 
COngressional District 25 shall consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of Los Angeles County: CT 1811, CT 1812, CT 1813, CT 1814, 
CT 1815, CT 1816, CT 1831.01, CT 1831.02, CT 1832, CT 1833, CT 1834, CT 1835, 
CT 1836, CT 1837, CT 1838, CT 1851, CT 1852.01, CT 1852 •. ~, CT 1853, CT 1861, 
CT ~862, CT 1863, CT 1864, CT 1871, CT 1872, CT 1913, CT 1914, CT 1915, 
c: 1926, CT 1927, CT 1955, CT 1956, CT 1957, CT 1958, CT 1959, CT 1971, 
CT 1972, CT 1973, CT 1974, CT 1975, CT 1976, CT 1977, CT 1991, CT 1992, 
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CT 1993, CT 1994, CT 1995, CT 1996, CT 1997, CT 1998, CT 1999, CT 2011, 
CT 2012, CT 2013, CT 2014.01, CT 2014.02, CT 201S.01, CT 201S.02, CT 2016, 
CT 2031, CT 2032, CT 2033, CT 2034, CT 2035, CT 2036, CT 2037, CT 2038, 
C'l' 2039, cr 2041, CT 204-2, CT 2048, cr 2049, CT 2061, err 2071, cr 2072, 
err 2073, CT 2074, CT 2075, CT 2076, CT 2077, CT 2078, CT 2079, CT 2081, 
CT 2082, CT 2083, CT 2084, CT 2085, CT 2086, CT 2087, err 2088, CT 2089, 
CT 2091, CT 2092, CT 2093, CT 2094, CT 209S, CT 2096, CT 2097, CT 2098, 
CT 2111, CT 2112, CT 2113, CT 2119, CT 2121, err 2211, CT 2217.01, CT 2217.02, 
CT 2241, CT 2242, CT 2243, CT 2244, CT 224S, err 2246, CT 2247, CT 480S, 
CT 4806, CT 4807.01, CT 4807.02; partial census tracts: CT 221B - that 
portion contained within Blocks 204, 101, 104, 105, 106, 201, 202, and 203, 
CT 1954 - that portion not contained within Congressional District 23, 
CT 2044 - that portion contained within Block 103. 
CONGUSSIClmL DISTRICT 26: 
Congressional District 26 shall consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of LoS Angeles COunty: CT 2116, CT 2128, CT 2152, CT 2153, 
CT 2161, CT 2162, CT 2167, CT 2168, CT 2169, CT 2171, CT 2172, CT 21B1, 
CT 2182, CT 21B3, C'l' 2184, CT 2185, CT 2186, CT 2187, CT 2188, CT 2189, 
CT 2191, CT 2192, CT 2193, CT 2194, C'l' 2195, CT 2196, CT 2197, CT 2198, 
C'l' 2199, CT 2201, CT 2202, C'l' 2341, C'l' 2342, CT 2343, CT 2344, C'l' 2345, 
CT 2346, err 2347, CT 2348, CT 2349, CT 2351, CT :~52.0\~ CT 2352.02, CT 2361, 
CT 2362.01, CT 2362.02, CT 2363, CT 2364, CT 2384, CT 2385, CT 2386, err 2693, 
CT 2694, CT 2696, CT 2697, CT 2698, CT 2699.01, CT 2699.02, CT 2701, CT 2702, 
CT 2703, CT 2717.01, CT 2717.02, CT 2718, CT 2719, CT 2121, CT 2722, 
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CT 2723.01, CT 2723.02, CT 2751.01, CT 2751.02, CT 2752, CT 2753.01, 
CT 2753.02, CT 2754, CT 2755, CT 2756, CT 2761, CT 2762, CT 2763, CT 2764, 
CT 2765, CT 2766.01, CT 2766.D2, CT 2767, CT 2768, CT 2769, CT 2771, CT 2772, 
CT 2773, CT 2774, CT 6001, CT 6002.01, CT 6002.02, cr 6003.01, CT 6003.02, 
CT 6004, CT 6005.01, CT 6005.02, CT 6006, CT 6007.01, CT 6007.02, CT 6008.01, 
CT 6008.02, CT 6009.01, CT 6009.02, cr 6010, cr 6011, CT 6012.01, CT 6012.02, 
CT 6013.01, CT 6013.02, CT 6013.03, CT 6014.01, CT 6014.02, CT 6015, CT 6018, 
CT 6019, cr 7024, CT 7025, CT 7026, CT 7027, CT 7028.01, CT 7028.02, 
CT 7028.03, CT 7030.01, CT 7030.02, CT 7031, CT 7032, partial census tracts: 
CT 6020.01 - that portion outside the City of Hawthorne, CT 6016 - that 
portion not contained within Congressional District 32, CT 6017 - that portion 
not contained wi thin Congressional District 32, CT 2381 - that portion 
contained within Blocks 409, 410, 411 and 412. 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 27: 
Congressional District 27 shall consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of Los Angeles County: CT 3001, CT 3002, CT 3005, CT 3006, 
CT 3007.01, CT 3007.02, CT 3008, CT 3009, CT 3010, CT 3011, cr 3012.01, 
CT 3012.02, CT 3013, CT 3014, CT 3015, cr 3016, CT 3017, CT 3018, cr 3019, 
CT 3020, CT 3021.01, CT 3021.02, CT 3022, CT 3023, CT 3024, CT 3025.01, 
CT 3025.02, CT 4303, CT 4304, CT 4305.01, CT 4305.02, CT 4306, CT 4307.01, 
CT 4307.21, CT 4307.22, CT 4308.01, CT 43 .. ",.02, CT 4308.03, CT 4309, CT 4311, 
CT 4312, CT 4313, CT 4314, CT 4316, CT 4317, CT 4318, CT 4319, CT 4320, 
CT 4600, CT 4601, CT 4602,CT 4603, CT 4604, CT 4605.01, CT 4605.02, CT 4606, 
CT 4607, CT 4608, CT 460g,er 4610, CT 4611, CT 4612, er 4613, er 4614, 
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CT 4615, CT 4616, CT 4617, CT 4619, CT 4620, CT 4621, CT 4622, CT 4623, 
CT 4624, CT 4625, CT 4626, CT 4627, CT 4628, CT 4629, CT 4630, CT 4631.01, 
CT 4631.02, CT 4632, CT 4633, CT 4634, CT 4635, CT 4636, CT 4637, CT 4638, 
CT 4639, CT 4640, CT 4641, CT 4642, CT 4800.01, CT 4800.02, CT 4801.01, 
CT 4801.02, CT 4802, CT 4811, CT 481~.01, CT 4812.02, CT 4814, CT 4823.01, 
CT 9301; partial census tracts: CT 4310 - that portion outside the City of 
Duarte, CT 4325 - that portion contained within the City of Arcadia, CT 4315 -
that portion not contained within Congressional District 30, CT 4321.01 - that 
portion not contained within Congressional District 30, CT 4321.02 - that 
portion not contained within Congressional District 30, CT 4323 - that portion 
contained within the City of Temple City, CT 3004 - that portion contained 
within Blocks 101, 105, 106, 108, 109, 201, 202, 203, and 204. 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 28: 
Congressional District 28 ahal1 consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of Los Angeles County: CT 1901, CT 1902, CT 1903.01, 
CT 1903.02, CT 1904, CT 1905, CT 1906, CT 1907, CT 1908, CT 1909, CT 1911, 
CT 1916.01, CT 1916.02, CT 1917, CT 1918, CT 1923, CT 1924, CT 1925, CT 2114, 
CT 2115, CT 2117, CT 211B, CT 2122, C'l' 2123, CT 2124, CT 2125, CT 2126, 
CT 2127, CT 2129, CT 2131, CT 2132, CT 2133, CT 2134, CT 2212, CT 2213, 
CT 2214.01, C'l' 2214.02, CT 2215.01, CT 2215.02, CT 2216.01, CT 2216.02, 
CT 2219, CT 2221, CT 2222, CT 2' :~, CT 2224, CT 2225, C'l' 2226, CT 2227, 
CT 2283, CT 2284, CT 2285, C'l' 2286, C'l' 2287, C'l' 2292, CT 2293, C'1' 2294, 
C'1' 2311, C'1' 2312, C'1' 2313, CT 2314, CT 2315, CT 2316, C'l' 2317, CT 231B, 
CT 2319, CT 2321, C'l' 2373, C'l' 2322, C'l' 2323, C'l' 2324, C'l' 2325, C'l' 2326, 
CT 2327, 
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C'l' 2328, C'l' 2371, C'l' 2372, C'l' 2373, C'l' 2374, C'l' 2375, C'l' 2376, CT 2377, 
C'1' 2378, C'1' 2379, C'1' 2382, C'l' 2383, C'l' 2391, C'l' 2392, C'l' 2393, C'l' 2394, 
C'l' 2395, C'1' 2396, C'1' 2397, C'l' 2398, C'l' 2399, C'1' 2401, cor 2402, C'l' 2403, 
C'l' 2404, C'l' 2405, C'l' 240~, C'l' 2~07, C'l' 2408, C'l' 2409, C'l' 2411, C'l' 2412, 
C'l' 2421, C'1' 2422, C'1' 2423, C'1' 2424, C'1' 2425, C'1' 2426, C'1' 5329, C'1' 5349, 
C'1' 5350, C'1' 5351.01, C'l' 5351.02, C'l' 5352, C'l' 5353; partial census tracts: 
C'1' 2218 - that portion not contained within Congressional District 25, C'1' 2414 
- that portion contained within Block Group 3 and Blocks 101, 103, 104, 105, 
106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 206, 207, 208, 209, and 409, C'l' 2381 - that portion 
not contained within Congressional District 26, C'l' 5354 - that portion 
contained within Blocks 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, and 107, C'1' 1899 - that 
portion not contained within Congressional District 23. 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 29: 
Congressional District 29 shall consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of Los Angeles County: C'l' 2017, C'l' 2043, C'l' 2044, C'1' 2045.01, 
C'1' 2045.02, C'l' 2046, C'l' 2047, C'l' 2051, C'l' 2062, C'l' 2063, C'l' 2064, CT 2065, 
C'l' 2261, C'l' 2262, C'l' 2263, C'l' 2264, C'l' 2265, C'1' 2266, C'l' 2267, C'l' 2281, 
C'1' 2282, C'l' 2288, C'l' 2289, C'l' 2291, C'l' 5302.02, C'l' 5303, C'l' 5305, C'l' 5306, 
C'l' 5307, C'l' 5308, C'l' 5309, C'l' 5310, CT 5311, CT 5312, CT 5313, C'l' 5314, 
C'l' 5315, CT 5316.01, C'1' 5316.02, CT 5317.01, CT 5317.02, CT 5318, CT 5319, 
C'l' 5323.01, CT 5323.02, ~ ~~24, C'l' 5325, C'1' 5326.01, CT 5326.02, CT 5327, 
C'1' 5328, C'l' 5330, C'l' 5331.01, C'l' 5331.02, C'l' 5332, CT 5333, C'l' 5334, C'l' 5335, 
C'1' 5336, C'l' 5337, C'l' 5338.01, C'l' 5338.02, C'l' 5339, C'l' 5340, C'l' 5341, C'l' 5342, 
C'1' 5343, CT 5344.01, C'l' 5344.02, CT 5345, C'l' 5347, C'l' 5348, C'l' 5355, 
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CT 5356.01, CT 5356.02, CT 5357, CT 5358.01, CT 5358.02, CT 5359, CT 5360, 
CT 5361, CT 5362, CT 5504, CT 5505, CT 5506, CT 5507, CT 5508, CT 5509, 
CT 5510, CT 5511, CT 5512, CT 5513, CT 5514, CT 5515, CT 5516, CT 5517, 
CT 5518, CT 5534, partial census tracts: CT 5304 - that portion not contained 
within Congressional District 30, CT 5354 - that portion contained within 
Blocks 209, 210, 211, and 212, CT 2044 - that portion not contained within 
Congressional District 25. 
CONGRESSlOOAL DISTRICT 30: 
Congressional District 30 shall consist of the following whole and partiai 
census tracts of Los Angeles County: CT 4047, CT 4049, CT 4050, CT 4051, 
CT 4052, CT 4070, CT 4071.01, CT 4071.02, CT 4072, CT 4073, CT 4076, CT 4077, 
CT 4082,02, CT 4083.01, CT 4083.02, CT 4083.03, CT 4322, CT 4324, CT 4326, 
CT 4327, CT 4328, CT 4329, CT 4331, CT .332, CT 4333, CT 4334, CT 4335, 
CT 4336.01, CT 4336.02, CT 4337, CT 4338, CT 4339, CT 4340, CT 4803, CT 4804, 
CT 4808.01, CT 4808.02, CT 4809, CT 4810, CT 4813, CT 4815, CT 4816.01, 
CT 4816.02, CT 4817.01, CT 4817.02, CT 4818, CT 4819.01, CT 4819.02, 
CT 4820.01, CT 4820.02, CT 4821.01, CT 4821.02, CT 4822, CT 4823.02, 
CT 4824.01, CT 4824.02, CT 4825.01, CT 4825.02, CT 4826, CT 4827, CT 4828, 
CT 5004.01, CT 5004.02, CT 5005, CT 5006, CT 5007, CT 5008, CT 5009, CT 5022, 
CT 5023, CT 5024, CT 5025, CT 5026.01, CT 5026.02, CT 5027, CT 5028, 
CT 5029.01, CT 50~~, CT 5300.01, CT 5300.02, CT 5301.01, CT 5301.02, 
CT 5302.01, CT 5320, CT 5321, CT 5322, partial census tractsl CT 4069 - that 
portion contained within the cities of La Puente and Baldwin Park, CT 4048 -
that· portion contained within the City of Baldwin Park,· CT 5003 - that IX'r~i(")n 
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contained within the City of Pico Rivera, CT 5029.02 - that portion outside 
the City of Whittier, CT 4075 - that portion contained within the City of La 
Puente, CT 5304 - that portion contained within the City of Monterey Park, 
CT 4325 - that portion not contained within Congressional District 27, CT 4315 
- that portion contained within the City of El Monte, CT 4321.01· that 
portion contained within the City of El Monte, CT 4321.02 - that portion 
contained with the City of El Monte, CT 4323 - that portion not contained 
within Congressional District 27, CT 5012 - that portion contained within the 
City of Pico Rivera, CT 4078 - that portion not contained within Congressional 
District 35, CT 4085.01 - that portion contained within Blocks 105, 107, 110, 
117, 121, 126, 127, and 128. 
caiGRESSICfiAL DISTRICT 31: 
Congressional District 31 shall consist ~f the following whole and partial 
census tracts of Los Angeles County: CT 2731, CT 2732, CT 2733, CT 2734, 
CT 2735, CT 2736, CT 2737, CT 2738, CT 2739, CT 2741, CT 2742, CT 2766.03, 
CT 2781, CT 2966, CT 2967, CT 2968, CT 2969, CT 2971, CT 2972, CT 2973, 
CT 2974, CT 2975, CT 2976, CT 5990, CT 5991, CT 6200, CT 6201, CT ~202, 
CT 6203.01, CT 6203.02, CT 6203.03, CT 6204, CT 6205.01, CT 6205.02, 
CT 6206.01, CT 6206.02, CT 6207.01, CT 6207.02, CT 6208, CT 6209.01, 
or 6209.02, CT 6210.01, or 6210.02, CT 6211, CT 6212, CT 6213.01, CT 6213.02, 
or 6214, '~l' 6500.01, CT 6500.02, CT 6501.01, CT 6501.02, CT 6502, CT 6503, 
CT 6504, CT 6505.01, CT 6505.02, CT 6506.01, CT 6506.02, CT 6506.03, 
CT 6507.01, CT 6507.02, CT 6508, CT 6509.01, CT 6509.02, CT 6510.01, 
CT 6510.02, CT 6511.01, CT 6511.02, CT 6512.01, C'1' 6512.21, CT 61;'''·1.2, 
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CT 6513.01, CT 6513.02, CT 6514, CT 6700.01, CT 6700.02, CT 6700.03, CT 6701, 
CT 6702.01, CT 6702.02, CT 6703.01, CT 6703.02, c~ ~704.01, CT 6704.02, 
CT 6705, CT 6706, CT 6707.02, CT 7012.01, CT 7012.02, CT 7013.01, CT 7013.02, 
CT 7014, CT 7015.01, CT 7015.02, CT 7016.01, CT 7016.02, CT 7017.01, 
CT 7017.02, CT 7018.01, CT 7018.02, CT 7019, CT 7020, CT 7~21, CT 7022.01, 
CT 7022.02, CT 7023, CT 7029~ partial census tracts: or 6707.01 - that 
portion contained within the City of Lomita, CT 2933 - that portion not 
contained within Congressional District 34. 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 32: 
Congressional District 32 shall consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of Los Angeles County: CT 2413, CT 2415, CT 2416, CT 2427, 
CT 2428, CT 2429, CT 2431, Cr 2911, CT 2912, CT 2913, CT 2921, CT 2931., 
CT 2932.01, CT 2932.02, CT 5400, CT 5401.01, CT 5401.02, CT 5402, CT 5403, 
CT 5404, CT 5405, CT 5406, CT 5407, CT 5408, CT 5409.01, CT 5409.02, 
CT 5410.01, CT 5410.02, CT 5411, CT 5412, CT 5413, CT 5414, CT 5415, 
CT 5416.01, CT 5416.02, CT 5417, CT 5418, CT 5420, CT 5421.01, CT 5421.02, 
CT 5422, CT 5424.01, CT 5424.02, CT 5425, CT 5426, CT 542'" ~ 5428, CT 5429, 
CT 5430, CT 5431, CT 5432, CT 5433.01, CT 5433.03, CT 5433.21, CT 5433.22, 
CT 5434, CT 5435.01, CT 5435.02, CT 5435.03, CT 5436.01, CT 3436.02, 
CT 5436.03, CT 5436.04, CT 5437.01, CT 5437.02, CT 5437.03, CT 5438.01, 
C'1' ~·:J.02, CT 5439.01, C'1' 5439.02, CT 5535, CT 5536, C'1' 5537, C'1' 5538, 
CT 5539, CT 6020.02, CT 6021.01, CT 6021.02, CT 6022, CT 6023.01, CT 6023.02, 
CT 6024.01, C'1' 6024.02, C'1' 6025.01, C'1' 6025.02, CT 6025.03, C'1' 6026, CT 6027, 
CT 6028, CT 6029, CT 6030.01, CT 6030.02, CT 6031, CT 6032, CT 6033, CT 6034, 
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CT 6035, CT 6036, CT 6037.01, CT 6037.02, CT 6038, CT 6039, CT 6040, CT 6041; 
partial census tracts: C'l' 6020.01 - that portion not contained within 
Congressional District 26, C'l' 2414 - that portion not contained within 
Congressional District 28, CT 5440 - that portion not contained within 
Congressional District 34, CT 6016 - that portion c~ntained within the City of 
Hawthorne, CT 6017 - that portion contained within the City of Hawthorne, 
C'l' 2942 - that portion contained within Block Groups 1 and 2, CT 5354 - that 
portion not contained within Congressional Districts 28 or 29. 
CCliGRESSIQqAL DISTRICT 33: 
Congressional District 33 shall consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of Los Angeles COunty: CT 4084.01, CT 4084.02, CT 4085.02, 
CT 4085.03, CT 4086.01, CT 4086.21, CT 4086.22, CT 4086.24, CT 4086.25, 
CT 4087.01, CT 4087.02, CT 5001, CT 5002.01, CT 5002.02, CT 5010, CT 5013, 
CT 5014, CT 5015.01, CT 5015.02, CT 5016, CT 5017, CT 5018, CT 5019, 
CT 5020.01, CT 5020.02, CT 5021, CT 5031.01, CT 5031.02, CT 5032.01, 
CT 5032.02, CT 5033.01, CT 5033.02, CT 5034.01, C'l' 5034.02, CT S03S.01, 
CT 5035.02, C'l' 5036.01, CT 5036.02, C'l' 5037.01, C'l' ~037.02, C'l' 5037.03, 
C'l' 5038.01, C'l' 5038.02, C'l' 5039.01, C'l' 5039.02, CT 5040.01, CT 5040.02, 
C'l' 5041.01, C'l' 5041.02, C'l' 5500, C'l' 5501, C'l' 5502, CT 5503, CT 5519, CT 5520, 
CT 5521, CT 5522, C'l' 5523, CT 5524, CT 5526, CT 5527, CT 5528, CT 5529, 
CT 5530, C'l' 5531, CT 5532, C'l' 5533, CT 5540, CT 5541, CT 5542, CT 5543, 
cr 5544.01, CT 5544.02, CT 5545.11, CT 5545.12, CT 5545.13, CT 5545.14, 
CT 5545.15, C'l' 5545.16, C'l' 5545.17, C'l' 5545.18, CT 5545.19, C'l' 5545.21, 
CT 5545.22, CT 5546, C'l' 5547, C'l' 5548.01, C'l' 5548.02. CT 5549, CT 5550, 
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CT 5551.01, CT 5551.02, CT 5552.01, CT 5700.01, CT 5700.02, CT 5700.03, 
CT 5707.01, CT 5707.02, CT 5708, CT 5709.01, CT 5709.02, CT 5710, CT 5711.01, 
CT 5711.02, CT 5713, CT 5714, partial census tracts: CT 5706 - that portion 
contained within the City of Lakewood, CT 5003 - that portion not contained 
within Congressional District 30, CT 5029.~2 - that portion not contained 
within Congressional District 30, CT 5715.01 - that portion contained within 
the City of Lakewood, CT 5012 - that portion not contained within 
Congressional District 30, CT 4085.01 - that portion not contained within 
Congressional District 30. 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 34: 
Congressional District 34 shall consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of Los Angeles County: whole census tracts: CT 2941, CT 2943, 
CT 2944, CT 2945, CT 2946, CT 2947, CT 2948, CT 2949, CT 2951, CT 2961, 
CT 2962, CT 2963, CT 2964, CT 2965, CT 5552.02, CT 57~1, CT 5702.01, 
CT 5702.02, CT 5703.01, CT 5703.02, CT 5704, CT 5705, CT 5712, CT 5715.02, 
CT 5716, CT 5717, CT 5718, CT 5719, CT 5720.01, CT 5720.02, CT 5721, 
CT 5722.01, CT 5722.02, CT 5723, CT 5724, C! 5725, CT 5726, CT 5727, CT 5728, 
C'l' 5729, C'l' 5730, C'l' 5731~ CT 5732.01, C'l' 5732.02, CT 5733, CT 5734, CT 5735, 
C'l' 5736, CT 5737, C'l' 5738, CT 5739.01, CT 5739.02, CT 5740, CT 5741, 
C'l' 5742.01, CT 5742.02, CT 5743, CT 5744, CT 5745, CT 5746.01, C'l' 5746.02, 
CT 5747, CT 5748, CT 5749.01, CT 5749.02, CT 5750.01, CT 5750.02, CT 5751, 
C'l' 5752, C'l' 5753, CT 5754, C'l' 5755, C'l' 5756, C'l' 5757, C'l' 5758, C'l' 5759, 
C'l' 5760, C'l' 5761, C'l' 5762, C'l' 5763, C'l' 5764, CT 5765, C'l' 5766, C'l' 5767, 
C'l' 5768, C'l' 5769, C'l' 5770, CT 5771, CT 577~· ~ 5773, CT 5774, CT 5775.01, 
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CT 5775.02, CT 5776.01, CT 5776.02, CT 5776.03, CT 6099; partial census 
tracts: CT 5706 - that poL~!on not contained within Congressional District 
33, CT 5440 - that portion contained within the City of Long Beach, CT 5715.01 
- that portion not contained within Congressional District 33, CT 2942 - that 
portion not contained within congre~sional District 32, CT 2933 - that portion 
contained within Blocks 305, 315, 405, 406, 415, 501, 512, 513, 528, 529, 530, 
531, 522, 523, 413, 414, together with the part of Orange County contained 
wi thin the following whole and partial census tracts: whole census tracts: 
CT 1100.06, CT 1100.11, CT 1100.13, CT 1101.01, CT 1101.02, CT 1101.04, 
CT 1101.06, CT 1101.08, CT 1101.09, CT 1101.11, CT 1101.12, CT 1101.14; 
partial census tracts: CT 1100.10 that portion not contained within 
Congressional District 38, CT 1101.13 - that portion not contained within 
Congressional District 38, CT 1101.10 - that portion contained within the City 
of Cypress, CT 1100.01 - that portion contained within the City of Cypress, 
CT 1102.02 - that portion contained wit~ the City of Cypress, CT 1103.01 -
that portion contained within the City of La Palma, CT 1103.04 - that portion 
contained within the City of La Palma, CT 1100.07 - that portion not contained 
within Congressional District 43, CT 1100.08 - that portion of Block Group 2 
not contained within the City of SbG: Beach, together with Blocks lOS, 109, 
110, Ill, 1l2, 114, 117, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 128, and 129. 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 35: 
Congressional District 35 shall consist of the following whole ani! partial 
census tracts of LoB Angeles County: CT 4002.01, CT 4002.02, CT 4003, 
CT 4004.01, CT 4004.02, CT 4005, C'l' 4006, C'l' 4008, C'l' 4009, C'l' 4010.01, 
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CT 4010.02, CT 4011.01, CT 4011.02, CT 4012.01, CT 4012.02, CT 4012.03, 
CT 4013.02, CT 4013.11, CT 4013.12, CT 4015, CT 4016, CT 4017.01, CT 4017.02, 
CT 4018, CT 4019.01, CT 4019.02, CT 4020, CT 4021.01, CT 4021.02, CT 4022, 
CT 4023.~01, CT 4023.02,CT 4024.01, CT 4024.02, CT 4024.03, CT 4024.04, 
CT 4025.01, CT 4025.02, CT ~026, CT 4027.01, CT 4027.02, CT 4028, CT 4029.01, 
CT 4029.02, CT 4030, CT 4032, CT 4033.02, CT 4033.11, CT 4033.12, CT 4033.13, 
CT 4033.14, CT 4033.15, CT 4034, CT 4035, CT 4036, CT 4037.01, CT 4037.21, 
CT 4037.22, CT 4038, CT 4039.01, CT 4039.02, CT 4040, CT 4041, CT 4042, 
CT 4043, CT 4044, CT 4045, CT 4046, CT 4053, CT 4054, CT 4055, CT 4056, 
CT 4057, CT 4058, CT 4059, CT 4060, CT 4061.01, CT 4061.02, CT 4062, CT 4063, 
CT 4064.01, CT 4064.02, CT 4065, CT 4066.01, CT 4066.02, CT 4067, CT 4068, 
CT 4074, CT 4079, CT 4080.01, CT 4080.02, CT 4081.01, CT 4081.02, CT 4081.31, 
CT 4081.32, CT 4082.01, CT 4086.23, CT 4088, CT 4300.01, CT 4300.02, 
CT 4301.01, CT 4301.02, CT 4302, CT 9300: partial census tracts: CT 4310 -
that portion not contained within Congr~ssiona1 District 27, CT 4048 - that 
portion not contained within Congressional District 30, CT 4069 - that portion 
not contained within Congressional District 30, CT 4075 - that portion not 
contained within Congressional District 30, CT 4078 - that portion contained 
within Block Groups I, 2, alad 3, together with Blocks 401, 402, 403, and 404. 
CafGRESSIafAL DISTRICT 36: 
CongreSSional District 36 Shall consist of that portion of San Bernardino 
County not contained in either Congressional Districts 20 or 45. 
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CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 37: 
Congressional District 37 ahall consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of Riverside COunty: whole census tracts: CT 301, CT 302, 
CT 303, CT 304, CT ~n5, CT 306, CT 307, CT 308, CT 309, CT 310, CT 311, 
CT 312, CT 313, CT 314.01, CT 314.02, CT 315.01, CT 315.02, CT 316, CT 317, 
CT 401, CT 402, CT 403, CT 404, CT 405, CT 406.01, CT 406.02, CT 407, 
CT 408.02, CT 408.03, CT 408.04, CT 408.05, CT 409, CT 410, CT 411, CT 412, 
CT 413, CT 414.01, CT 414.02, CT 415, CT 416, CT 417.01, CT 417.02, CT 418.01, 
CT 418.02, CT 419.01, CT 419.02, CT 420.01, CT 420.02, CT 421, CT 422.01, 
CT 422.02, CT 422.0!. CT 422.04, CT 423, CT 424, CT 425.01, CT 425.02, 
CT 425.03, CT 426, CT 427.02, CT 427.03, CT 427.04, CT 428, CT 429, CT 430, 
CT 431, CT 432, CT 433.01, CT 433.02, CT 433.03, CT 434.01, CT 434.02, 
CT 435.01, CT 435.02, CT 436, CT 437, CT 438.02, CT 438.03, CT 438.04, CT 439, 
CT 440, CT 441, CT 442, CT 443, CT 456.021 partial census tracts: CT 451.02 -
that portion contained within the City of Indian Wells, CT 451.04 - that 
portion not contained within Congressional District 45, CT 444 - that portion 
not contained within Congressional District 45, CT 456.01 - that portion not 
contained within COaI-il.:'essional District 45. 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 38: 
Congressional District 38 shall consist of the following whole and partial 
. census tracts of orange COunty: whole census tracts: CT 525.02, CT 740.03, 
CT 740.04, CT 740.05, CT 740.06, CT 741.01, CT 741.02, CT 741.03, CT 741.04, 
CT 7011.05, CT 742, CT 743, CT 744.01, C'l' 744.03, C'l' 744~04, CT 745.01, 
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CT 745.02, CT 746.01, CT 746.02, CT 747.01, CT 747.02, CT 748.01, CT 748.02, 
CT 7.8.03, CT 748.04, CT 749.01, CT 749.02, CT 750.01, CT 750.02, CT 751, 
CT 752.01, CT 752.02, CT 753.01, CT 753.02, CT 753.03, CT 754.01, CT 754.03, 
CT 154.04, CT 754.05, CT' 755.04, CT 755.05, CT 755.06, CT 755.07, CT 755.08, 
CT 755.09, ~ 865.01, CT 866.01, CT 866.02, CT 867.01, CT 867.02, CT 868.03, 
CT 869.01, CT 869.02, CT 869.03, CT 870.01, CT 870.02, CT 871.01, CT 871.02, 
CT 871.03, CT 871.04, CT 872, CT 874.03, CT 875.01, CT 875.03, CT 875.04, 
CT 876.01, CT 876.02, CT 877.01, CT 877.03, CT 877.04, CT 878.01, CT 878.02, 
CT 878.03, CT 818.05, CT 878.06, CT 879.01, CT 879.02', CT 880.01, CT 880.02, 
CT 881.01, CT 881.02, CT 881.03, CT 882.01, CT 882.02, CT 882.03, CT 883.01, 
CT 883.02, ~l 884.01, CT 884.02, CT 884.03, CT 885.01, CT 885.02, CT 886.01, 
CT 886.02, CT 887.01, CT 881.02, CT 888, CT 889.02, CT 889.03, CT 890.01, 
CT 890.02, CT 891.01, CT 891.02, CT 891.03, CT 992.01, CT 1100.03, CT 1100.04, 
CT 1100.05; partial census tracts: CT 525.01 - that portion not contained 
within Congressional District 40, CT 751.01 - that portion not contained 
within Congressional District 39, CT 161.02 - that portion contained within 
the City of Santa Ana, CT 639.07- that portion contained within the City of 
Santa Ana, CT 992.27 - that portion contained within the City of Santa Ana, 
CT 999.01 - ~I,at portion contained within the City of Garden Grove, 
CT 999.02 - that portion contained within the City of Garden Grove, 
CT 999.03 - that portion contained within the City of Garden Grove, 
CT 156.03 - that portion contained within the City of Tustin, CT 758.06 - that 
-# 
portion contained within the City of Santa Ana, CT 759.02 - that portion 
contained within the City of Santa Ana, CT 760 - that porti~.contained within 
the City of Santa Ana, CT 761.03 - that portion not contained within 
Congressional District 39, CT 874.01 - that portion not contained within 
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Congressional District 39, CT 889.01 - that portion not contained within 
Congressional District 43, CT 807.04 - that portion contained within the City 
of Garden Grove, CT 992.02 - that portion not contained within Congressional 
District 43, CT 992.03 -.that portion not contained within Congressional 
District 43, CT 998.01 - that portion co~tained within the City of Garden 
Grove, CT 1100.01 - that portion not contained within Congressional District 
34, CT 1100.10 - that portion not contained within Congressional District 34, 
CT 1101.13 - that portion contained within the City of Stanton. 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 39: 
congressional District 39 shall consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of Orange County: whole census tracts: CT 11.01, CT 11.02, 
CT 11.03, CT 12, CT 13.01, CT 13.02, CT 14.01, CT 14.02, CT 14.03, CT 14.04, 
CT 15.01, CT 15.02, CT 15.03, CT 15.04,·CT 15.05, CT 16.01, CT 16.02, 
CT 17.01, CT 17.02, CT 18.01, CT 18.02, CT 19.01, CT 19.02, CT 19.03, CT 110, 
CT 111.01, CT 111.02, CT 112, CT 113, CT 114.01, CT 114.02, CT 115.01, 
CT 115.02, CT 116.01, CT 116.02, CT 117.07, CT 117.08, CT 117.09, CT 117.10, 
CT 117.11, CT 117.12, CT 117.13, CT 11i.~~, 117.15, CT 117.16, CT 117.17, 
CT 117.18, CT 218.02, CT 218.05, CT 218.06, CT 218.07, CT 218.08, CT 218.09, 
CT 218.10, CT 218.11, CT 218.12, CT 218.13, CT 219.03, CT 219.04, CT 219.05, 
CT 219.06, CT 219.08, CT 219.09, CT 757.03, CT 758.02, CT 758.03, CT 758.04, 
CT 758.05, CT 758.07, CT 758.08, CT 758.09, CT 758.10, CT 759.01, CT 761.01, 
CT 761.02, CT 762.01, CT 762.02, CT 762.04, CT 762.05, CT 762.06, CT 762.07, 
CT 762.08, CT 863.01, CT 863.03, CT 863.04, CT 863.05, CT 863.06, CT 864.02, 
CT 864.04, CT 864.05, CT 864.06, CT 864.07, CT 865.02, CT 868.01, CT 868.02, 
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CT 873, CT 874.02, CT 1102.01, CT 1102.03, CT 1103.02, CT 1103.03, CT 1104.01, 
CT 1104.02, CT 1105, .CT :~06.01, CT 1106.03, CT 1106.04, CT 1106.05, partial 
census tracts: CT 761.02 - that portion not contained within Congressional 
District 38, CT 757.01 - ~hat portion contained within the City of Orange, 
CT 756.01 - that portion not contained within Congressional District 40, 
CT 758.06 - that portion not contained within Congressional District 38, 
CT 759.02 - that portion not contained within Congressional District 38, 
CT 760 - that portion not contained within Congressional District 38, 
CT 761.03 - that portion contained within the City of Orange, CT 874.01 - that 
portion contained within Blocks 114, 110, 105, 106, 113, 115, and 211, 
CT 1101.10 - that portion contai~ed within the City of Buena Park, together 
with that portion contained within the unincorporated territory, CT 1102.02 -
that portion not contained within Congressional District 34, CT 1103.01 - that 
-
portion not contained within Congressional District 34, CT 1103.04 - that 
portion not contained within Congressional District 34. 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 40: 
Congressional District 40 shall =~'n.i.t of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of Orange County: whole census tracts: CT 219.07, CT 320.02, 
CT 320.03, C'1' 320.06, C'1' 320.07, C'1' 320.08, CT 320.09, C'1' 320.10, CT 320.11, 
C'l' 320.12, C'1' 320.13, CT 320.14, C'l' 320.15, CT 421.01, CT 421.02, C'1' 421.03, 
CT 421.04, C'1' 422.01, C'1' 422.02, CT 423.03, CT 423.05, C'1' 423.06, CT 423.07, 
C"1' 423.08, CT 423.09, CT 423.10, CT 423.11, CT 423.12, CT 423.13, CT 423.14, 
CT 524.04, C'1' 524.05, CT 524.06, CT 524.07, CT 524.08, CT 524.09, CT 524.10, 
C'1' 524.11, CT 525.03, CT 525.04, CT 525.05, cor 525.06, CT 525.07, C'1' 525.08, 
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CT 626.16, CT iJv.02, or 757.02, partial census tracts: CT 626.04 - that 
portion contained within the City of Irvine, CT 525.01 - that portion 
contained within the City of Irvine, CT 626.18 - that portion contained within 
the City of Irvine, CT F1.6.21 - that portion not contained within 
Congressional District 43, or 756.01 - that portion contained within the City 
of Tustin, and Blocks 126, 106, 107, 108, 109, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 
203, 232, 227, 204, 205, 206, 207, 231, 210, 208, 225, 226, 211, 212, 213, 
214, 215, 216, 218, 222, 221, 217, 219, 220, 228, 229, 112, 125, 127, 907, 
113, 116, 117, 120, 223, 90S, and 906, together with the following whole and 
partial census tracts of San Diego County: whole census tracts: or 174.01, 
CT 175, CT 176, CT 177, or 178.01, CT 178.03, or 178.04, or 179, or 180, 
CT 181, CT 182, CT 183, or 184, CT 185.01, CT 185.02, or 185.04, CT 185.05, 
CT 185.06, CT 186.01, CT 186.03, CT 186.04, CT 186.05, CT 187, CT 188, 
CT 189.01, CT 189.02, CT 190, CT 191.01; CT 191.02, CT 192.01, CT 193, CT 194, 
CT 195, CT 196, CT 197, CT 198, partial census tracts: CT 200.05 - that 
portion contained within the City of Carlsbad and the entrapped unincorporated 
territory, CT 192.02 - that portion not contained within Congressional 
District 41, cor 199 - ti .... ~ portion not contained within Congressional District 
41, CT 200.05 - that portion contained within the City of Vista and the 
entrapped unincorporated territory, CT 174.02 - that portion not contained 
within Congressional District 41, CT 200.03 - that portion contained within 
the City of Carlsbad. 
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CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 41 = 
Congressional District 41 shall consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of San Diego County: whole census tracts: cor 65, CT 66, CT 68, 
CT 69, CT 70.01, CT 70.02, CT 71, CT 72, CT 73.01, CT 73.02, CT 74, CT 75, 
CT 76, cor 77, cor 78, cor 79.01, cor 79.02, CT 80.01, CT 80.02, cor 81.01, 
CT 81.02, CT 82, CT 83.01, CT 83.03, CT 83.05, CT 83.06, CT 83.07, CT 83.10, 
cor 83.11, cor 83.12, CT 83.13, CT 83.14, CT 83.15, cor 83.16, cor 83.17, 
cor 83.18, cor 83.19, CT 83.20, CT 83.21, CT 83.22, CT 83.23, CT 83.24, 
cor 85.01, cor 85.02, CT 85.03, CT 85.04, CT 85.05, CT 85.06, CT 85.07, 
CT 85.09, CT 85.]Q, CT 85.11, CT 85.12, CT 85.13, CT 86, CT 87.01, CT 87.02, 
CT 90, CT 91.01, CT 91.02, CT 91.03, CT 91.04, CT 91.05, CT 94, CT 95.04, 
CT 99.01, CT 170.05, CT 170.06, cor 170.07, CT 170.08, CT 170.09, CT 170.10, 
CT 170.11, CT 170.12, cor 170.13, cor 170.14, CT 170.15, cor 170.16, CT 170.17, 
CT 170.18, CT 171.01, cor 171.02, CT 172, CT 173.01, CT 173.02, CT 200.02, 
CT 200.04, CT 201.01, cor 201.02, CT 202.01, CT 202.02, CT 202.03, CT 202.04, 
CT 202.05, CT 203.01, CT 203.02, CT 203.03, CT 204, CT 205, CT 206.01, 
CT 206.02, cor 207.01, CT 207.03, cor 207.04, partial census tracts: CT 192.02 
- that portim c;~",,,:ained within the City of San Marcos and the entrapped 
unincorporated territory, cor 199 - that portion contained within the City of 
San Marcos and the entrapped unincorporated territory, CT 200.05 - that 
portion not contained within Congressional District 40, cor 95.02 - that 
portim not contained within Congressima1 District 42, CT 174.02 - tha~ 
portion contained within Blocks 158, 160, 162, 145, 210, 211, 324, 326, 327, 
328, 329, 325, 156, 151, 148, 147, 146, 144, 143, and 149, CT 200.03 - that 
portion not contained within Congressional District 40, cor 208 - that portion 
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not contained within Block Group 8, except Blocks 803 and 804, together with 
b.",...:k Group 9, except Block 919. 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 42: 
Congressional District 42 shall consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of San Diego County: whole census tracts: CT 1, CT 2, CT 3, 
C'l' 4, CT 5, CT 6, CT 7, CT 8, CT 9, C'l' 10, CT 11, C'l' 12, CT 13, CT 15, CT 16, 
CT 17, CT 18, CT 19, CT 20.01, CT 20.02, CT 21, CT 22, CT 23, CT 24, CT 25.01, 
CT 25.02, C'l' 26, C'l' 27.01, C'l' 27.02, CT 27.03, C'l' 27.04, C'l' 27.05, CT 27.06, 
CT 28.01, :T 28.02, CT 29.01, CT 29.02, CT 29.03, CT 42, CT 88, CT 89, 
CT 92.01, CT 92.02, CT 93.01, CT 93.03, CT 93.04, CT 95.01, CT 95.03, 
CT 96.02, C'l' 96.03, C'l' 96.04, C'l' 97.03, CT 97.04, CT 97.05, CT 97.06, 
CT 98.01, CT 98.02, CT 98.04, CT 98.05, CT 135.01, C'l' 135.02, CT 136.01, 
CT 136.02, CT 137, CT 145, CT 147, CT 148.01, CT 148.03, CT 148.04, CT 149, 
CT 150, CT 151, CT 152, CT 153.01, CT 153.02, CT 154.02, CT 154.03, CT 154.04, 
CT 155, CT 156.01, C'l' 156.02, CT 157.01, C'l' 157.02, CT 158, CT 159, CT 160, 
CT 161, CT 162.01, CT 162.02, CT 163, CT 164.01, C'l' 164.02, CT 165.01, 
CT 165.0~, :T 166.02, C'l' 166.03, C'l' 166.05, C'l' 166.06, CT 166.07, CT 166.08, 
C'l' 166.09, C'l' 166.10, C'l' 166.11, C'l' 167.01, C'l' 167.02, C'l' 168.02, CT 168.03, 
C'l' 168.04, CT 168.05, C'l' 169; partial census tracts: C'l' 146 - that portion 
not contained within Congressional District 44, CT 95.02 - that portion 
contained within Blocks 110 and 111, CT 138 - that portion contalned w~~hin 
the City of La Mesa, together with that portion contained within Blocks 103, 
109, and 321. 
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CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 43: 
COngressional District 43 ahall consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of Orange ,County: whole census tracts: CT 626.05, CT 626.07, 
CT 626.08, CT 626.17, CT 626.19, CT 626.20, CT 626.22, CT 626.23, CT 627, 
CT 628, CT 629, CT 630.01, CT 630.04, CT 630.05, CT 630.06, CT 630.07, 
CT 630.08, CT 631.01, CT 631.02, CT 631.03, CT 632.01, CT 632.02, CT 633, 
CT 634, CT 635, CT 636.01, CT 636.02, CT 636.03, CT 637, CT 638.02, CT 638.03, 
CT 638.05, CT 638.06, CT 638.07, CT 638.08, CT 639.02, CT 639.03, CT 639.04, 
CT 639.05, CT 639.06, CT 639.08, CT 889.05, CT 992.04, CT 992.11, CT 992.12, 
CT 992.14, CT 992.15, CT 992.16, CT 992.17, CT 992.19, CT 992.20, CT 992.22, 
~~ 992.23, CT 992.24, CT 992.25, CT 992.26, CT 992.28, CT 992.29, CT 992.30, 
CT 992.31, CT 992.32, CT 992.33, CT 992.34, CT 992.35, CT 992.36, CT 992.37, 
CT 992.38, CT 992.39, CT 992.40, CT 993.02, CT 993.03, CT 993.04, CT 993.05, 
CT 994.02, CT 994.04, CT 994.05, CT 994.06, CT 994.07, CT 994.08, CT 994.10, 
~ 994.11, CT 994.12, CT 994.13, CT 994.14, CT 994.15, CT 995.02, CT 995.03, 
CT 995.04, CT 99S.0S, CT 995.06, CT 99S.07, CT 995.08, CT 996.01, CT 996.02, 
CT 996.03, CT 996.04, CT 996.05, CT 997.01, CT 997.02, CT 997.03, CT 998.02, 
CT 998.03, CT 999.04, CT 1100.12, partial census tracts: CT 626.04 - that 
portion not contained within Congressional District 40, CT 626.18 - that 
portion not contained within COngressional District 40, CT 639.07 - that 
portion not contained within Congressional District 38, CT 992.27 - that 
portion not contained wi thin COngressional District 38, Ji 999.01 - that 
portion not contained within Congressional District 38, CT 999.02 - that 
~rtion not contained within COngressional District 38, CT 999.03 - that 
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portion not contained within Congressional District 38, CT 626.10 - that 
portion contained within the cities of Newport Beach and Costa Mesa, CT 626.21 
- that portion contained within Blocks 101, 102, 104, 115, 131, 132, 116 
through 130, 133, 134, 136, 137, and 910, CT 889.01 - that portion contained 
within the City of Westminster, CT 889.04 - that portion not contained within 
Congressional District 38, CT 992.02 - that portion contained within the 
cities of FOuntain Valley and Westminster, CT 992.03 - that portion contained 
within the cities of Fountain Valley and Westminster, CT 998.01 - that portion 
not contained within Congressional District 38, CT 1100.07 - that portion 
contained within the City of Seal Beach, CT 1100.08 - that portion not 
contained within Congressional District 34. 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 44: 
congressional District 44 shall consist pf the following whole and partial 
census tracts of San Diego County: whole census tracts: cr 14, CT 30.01, 
CT 30.02, CT 31.01, CT 31.02, CT 31.03, CT 31.04, CT 31.05, CT 31.07, 
CT 31.08, CT 32.01, CT 32.02, CT 32.03, CT 32.04, CT 32.06, CT 32.07, CT 33, 
CT 34.01, CT 34.02, CT 35, CT 36, CT 38, CT 39, CT 40, CT 41, CT 43, CT 44, 
CT 45, CT 46, CT 47, CT 48, CT 49, CT SO, CT 51, CT 52, CT 53, CT 54, CT 55, 
CT 56, CT 57, CT 58, CT 59, CT 60, CT 61, CT 62, CT 63, CT 64, CT 99.02, 
CT 100.01, CT 100.02, CT 100.03, CT 100.04, CT 100.05, CT 100.06, CT 100.07, 
CT 101.03, CT 101.04, CT 101.05, CT 101.06, CT 1~~ )7, CT i02, CT 103, CT 104, 
CT 105, CT 106.01, CT 106.02, CT 106.03, CT 107, CT 108, CT 109, CT 110, 
CT Ill, CT 112, CT 113, CT 114, CT 115, CT 116, CT 117, CT 118, CT 119, 
CT 120, CT 121, CT 122, CT 123.01, CT 123.02, CT 124.01,. CT 124.02, CT 125, 
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CT 126, CT 127, CT 128, CT 129, CT ll0, CT lll.01, CT 131.02, CT 132.01, 
CT 132.02, CT 133.01, CT 133.02, CT 13l.03, CT 133.04, CT 133.05, CT 134.01, 
CT 134.03, CT 134.04, CT 139.01, CT 139.02, CT 139.03, CT 140.01, CT 140.02, 
CT 141, CT 142, CT 143, CT 144, CT 213, partial census tracts: CT 146 - that 
portion contained within the City of Lemon Grove, CT 138 - that portion not 
contained within Congressional District 42. 
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 45: 
Congressional District 45 shall consist of the following whole and partial 
census tracts of Riverside County: CT 445.01, CT 445.02, CT 446, CT 447, 
CT 448.02, CT ~48.03, CT ~49.0l, CT 449.02, CT ~49.03, CT 450, CT 451.03, 
CT 452.01, CT 452.02, CT 453, CT 454, CT 455, CT 457.01, CT 457.02, CT 458, 
CT ~59, CT ~60, CT ~6l, CT ~621 partial census tracts: CT ~56.01 - that 
portion contained within the cities of COachella and Indio and the entrapped 
unincorporated territory, CT 4~4 - that portion contained within the City of 
Palm Springs, CT 451.02 - that portion not contained within Congressional 
District 37, CT ~5l.04 - that portion contained within the cities of Palm 
Desert and Rancho Mirage, together with the unincorporated portions of Blocks 
420, ~21, 422, ~23, 424, 425, 426, 429, 430, ~3l, 432, 433, 434, 427, and 428, 
together with Block Groups 5, 6, 7 and Blocks 801 through 822, together with 
the following whole and partial census tracts of San BernarcHno County: whole 
census tracts: CT 60, CT 65, CT 66, CT 67 •. :-r 68, CT 69, C'1' 70, CT 71, CT 72, 
CT 73. CT 74.01, CT 74.02, CT 75, CT 77, CT 78, CT 79, CT 80, CT 81, CT 82, 
CT 83, CT 84, CT 85, C'1' 86, CT 87, C'1' 88, CT 100.02, CT 101, CT 102.01, 
CT 102.02, CT 104.01, CT 104.02, CT 104.03, CT 104.04, CT 105, CT 106, CT 107, 
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partial census tracts: CT 44 - that portion contained within the City of 
Colton and the entrapped unincorporated territory, CT 49 - that portion 
contained within the City of Colton and the entrapped unincorporated 
territory, CT 36 - that .portion contained within the City of Colton, CT 76 -
all except Blocks 401, 402, and 404, CT 40 - all except the portions contained 
within the City of Fontana, the City of Rialto, and Blocks 219, 220, 227, 228, 
226, 229, 221, 218, 217, 222, 225, and 230; together with the following whole 
and partial census tracts of San Diego County: whole census tracts: 
CT 209.01, CT 209.02, CT 210, CT 211, CT 212.01, CT 212.02; partial census 
tracts: CT 208 - that portion not contained within Congressional District 41. 
Ninth - This initiative measure shall take effect if and when Article 
XXI of the Constitution of the State of California is amended to provide that, 
notwithstanding any prior adjustmnt of boundary lines by the Legislature, the 
electors may, at any time, adjust the boundary lines of the Senatorial, 
Assembly, Congressional, and Board of Equalization districts by initiative. 
Tenth - If any provision of this act or the application thereof to 
any person or circumstance is held invalid, the invalidity shall not affect 
other provisions or applications of the act whih can be given effect without 
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the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this 
act are severable. 
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JO/fS K. VA.S DE K.·DIP 
Attorney General 
I ·""~~···",,,~ .. 
~fE~} State of California '~.'i 
DEP.4RTME.VT OF JUSTICE ' ........ . 
July 26, 1985 
Don A. Sebastiani 
25 McDonell Street~ 
Sonoma, California 95476 
Re: Initiative Title and Summary. 
1515 K STREET. SL'ITE 511 
SACR:\\lE~TO 9581.1 
(916) 445-9555 
Subject: Reapportionment of Assembly, Senate, and Congressional 
Our File No. SA85RF0007 Districts. 
Pursuant to your request, we have prepared the attached 
title and summary of the chief purposes and points of the 
above identified proposed initiative. A copy of our letter 
.to the Secretary of State, as required by Elections Code 
sections 3503 and 3513, our declaration of mailing, and the 
text of your proposal that was considered is attached. 
The Secretary of Stat~ will be sending you shortly a copy 
of the circulating and filing schedule for your proposal 
that will be issued by that office. 
Please send us a copy of the petition after you have it 
printed. This copy is not for our review or approval, but 
to supplement our file in this matter. 
Very truly yours, 




Deputy Attorney General 
Attachment 
(RF-9, 6/83) 
DECLARATION OF MAILING 
The' uridersigned Declarant, states as follows: 
I am over the age of 18 years and not a proponent 
of the within matter; my place of employment and business 
address is 1515 K Street, Suite 511, Sacramento, California 
95814. 
On the date shown below, I mailed a copy or copies 
of the attached letter to the proponents, by placing a true 
copy thereof i~ an envelope addressed to the proponents 
named below at the addresses indicated, and by sealing and 
depositing said envelope or envelopes in the United States 
mail at Sacramento, California, with postage prepaid. There 
is delivery service by United States mail at each of the 
places so addressed, or there is regular communication by 
mail between the place of mailing and each of the places so 
addressed. 
Date of Mailing: 
Subject: 
Our File No.: 
JULY 26, 1985 
REAPPORTIO:mENT OF ASSEMBLY, SENATE 
AUD CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS 
SA85RF0007 
Name of Proponent(s) and Address(es): 
DON A. SEBASTIANI 
25 McDonell Street 
Sonoma, California 95476 
I declare under penalty of perjury that the 
foregoing is true and correct. 
Executed at Sacramento, California on July 26, 1985 . 
(RF-l0a, 1/83) 
MARSHA L. BIERER 
Declarant 
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